
Pivot Politics vs Power Politics
Ez 14:
 I. National Degeneracy (1969)

 A. 4th cycle of Divine Discipline a nation reaches maximum pressure and still intact as a nation but 
on its way down and out.
 1. We in the United States of America in 1969 were already in the 4th cycle of Divine 

Discipline.
 2. Under the 4th cycle of Divine Discipline the Young are in their teens and 20’s but after 30 

they are no longer considered YOUNG.
 3. This is the most critical period of the national life span and it would be very easy for us 

to have gone into the 5th cycle of Divine Discipline and total destruction.
 4. It is also very very easy to return to prosperity and blessing under god’s economy through 

us of the Edification Complex of the Soul in every believer.
 5. Every generation determines its own course and we don’t leave a heritage for one 

from another and the YOUNG people decide for themselves which way they would 
go.

 6. Generations with respect for authority and law and order will become great 
generations.

 7. The generation just prior to World War II were totally different with their attitudes toward
 i. Authority
 ii. Patriotism
 iii. Respect for our flag and military and our nation.
 iv. Music
 v. Good dress
 vi. Male hair cuts
 vii. Feminity of women
 viii. Even boys were men in their hearts
 ix. Common Sense
 x. Lack of drugs in schools.

 8. This resulted in the greatest organization in all of history from 1941 to 1945 in the form 
of the United States Army.

 9. This is the reason we have never been attacked by a major power successfully
 10. There will be in the future of the United States of America after 1969 now our past 

history
 i. Race wars
 ii. Rise in crime
 iii. Very unstable economy
 iv. Very poor attitude toward authority.

 B. Ezekiel is a young man a contemporary of Daniel
 1. Daniel went out on the first waver or captives Ezekiel on the 2nd.
 2. The elders came to bible study and the Lord told Ezekiel that they had Scar Tissue of the 

Soul because of their Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine 
 3. They had panaceas as solutions to man’s problems such as socialism, give the poor 

anything they want, asuage the guilt of those who think for others, concept of all people 
being equal, all of liberalism

 4. The young today get involved in drugs and any stimulation available in life because of 
Scar Tissue of the Soul and idols in the mind

 5. With these idols in the minds they have false thoughts and false political practices and the 
result is the nation is stumbling

 6. In the United States of America the liberalism of the past 30 years before 1969 is so 



fantastic it is destroying the United States of America a stumbling block of iniquity
 7. From that time the solution to the problems in the United States of America is 

consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible 
Doctrine.

 C. The punishment of the nation:
 1. The responsibility lies with the false prophet the liberal pastor.
 2. When the nation falls there will be survivors and there will be no more pollutions 

from degenerate people and false prophets bad leaders and false priorities and 
policies for only those with the Edification Complex of the Soul will survive.

 3. The believer who have prepared themselves under the Grace Apparatus for 
Perception with consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of 
Bible Doctrine will be the ones to survive.

 4. Both Young and Old will survive because they have prepared themselves for the 
crisis with daily Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of 
Bible Doctrine 

 5. This doctrine must be made available in a Frame of Reference with divine Norms 
and Standards so that a person in captivity will never compromise the word of God.

 6. This was Daniel and this was Ezekiel
 D. This will take the 5th cycle of Divine Discipline and the remnant  

 1. The 5th cycle of Divine Discipline destroys everything except the The Edification   
Complex of the Soul 

 2. The Edification Complex of the Soul is the destruction proof bomb shelter in the   
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 

 3. To survive a total catastrophe of a national entity it takes a shelter on the inside and   
the strength of the soul with the filled Edification Complex of the Soul.

 4. The generation of destruction from the 5th cycle of Divine Discipline must learn from   
history that the only way to survive the destruction of your nation is to have inner 
resources from the filled Edification Complex of the Soul and he made sure that 
information is permanent in the word of God.

Ps 119
 5. Ps 119 was the teen aged crown who were positive to Bible Doctrine and had to build 

their Edification Complex of the Soul on the march to babylon and were in bad shape 
when they arrived but were in great spiritual shape and all recovered.

 6. This focus’ attention to one man, Ezekiel, Daniel, Jeremiah the first 2 left the land and 
survived Jeremiah stayed and survived.

 E. Before the 5th cycle of Divine Discipline comes there will be a total economic disaster 
 1. To the rulers of Israel the message of v14 is given directly to them 
 2. The Lord told them simply that they would be judged and destroyed because of their false 

idols of the soul.
 3. Their only hope for deliverance is regeneration, with daily use of Grace Apparatus for 

Perception and erection of the Edification Complex of the Soul and cycling of the Frame 
of Reference so that divine Norms and standards might exist in the mind for application 
to crisis.

 4. Noah, Daniel, Job
 i. They were all born again believers in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ as revealed to 

them as the Lord Jehovah
 ii. They were all positive to Bible Doctrine and stuck to it till the crisis came.

 5. Noah the crisis was 40 years distant and when he was ridiculed and under severe testing 
for building a boat which took the whole 40 years but being in a minority he stuck to 
Bible Doctrine.
 i. He allowed nothing to get between him and the intake of Bible Doctrine 
 ii. He had ridicule followed by an incredible universal flood



 6. Job functioned under Grace Apparatus for Perception and was building the Edification 
Complex of the Soul and reached it by the end of his testing
 i. He was in the minority and had to face incredible pressures and survived them.
 ii. He lost his total family except his wife, he had skin cancer, his wife tried to nag 

him to death but did not succeed, he became depressed and had a nervous 
breakdown but survived it.

 iii. He was in the minority and right having gotten off base a few times but returned.
 7. Daniel would not let anyone nor anything deviate him from Bible Doctrine.

 i. He was totally consistent in his Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 ii. HE never let the pressure get to him and he was totally the minority.
 8. God the Holy Spirit spoke through Ezekiel talking about Noah, Daniel and Job in that 

order for a reason.
 i. Job was antediluvian, Noah was diluvian, and Daniel only a teen anger.
 ii. Why not some other combination of great believers.
 iii. They all survived disasters by having the Edification Complex of the Soul 

saturated with Bible Doctrine.
 iv. Daniel is the middle one with the old timers holding him up since he is a very 

young man 18 years old at most.
 v. Daniel is alive and the whole picture of contemporary believers with Positive 

Volition and total focus on Bible Doctrine.
 9. Ezekiel is in the land of judah and the leaders are coming to him and hundreds of miles 

away Daniel is facing his first brainwashing test.
 i. These leaders probably did not know anything of Daniel.
 ii. The only security of the believer in disaster and crisis is from the Edification 

Complex of the Soul built before hand.
 iii. With the Edification Complex of the Soul built in the past we survive the national 

disaster of the future.
 iv. It takes YEARS of daily study and maybe in 18 months of really intense study 

with class and repeated study of tapes.
 v. The Edification Complex of the Soul causes the individual to survive and the 

nation to survive being the salt of the earth.
 vi. When the nation becomes too degenerate it will be destroyed in spite of the 

remnant and only those with the Edification Complex of the Soul will survive in 
order to build the nation again in the future.

 F. IF the United States of America goes through the disasters described here in this passage 
the question we must ask ourselves is “WOULD WE BE ALIVE ON THE EARTH”.
 1. Would be number ourselves with Noah, Daniel and Job in such a disaster
 2. WE must possess the Edification Complex of the Soul at the time of any disaster the 

world could throw at us
 3. There would be no way we could be taken from the world if we were like Noah, 

Daniel and Job.
 4. No matter the fight nor war situation we carry in our minds our own protection 

from the fortification of our own Edification Complex of the Soul.
 5. The problem of having the Edification Complex of the Soul is we are so confident and 

dogmatic and safe with it and no one understand the way we think.
 6. The people will say there are other opinions why can we be so dogmatic, WE ARE 

RIGHT AND RIGHT FROM THE Divine Viewpoint OF Bible Doctrine in our Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul.

 7. It is a crazy feeling to see others falling apart and we feel safe, confident and dogmatic 
about our position.

 8. There is something which comes with the full Edification Complex of the Soul that is 



unexplainable and can only be understood when you have it.
 9. People resent this and will resent us with it.
 10. There is no personality conflict among believers only a spiritual conflict.
 11. People resent dogmatic teaching of doctrine to them and those with dogmatic opinions.
 12. Those with the Edification Complex of the Soul and those who are focused on building 

one.
 13. Children should not be buried in private schools but must be taught Bible Doctrine daily 

in their home in order to be able to handle life in the world around them.

Ez 14:1-
v1: Then came certain of the rulers of Israel concerned for the nation to me; and sat before me in bible class. 
v2: And the word of the LORD came to me saying: 
v3: "Son of man, teacher or prophet, these men have set up their idols of false concepts in their minds having Negative 
Volition to Bible Doctrine and thus Scar Tissue of the Soul, they have set up a stumbling block of their iniquity before their 
faces; should I be inquired of at all by them, what right do they have to come seek a solution from me? 
v10: Because they have gone so far they shall bear the punishment of their iniquity, the punishment of the false prophet 
shall be even as the punishment of the inquirer
v11: That the house of Israel may go no more astray from me, nor be polluted any more with all their transgressions, but 
that they may be my people and I may be their God, says the Lord GOD." 
v12: And the word of the LORD came to me saying: 
v13: "Son of man, prophet, teacher, when a land sins against me by tresspassing greviously then I stretch out my hand 
against or upon it, and break its economy and send famine upon it, and cut off man and beast from it, 
v14: though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in maximum national disaster, they would deliver but their own 
souls by their righteousness of the Edification Complex of the Soul, says the Lord GOD.
v15: If I cause wild beasts or incredible violence to pass through the land, so that they ravage or spoil it with economic 
disaster, so that the land be made desolate, so that no man may pass through because of the wild beasts or VIOLENCE; 
v16: even if these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, as I live, says the Lord GOD, they would not deliver their 
own families, neither sons nor daughters; they alone would be delivered, but the land will be desolate. 
v17: Or if I bring a sword of military invasion upon that land, and say sword go through the land so that and I cut off from 
it man and beast; 
v18: though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in the land, as I live, says the Lord GOD, they would not deliver 
their families, neither sons nor daughters, but they alone would be delivered. 
v19: Or if I send a pestilence of loss of health and great diseases into that land, and pour out my fury upon it with blood, to 
cut off from it man and beast; 
v20: even if Noah, Daniel, and Job were in it, as I live, says the Lord GOD, they would not deliver their own families 
neither son nor daughter; they would deliver but their own lives by means of their righteousness from their Edification 
Complex of the Soul. 
v21: "For thus says the Lord GOD: How much more when I send my four sword judgments upon Jerusalem, the sword of 
military invasion (Chaldeans), famine or economic collapse, evil beasts of unrestrained violence and lawlessness, and pestilence 
of great diseases, to cut off from the land man and beast! 
v22: Yet, behold therein shall be left a remnant of survivors to be brought forth sons and daughters who are building their 
Edification Complex of the Soul, when they come forth to you, and you see their ways and their doings, you will be consoled 
for the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem, for all that I have brought upon it. 

 II. The book of Daniel:
 A. One of the great messages of Daniel is how God cares for believers with the Edification 

Complex of the Soul when under the last cycles of Divine Discipline.
 1. It also emphasizes the factors which led to the golden age of Israel on the far side of the 

future after the 5th cycle the Edification Complex of the Soul and Metabolized Bible 
Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
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 I. Principle:
 A. The nicer we are to 3rd world nation the more they resent us and defame us

 1. This is not surprising when considering the Old Sin Nature and communist propaganda 
against the United States.

 B. There is the potential for incredible change to a person on one hand being a courageous hero and 
then becoming a blatant coward when the pressure is gone.

 C. The Logistical Grace of God provides us with physical courage basis and the Plan of God 
provides us with moral courage basis in all situations.
 1. Once you resort to violence to solve problems you enter into power politics and once you 

do this you are never the same person again.
 II. One with great spiritual authority as a communicator of Bible Doctrine must rely on Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine and never reject Bible Doctrine for power politics
 A. Ordering the killing of those who oppose you is how you become involved in the violence of 

power politics.
 1. Killing opponents results in making martyrs after they when they could have been 

already been discredited.
 2. Violence does not solve problems.
 3. Killing when fighting for FREEDOM in the nation is authorized and when killing 

criminals after trial.
 4. We must never forget the principle that power of pivot politics is in thinking and proper 

use of authority and not in violence and assassinations.
 III. The Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 

 A. Principle:
 1. The fact that there is nothing to solve a situation requires perseverance in prayer

 i. This is a matter for thought not muscle.
 ii. Persistence of thought without discouragement is a testing of Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) confidence.
 2. Capacity for anything in life requires thought and correct Mental Attitude and motivation.
 3. When prayer appears to be useless we must not become discouraged or weary of praying.

 i. It requires more concentration
 ii. It is work to think and concentrate.

 4. Prayer is an extension of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and this must be tested at every 
point.
 i. Persistence in prayer 1Thes 5:17, Mark 11:24, 

1Thes 5:17
v17: Make a Habit of constantly recurring habitual and spontaneous Prayer, (Don’t neglect Prayer or pray improperly)
Mark 11:24
v24: Therefore I say to you for your advantage, all things in your content of prayer for which you ask or desire when you 
pray, believe that you will receive them and you shall keep on having or they shall be given to you.

 a. Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) must be related to prayer.
 5. Spiritual power exceeds physical power 

 B. Persistence on the right track is always rewarded.
 1. Both Moses and Elijah are brilliant and the greatest men of the Old Testament Scripture 

but the secret to their success is the persistence in their spiritual life functions.
 2. We must keep focused on our objectives and keep plugging with Perception, Cognition, 

Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine and Application of Bible Doctrine 
through the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and prayer.

 3. The people who make it are those who don’t give up ever.
 C. No matter how bad a ruler may be in any area there is a courtesy that is owed to the office he 

holds despite failures of the individual.



 1. This is a most important principle of having authority and you must never regard those 
under you in antagonism or subjectivity.
 i. You must never be attracted to the pleasing personality and reject the unpleasant 

one.
 ii. You must regard all those under you as those you are responsible for
 iii. Any authority in life must be used in terms of responsibility to God.
 iv. Like sin God disciplines for malfunction in this responsibility of believers.
 v. This also is in regard to the authority of the family, Husband over wife, parents 

over children.
 vi. We are responsible for those under us in all areas of authority and we must treat 

those under us with courtesy and thoughtfulness.
 vii. You may have to rebuke them but the general trend must be thoughtfulness.

 2. Violence never solves the problem and there is still authority.
 i. Some people never grow up because they never learn to respect authority where it 

is presented to them.
 ii. Every time we become personal where there is an impersonal situation with 

authority we lose capacity for life.
 iii. Every time we criticize those over us we lose capacity for life when we reject 

authority of those over us.
 iv. All capacity for life is related to authority and any rejection of duly constituted 

authority is arrogance and the most arrogant people in the world are 
revolutionists.

 v. Arrogance in thinking results in arrogance in action and the arrogant in a 
government will take over a good government and turn it into tyranny.

 vi. Revolution is collective arrogance and mutually constructing arrogance and 
destroys capacity for life in every area and usually results in a reign of terror.

 vii. Arrogance destroys capacity for life.
 viii. Arrogance on the job in rejection of authority will manifest itself in social life 

preventing enjoyment of life.
 ix. You cannot run down duly constituted authority on the one hand and have a good 

life on the other.
 3. It takes true humility to accept and respond to authority especially when it is incompetent 

and inefficient 
 i. In the United States of America because we have over extended our franchise to 

vote incompetence is constantly elected to government.
 ii. This results in ingrained lack of respect for authority.
 iii. It is easy to be enticed into revolution because of incompetence in our 

governmental leaders.
 iv. People who reject authority lose capacity for life, sense of humor, and constantly 

are irritated with others.
 4. What you think on the job will reflect itself in social life.

 i. Orientation to life is recognition of duly constituted authority and response to it.
 ii. Athletes rejecting coaches, students rejecting professors, children rejecting 

parents, etc.
 iii. Authority is the name of the game in life and when you set aside authority you 

have anarchy an this is destructive to everyone.
 D. The rain came to the northern kingdom because of 3 factors:

 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History
 2. The pivot of mature believers 7000 who had not bowed to baal.
 3. Spiritual leadership of Elijah and his powerful prevailing prayer released through the 

Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).
 E. If there is one thing you should never neglect in all your life that is to keep yourself in good 



physical condition.
 1. You must have discipline to do exercise consistently every day and the mentality of the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul must overrule the complaints of the body.
 2. People in good physical condition have won daily battles against the body’s complaints.
 3. Application of Bible Doctrine does not preclude daily exercise.
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 I. Basic Principles of the Plan of God and Logistical Grace and the Essence of God Rationales:

 A. These are are not related directly X + Y + Z the Plan of God for the believer.
 B. Each is related to the Plan of God in different ways:
 C. The Plan of God rationale:

 1. It takes 3 parts of the Divine Decree such as Foreknowledge, election, predestination and 
adds Justification and Glorification and becomes the basis for reverse concentration bring 
in doctrinal conclusions under the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

 D. The Logistical Grace rationale:
 1. It takes up the principle that there is no disaster or difficulty or trial in life which can 

remove you till the Lord is ready and in the mean time the conclusion is that he will 
provide whatever is needed to go through the problem, difficulty, heartache or tragedy 
individual  or collective.

 E. The Essence of God rationale:
 1. Takes the attributes of God and applies them individually or collectively to a situation in 

life so that there is a doctrinal conclusion which allows control of a situation because of 
who and what God is.

 II. Pivot vs Power Politics:
 A. Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 

 1. Stage 1 is to simply claim promises (1952)
 i. This is temporary expediency to allow us to think 
 ii. You claim promises because you cannot think and are frightened, upset, emoting, 

subjective, confused, disturbed, doubtful, etc.
 iii. This promise becomes your reality and your fears dissipate but then there is 

nothing there.
 iv. Once the mind is cleared for thought whatever Bible Doctrine you have you must 

apply.
 B. Definition:

 1. Problems of life demand solutions and there are all kinds of solutions, these problems are 
personal / individual or collective.
 i. Human Viewpoint
 ii. Public Opinion
 iii. Self Righteousness

 a. The most dominating solutions to life in existence today 
 b. The United States of America is under the taskmasters whip of Self 

Righteousness 
 c. Government
 d. Bureaucracies 
 e. Fundamentalists
 f. Every area of life 
 g. When this occurs there are real problems in the nation.
 h. Communism turns all its constituents into Self Righteous wards of the 

state and they teach that every person is responsible to enforce the laws 
and rules of the state.

 i. It is the motivator for power politics which is the satanic system of this 
earth.

 j. This is the function of the “amen” churches where everyone is formed into 



Self Righteous Arrogance.
 k. Freedom requires that we keep our nose out of other people’s business 

 iv. Governmental
 v. Social

 2. While man cannot solve his personal problems he likes to solve the collective problems 
of a society or national entity.
 i. This is how society reformers are created.
 ii. Their personal lives are a mess and they try to solve the problems of the masses
 iii. Susan B Anthony

 3. There are 2 approaches to problem solving on a national scale, pivot politics or power 
politics.

 4. Pivot politics are the divine solutions to the problems of life.
 5. Pivot politics and the divine solution begins with and includes regeneration and personal 

relationship with God through faith in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ
 i. It includes X + Y + Z the advance in the Plan of God to becoming a pivot through 

Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible 
Doctrine consistently.

 ii. The pivot is responsible for formation of and perpetuation of a client nation and 
applies to a locale ie a nation, state, city, county, etc.

 iii. This locale can be defined in terms of client nation vs non client nation or 3rd 
world nation.

 iv. It is possible to develop a pivot of mature believer in a NON client nation and 
have that locale blessed and historically prospered under the Plan of God.

 v. Ghengis Khan and his warrior culture had a very small pivot of mature believers 
in the original part of his empire.

 6. Pivot politics adheres to the principle of freedom and advocates the functions of the Laws 
of Divine Establishment in the national entity (20th century)
 i. The United States of America citizens are the worlds poorest historians and the 

average person has less understanding of history than any other place in the 
world.

 ii. We think of freedom in terms of human rights which is unrealistic 
 iii. Under many monarchies and dictatorships people have far greater freedoms than 

in democracies.
 iv. We don’t  have the freedom today in the United States of America which we had 

at the beginning of the republic.
 v. The greatest government for providing freedom and opportunity for the people 

was Victorian England.
 vi. No matter what form of government you have as long as there is no state religion 

there is great opportunity for people to advance.
 vii. Any state religion which seeks to persecute  those who do not accept it becomes 

immediately a destructive system in history.
 viii. ISLAM is the greatest illustration and the worst system in this area.
 ix. Any form of government can provide freedom and the best form of government is 

absolute enlightened monarchy.
 7. Power politics is both the human and satanic solution to life’s problems.
 8. Power politics is essentially the concepts of social action practiced by the national 

council of churches and the communist parties.
 i. We have come close to the union of church and state because of the power and 

influence of the national council of churches
 ii. As we move away from our republic to the democracy we see today we move into 

further and further power politics.
 iii. No religion should influence government which is designed to protect our 



freedom whatever form it may be and to respect every man’s belief or lack of it.
 iv. When things become mandatory your remove freedom and it should never be 

connected to evangelism ever.
 v. This is our federal government to the extreme making things mandatory.

 9. Power politics to achieve its goals uses Peace and Love propaganda.
 i. This keeps people from thinking by appealing to emotion.
 ii. Freedom demands thought on which self determination functions.
 iii. Self Determination must not function on emotion which is only designed to 

appreciate freedom.
 iv. If peace and love does not work then they revert to violence, terror, assassination 

and revolution which are vicious evils which content that the end justifies the 
means.

 v. This is the national council of churches and their statements about terrorists and 
their rights.

 vi. When people think and resist the propaganda of peace and love the power politics 
reverts to terror and tyranny.

 10. Many believers become distracted from the Plan of God because of power politics 
becoming involved in social action such as socialism, communism or the welfare state 
and other satanic plans for establishment of the pseudo millennium.
 i. Social Action is a total distraction from the Plan of God.

 C. Pivot vs Power Politics they are totally antithetical.
 1. Historical crisis clarifies the difference between pivot vs power politics.

 i. Historical crisis sets up a line of demarcation.
 2. Unless the situation is hopeless there is no historical crisis.

 i. Government creates crises in order to get us to surrender freedoms and say that in 
order to solve this problem we must surrender freedom and rights which we 
possess constitutionally and they will return them after the crisis but that never 
occurs.

 ii. Crisis means that there is no apparent or obvious solution to the problem.
 3. Crisis finds antithetical solutions from pivot and power politics.

 i. The crisis must clarify the solutions in terms of antithesis seeing one black and 
one white

 ii. The solutions must be seen as one good and one bad clearly demarcated.
 4. Because the historical crisis finds power politics unable to cope with the situation the 

crisis is intensified because of irrationality and confusion.
 5. Pivot politics prepares the believer for the crisis through Perception, Cognition, 

Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine resulting in maximum Metabolized Bible 
Doctrine resident in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul so that the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) can be used.
 i. Stage 1 claiming a known promise
 ii. Stage 2 developing one of  the basic rationales from the Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 iii. Stage 3 reaching doctrinal conclusions to control the situation.
 iv. The objective of the Spiritual Life is to be able to take Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine from the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and apply it to life.
 v. We must be able to take Metabolized Bible Doctrine from our soul and apply that 

Bible Doctrine in the form of rationales in the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 
application.

 vi. The Pastor Teacher must communicate Bible Doctrine impersonally to the 
believer in order that we as believers can assimilate that Bible Doctrine and then 
use that doctrine to solve our own problems.

 vii. We must convert the doctrine given us into effective prayer or decisions or some 



function glorifying to the Lord and we use Bible Doctrine learned without anyone 
telling us how to do it.

 viii. In addition our volition is the key to whether the town, city, county, state, or 
nation survives.

 6. This Bible Doctrine is used under stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in reverse 
concentration.
 i. God uses prepared people and the mature believer with maximum Metabolized 

Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul is the prepared person.
 ii. Our preparation is Bible Doctrine the mind of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and 

the  dynamics of life is in thought and action without thought is ridiculous.
 iii. Proper thought is the basis for proper action.
 iv. We cannot ever allow success in any area to spoil us or cause us to stop thinking 

in terms of Bible Doctrine and must never fail in application of the Logistical 
Grace and Plan of God rationales.

 7. Pivot politics represents personal solution to disaster through personal relationship with 
Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ

 8. Power politics represents collective Human Viewpoint and its approach to crisis includes 
such things as the welfare state, socialism, communism, alliance and compromise with 
evil, irrationality, confusion, idiocy.

 9. In Pivot politics the means of Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of 
Bible Doctrine justifies the end attainment of Spiritual Maturity 
 i. Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God

 10. While in power politics the end such as communist conquest justifies the means of 
terrorism, violence, assassination, lying and evil propaganda, revolution, brainwashing 
techniques such as giving government support to the downtrodden and socially depressed 
people (2008-13).

 11. Pivot politics emphasizes thought in application of Bible Doctrine in a crisis through 
reverse concentration, while power politics represents action in the application of 
violence, tyranny, arrogance, Self Righteousness, evil revolution.

 12. Pivot politics emphasizes grace while power politics emphasizes CHANGE.
 13. Grace glorifies God change glorifies man.

 i. The divine answer is Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of 
unchanging Bible Doctrine for a changing world.

 D. Conflict of history
 1. There is a continuous running battle between pivot and power politics

 i. Not only a difference in thinking but also in Modus Operandi and Modus Vivendi.
 2. Bible Doctrine demands that the believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ reject power 

politics.
 i. The nation can be improved by execution of criminals and the people in 

Washington today are criminal and in violation of the constitutional laws of the 
nation.

 ii. The nation can be improved by death of enemies in battle also.
 iii. Terrorism, assassination even of the most evil persons, or revolution you as a 

believer have left the Plan of God and pivot politics.
 iv. The solution is pivot politics is Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 

Metabolization of Bible Doctrine for advance to Spiritual Maturity and Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History.

 v. The solution of power politics inevitably becomes violence.
 vi. Killing or lynching or mob violence in any form is power politics.

 3. The larger the pivot of Spiritual Mature believers the greater the blessing and prosperity 
and effectiveness of the client nation to God.

 4. By emphasizing change power politics destroys establishment authority and proper use of 



freedom.
 i. We must never run down any pastor for his teaching or lack of it and this applies 

to any person whose authority we are under.
 ii. A person in authority does not require our opinion as to how they are doing their 

job.
 iii. In any authority God’s opinion is the only opinion which is important.
 iv. You must never attack any authority in any situation we are in ever.
 v. When you are under authority you never gain by changing that authority.

 5. Change upsets establishment and destroys freedom in the name of the common good 
therefore power politics in the name of human good destroys the essential characteristic 
of the Angelic Conflict which is human freedom.
 i. Power politics is change using violence and also change using conspiracy as well.

 6. Whatever the form of government may be the practice of Laws of Divine Establishment 
principles sponsoring human freedom in monarchy, republic, oligarchy and maybe even 
democracy this is then a good government.

 7. Change of power politics destroys human freedom by attacking Laws of Divine 
Establishment authority, property, privacy and free enterprise.

 8. Pivot politics offers solutions to the national crisis without tampering with human 
freedom.

 9. The pivot of mature believers breaks no laws, sponsors no violence including 
assassination, terrorism, crime or revolution; confiscates no one’s property, does not 
intrude on human privacy but turns the world upside down through the invisible force of 
Bible Doctrine and the function of the Royal Family Honor Code

 10. Power politics tries to change the leopard’s spots while pivot politics only changes the 
direction of the leopard.
 i. Any change or attempted change means destruction of freedom, and both 

conspiracy and any form of violence destroys freedom.
 11. Power politics exchanges establishment evil for non establishment evil and thus tyranny 

prevails.
 12. It is social action, distortion of law, crusades, arrogance, Scar Tissue of the Soul, Self 

Righteousness and human good parlayed into evil.
 13. It is violence and revolution exchanging freedom for tyranny (Shaw of Iran for Islam).
 14. It means disruption of normal life in the name of human good and Self Righteousness and 

use of arrogance and self sacrifice to destroy freedom and thus responsible government is 
changed in to irresponsible government of dictatorship and tyranny.

 15. It uses Human Good to produce evil while pivot politics uses Bible Doctrine to produce 
Divine Good.
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 III. The objective of Pivot Politics:

 A. We must be conditioned mentally and face crisis without physical or mental fear
 B. We must be able to think and  use the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in all 3 stages and  reach Bible 

Doctrine conclusions
 C. We must be able to make decisions compatible with the Plan of God and Will of God for our life
 D. No 2 will make the same decisions, some will flee cities and some will stay; some will join 

guerrilla organizations and some will not.
 IV. People who are spiritually great at the moment of their greatest success and after they develop an 

extreme vulnerability to failure.
 A. As they stabilize in success and maintain it with Bible Doctrine that vulnerability diminishes 

 1. This is a hypersensitivity of vulnerability to success and we must focus on Bible Doctrine 
to beat this problem.

 2. We must not abuse authority to use violence to destroy enemies when we have already 
won.



 3. In spiritual maturity we must never abuse our authority.
 B. An inordinate number of people (most of them) today in political authority in this nation are 

insane and we are on the verge of crisis today.
 1. Policy and propaganda are handled by those who have no capability for authority nor 

sense of responsibility and no ordinary personal integrity and when this lasts for any 
period of time the people under the authority become idiotic as well.

 2. There is no sanity and no common sense from the 1970’s and it is worse today.
 V. The compromises:

 A. This can be failure of a reversionistic believer related to power politics
 1. Power politics enlists the reversionist easily.

 B. This can also be compromise as a failure of a mature believer in relationship to power politics
 1. Power politics finds it very difficult to enlist the mature believer in the pivot.

 C. Reversionist compromise is malfunction of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in all 3 stages
 1. There is no Bible Doctrine to use in reverse concentration.
 2. Without reverse concentration there is no stability in the Stream of Consciousness of the 

Soul 
 3. If you only use the claiming of promises your life will be a totality of ups and downs and 

you will have a very unstable life as this clears fear and then fear returns and then you 
clear it and then it returns again.

 D. Mature believer compromise with power politics is the abuse of power after great spiritual 
victory.
 1. This believer starts outside the sphere of power politics and is brought into its function, 

thoughts and propaganda and operating on the satanic side of the battle 
 2. It is demon obsession NOT demon possession.
 3. This is demonic control of the thought patterns.

 E. The believer is most vulnerable to defeat after great victory ie satan is a great counter attacker.
 F. The reversionist enters power politics by rejecting Bible Doctrine

 1. This rejection resulted in systematic development of Scar Tissue of the Soul to the point 
where he believed a lie and thus fell into arrogance.

 2. He becomes involved in arrogance and intensified it and falls into Self Righteousness and 
Self Pity which leads to Guilt 

 G. The mature believer enters power politics by abusing and distorting power given him by use of 
violence against already defeated and / or discredited enemies.

 H. The mature believer uses violence to enter the sphere of power politics thus making himself 
vulnerable to greater intimidation to any greater violence which might exist in the sphere of 
power politics.
 1. Once a believer resorts to violence he will be intimidated by greater violence.
 2. Violence is legitimate under certain circumstances, Capital Punishment, Military 

functions both to protect freedoms.
 3. If your job involves killing and you don’t do it you must confess it as you are out of line.
 4. To kill as an act of terrorism and murder in crime with bombs and kidnapping people and 

use violence to gain a point for your cause is EVIL.
 5. This will move you from the Plan of God of pivot politics to the sphere of power politics 

satans system.
 I. When the mature believer switches to power politics with violence from pivot politics he loses 

his spiritual authority and is now low on the order of authority in power politics.
 1. Anyone who is in greater authority position under power politics can now control and 

intimidate that believer.
 2. The believer can be threatened and told to leave or face execution which will probably 

not occur since the smart power political leader will not want to martyr this person.
 J. Once in power politics there is always someone tougher than you are.

 1. When you get physical in life there will always be someone who is tougher and stronger.



 2. Once you stop thinking and have to get tough physically you are in power politics.
 3. It is very tempting at times to become angry and allow irrationality to flood the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul until we decide we want to destroy the person who 
antagonizes us.

 4. This is not recognizing the freedom and privacy of the person and as a believer our 
greatest option is to leave the bastard to the Lord.

 5. Restraint and poise and moral courage and ability to think is more important than any 
arrogant violent statement or action we can come up with.

 6. As a mature believer we can be the strongest person in the land because of pivot politics 
but when we walk out and slammed the door on the pivot politics and entered power 
politics we have to start on the bottom level.

 7. This believer never gets up to any level of power politics since we are not cut out for this.
 K. WE are all vulnerable to power politics because of arrogance ie pride.

 1. Vulnerability to failure in relationship to others is always through arrogance.
 2. Once we accept things in the framework of arrogance we become weak individuals.
 3. Arrogance is our greatest sensitivity in life and there are many ways into it.

 L. Under the principle that Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History and no matter 
how we fail the Plan of God moves on 
 1. The Plan of God does not depend on us no matter how great a believer we may be.

 M. Once the mature believer resorts to violence he places self in the power politics system so that 
greater power and authority and potential violence intimidates and threatens and finally causes 
fear to invade his soul and thus he is neutralized.

 N. The reversionistic believer rejects Logistical Grace even though he is supported by it while the 
mature believer abused Logistical Grace while supported by it.
 1. Both are under Logistical Grace whether succeeding as a believer or failing.
 2. Every day we live on this earth our food, shelter and clothing and all our friends, 

property, success etc all come from the Justice of God to the Righteousness of God 
imputed to us at spiritual regeneration.

 3. This is not because of any giving or morality or use of talents around the church etc.
 4. Logistical Grace is given us for support in the world of satan.
 5. Both the mature and reversinistic believers receive total logistical support from God 

whether they are succeeding or failing in the Plan of God.
 O. The believer in reversionism compromised because of ignorance of Bible Doctrine thile the 

believer in Spiritual Maturity compromised because he distorted Bible Doctrine.
 P. The reversionistic believer forgets the support from the Integrity of God from the standpoint of 

the source.
 Q. The mature believer enjoys Logistical Grace and appreciated it from the Integrity of God but 

abused his privilege and distorted it.
 R. Fear destroys the reversionists Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

while success destroys the mature believers Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ.

 VI. The antidote to power politics:
 A. The Plan of God rationale
 B. This is the first stage of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

 1. Faith claims v28 in some form or other.
 2. This stabilizes the mentality and overcomes the fear panic ploy.

 C. These verses are set up in a perfect rationale system.
 1. There are 5 printouts from the Divine Decree to form a logical system of thinking to 

prepare us to use the doctrine we have learned under the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 
 2. Foreknowledge

 i. The believer is in the mind of God in Eternity Past thus we will never be forgotten 
in any disaster 



 ii. God knew us from Eternity Past and we are a real creature to him from Eternity 
Past.

 3. Predestination / fore-ordination 
 i. We are in the Plan of God from Eternity Past long before any creature existed 

angelic or human.
 4. Election to Privilege

 i. Our attitude to Bible Doctrine determinse whether this client nation will survive 
or not and whether there will be prosperity in our locale or not.

 ii. We may be totally unknown in our area or in h istory but we are known to God 
and when we make it to Spiritual Maturity we have the greatest impact in our 
locale under historical impact and blessing by association.

 5. Justification 
 i. We possess the Righteousness of God thus he accepts us
 ii. All blessing in time will come to that target of the Righteousness of God in us.
 iii. There is affinity between the Righteousness of God and all blessings imputed to 

us in time.
 iv. This has to do with the afortori of temporal blessing.

 6. Glorification
 i. This is our attitude toward Bible Doctrine and the content of Bible Doctrine in the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and our /spiritual growth to the point of 
becoming part of the pivot.

 ii. This has to do with the afortori of eternal blessing.
 D. V31-32 is the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) conclusion of the Spiritual Maturity believer in reverse 

concentration.
 1. How to take the things in this area of scripture and form a rationale and come to 

conclusions to control the situation.
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 I. Reasons why Christians suffer

 A. 10 for blessing and 10 for Divine Discipline.
 B. Some suffering is Divine Discipline and some is testing.

 1. When suffering is for Divine Discipline the issue is always sin
 2. When suffering is for testing for blessing the issue is always grace.

 C. When the issue is sin the only logical approach is to enter the function of Rebound.
 1. Follow the procedure of 1John 1:9

 D. The major issue in the Christian Way of Life is not the sin of the believer.
 1. The major issue in the Spiritual Life is Grace.
 2. Sin was solved at the cross and it is only an issue in social life.
 3. The major issue in Christian suffering is GRACE and the suffering is for blessing to 

be enhanced.
 4. The logical approach to this suffering is the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and the application 

of the Rationales of Bible Doctrine from our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 E. Before you are ready for historical crisis you must be tested extensively.

 1. You will be tested under social, professional, business, and personal issues.
 2. All testing is handled exactly the same way by proper use of the full aspect of the Faith 

Rest Drill (4 categories).
 3. Our problems are not designed for us to whine and complain about our status or situation 

but to advance us in the Spiritual Life and to prepare us for disaster.
 4. God is not unfair and is not one who does not like the way we run our life and thus spend  

time spanking us constantly.
 5. No matter how many times we fail on a day by day basis the key to our Spiritual Life is 

our attitude toward Bible Doctrine.
 6. SIN is not the major issue in life but GRACE is the major issue.



 7. Sin is sin and all have been already judged on the cross in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 8. We all have Old Sin Natures and will sin all of our lives.

 F. In time of suffering we must look at the situation and make a decision:
 1. This suffering is for Divine Discipline thus we use rebound and the suffering is now for 

increased blessing.
 2. This suffering is testing for blessing and thus we must use the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 

and the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 3. God is faithful and this is the beginning of the Plan of God, Logistical Grace, Essence of 

God rationales.
 4. If suffering is Divine Discipline the rebound procedure will cover it quickly and we can 

even use a rebound rationale to control it.
 5. If you cannot apply Metabolized Bible Doctrine from our Stream of Consciousness of the 

Soul in time of normal life for sin and testing you will never be able to apply it in time of 
crisis with great violence and great crime in the land when we are in fact a victim.

 G. We have been since the 1970’s moving rapidly toward historical crisis and God has given us 
graciously time since then by holding off the crisis but it is imminent for our country.

 H. Words are the indicator of the thoughts of any person you are communicating with.
 1. What people think is found in what they say.

 I. In time of testing if you are current in terms of rebound the worst thing which you can think in 
terms of is sin 
 1. You should in time of pressure think in terms of Grace.
 2. A person thinks in terms of Sin because they are ARROGANT and Self Righteousness 

and fall into guilt complex because of past sins.
 3. This arrogance without pressure results in Self Righteousness 
 4. This arrogance with pressure or testing results in self pity when the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) breaks down.
 J. When Moses failed he failed to recognize the issue was grace not sin.

 1. When he walked in front of the Jews when they lacked water he did not recognize that 
the lack of water was not related to sin but was a Logistical Grace test for the Jews.

 2. By thinking in terms of sins, your or someone else’s when under testing you fail.
 i. For another’s sins you are judging.
 ii. For yourself you are guilty of arrogant Self Righteousness or self pity.

 3. This was still a grace test in spite of his not speaking to the rock and striking it the grace 
of God still functioned and gave water.

 K. The issue is not that we have not or will not sin in the future the issue is that even when sin is 
the problem by use of rebound the issue returns to GRACE.
 1. When under pressure we should think GRACE, Logistical Grace says, I am alive and 

thus God has a plan for my life.
 2. Testing emphasizes GRACE while Divine Discipline emphasizes Sin.
 3. It is inevitable that we will have some arrogance hidden in the Stream of Consciousness 

of the Soul 
 4. We can operate with this arrogance because when we confess known sins our unknown 

sins are forgiven and thus the arrogance is forgiven too 
 5. It is not removed but forgiven and we thus can limp along until the arrogance comes out 

in the open and then we wake up and can use rebound to correct it.
 L. In arrogance we often will switch to guilt by an amalgamation of Self Righteousness and Self 

Pity and this results in a very serious condition of the soul which has an adverse affect on our 
Spiritual Life and mental health.
 1. This is caused by resistance of Bible Doctrine 
 2. Formation of Scar Tissue of the Soul resulting in Black Out of the Soul
 3. Failure to understand and orient to grace through rebound.
 4. Built up of arrogance in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul from rejection of Bible 



Doctrine
 5. Disorientation to authority even spiritual authority.
 6. Believing lies regarding the Spiritual Life and temporal life.
 7. Crystallization of Self Righteousness under prosperity of Logistical Grace.

 i. People often think God is blessing them because they have cleaned up their life 
when in fact they are simply receiving Logistical Grace support.

 ii. There is nothing wrong with cleaning up one’s life but don’t make erroneous 
conclusion.

 8. Oscillation between Self Pity under pressure and disaster combined with Self 
Righteousness gives the guilt complex.
 i. This becomes complete disorientation to reality and sociopathic behavior and 

contributes to demoralization and confusion and is very destructive to the 
Spiritual Life.

 M. When testing comes we must stop thinking that God is punishing us for something but realize 
that even under Divine Discipline for sin our proper option is REBOUND which will 
instantaneously convert Divine Discipline to testing for blessing thus making the issue 
GRACE again.

 II. Rom 8:28
 A. This is a promise for advancing spiritually mature believers who learn from consistent 

Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.
 1. This is a dogmatic statement that mature believers have learned principles which bring us 

to the point of knowing the background of Bible Doctrine needed to understand this 
doctrine.
 i. See X + Y + Z the Plan of God for the believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 2. The fact that God gives life AFTER Birth not before demonstrates that God has a plan for 
our life and that is regeneration and spiritual growth based on and depending on our 
volition.

 3. WE are condemned by Adam’s Original Sin not our personal sins and all the bragging 
about how God saved a person from his personal sins is arrogance.

 B. Because we are given freedom as believers our Positive Volition attitude toward Bible Doctrine 
results in great blessing in time in 6 categories and eternal reward and blessing.
 1. This is in contrast to the reversionistic believer who suffers all his life and dies the Sin 

Unto Death and lacks reward in eternity also based on his volition.
 2. When you see inequality it guarantees freedom.
 3. Socialism and communism which tries to make all people equal destroys freedom.
 4. Never surrender freedom.
 5. This is the major issue in the Angelic Conflict 
 6. This is made attractive by claiming the greater good for the greater number and we must 

remember that satan still rules this world.
 C. The person who is under Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ has 

maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
 1. The mature believer with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul have the understanding of the Love of God for us from 
Eternity Past seen in his grace provisions and thus we can reciprocate this love in our 
own limited capacity through Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ.

 2. Impersonal Love for Mankind is no maligning or antagonism and no Mental Attitude Sins 
toward another believer allowing them the option of responding to the gospel or learning 
Bible Doctrine 
 i. This means this person is not an issue in your mind one way or another and thus 

you don’t create an atmosphere where these people are distracted from Bible 
Doctrine in any way.



 3. Through maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul the mature believer is under Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ.

 4. The first characteristic of Spiritual Maturity is capacity for love.
 5. In the self consciousness of the soul Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, 

The Christ overrides selfishness, arrogance etc.
 6. Anything in the realm of Bible Doctrine which we learn is found in the Left Lobe of the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul until we accept it and transfer it to the Right Lobe of 
the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul through faith perception.

 7. In Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ we are occupied with the 
person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ constantly and his is on our mind and the basis 
for our appreciation of all that we have received in life in GRACE.

 8. The fact that God works all things together for the ultimate good means that God has a 
plan for our life and this as a rationale can be applied to any situation in life to give us 
answers in our life and the life of loved ones.

 9. We must see our life from Divine Viewpoint 
 D. Those who impact this world are those who are spiritually mature

 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History 
 2. Spiritual Mature believers in the pivot.
 3. Spiritual leaders who are to present Bible Doctrine to the believers for spiritual growth.

 E. In the Plan of God 
 1. We have in X radical the Laws of Divine Establishment which sustain the unbeliever 

so that he can make a decision for or against Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
 2. In Y radical we have Laws of Divine Establishment which perpetuate that freedom 

along with Logistical Grace to support the believer to the point of Spiritual Maturity.
 3. In Z radical we have continued Laws of Divine Establishment and perpetuation of 

Logistical Grace on the earth and in addition special blessing for maturing believers.
 4. Thus we see that the first attack of satan is on the Laws of Divine Establishment.  
 5. The greatest attack of satan today is communism and socialism which directly attacks   

the whole system of the Plan of God.
 6. We are thus given the privilege of in the Plan of God to fulfill the Plan of God for our 

personal life but also of having historical impact unseen on the nation and world as a 
whole.
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 I. It is absolutely impossible to apply Bible Doctrine no matter how much Bible Doctrine you have learned 

if there is arrogance in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 A. Arrogance will  not transfer Bible Doctrine from the Left Lobe to the Right Lobe of the Stream 

of Consciousness of the Soul where it can be used and is applicable.
 B. The Bible Doctrine learned in the Left Lobe must be transferred to the Frame of Reference, 

memory center, vocabulary and categorical storage, forming norms and standards for the Royal 
Family Honor Code ie the Christian Way of Life.

 C. This is Metabolized Bible Doctrine which must be in the Right Lobe of the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul where it can be applied.

 D. The real dynamics of the Christian Way of Life is in the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) stage 2 where 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine is applied from the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul to experience.

 E. It is possible to learn much Bible Doctrine and take great pride in it thus becoming arrogant.
 F. Within the Interlocking System of Arrogance the believer does not need Scar Tissue of the Soul 

to believe the lie and fail in the application of Bible Doctrine thus the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) is 
cut off and Bible Doctrine cannot be applied.

 G. Faith claiming a promise from God is to remove the fear panic ploy 



 1. Cowards cannot think under pressure
 2. Courage is the ability to think under pressure
 3. Fear removes any possibility of thinking.
 4. When you can think you can function and can use whatever weapons are at your disposal.

 H. Faith then takes Metabolized Bible Doctrine from the Right Lobe of the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul and forms it into one of many rationales
 1. Logistical Grace rationale is the basis for physical courage.
 2. Plan of God rationale is the basis for moral courage.
 3. Essence of God is a rationale which shows how Metabolized Bible Doctrine can be 

applied to experience.
 I. Then the believer with a rationale at his disposal can reach great doctrinal conclusions and 

control the situation.
 1. The problems facing these united states include the possibility of national war, applying 

Bible Doctrine under extreme economic depression, applying Bible Doctrine under 
tyranny or dictatorship, apply Bible Doctrine in times of great lawlessness all on our 
doorstep in 2013.

 2. We as believers must be prepared for any and all of these.
 3. The believer must be able to face disasters of may kinds:
 4. Personal and Collective disasters:

 J. Suffering is divided into 2 categories:
 1. Divine Discipline Testing
 2. 10 reasons 10 Reasons
 3. Outstanding Personal Sin Issue Grace policy Issue
 4. Rebound Procedure Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 

 i. 1John 1:9, Ps 32, Ps 38, 1Cor 11, Prov.
 ii. We are not condemned by God for personal sins but only for Adam’s Original Sin 

imputed to us at birth.]
 iii. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ has been judged for all sins on the cross.
 iv. Citing or naming any sin already judged results in forgiveness by God and return 

to Filling of God the Holy Spirit and fellowship with God.
 v. This eliminates any arrogance about sin and any guilt complex regarding these 

sins and any need for penance or trying to do something for God because of your 
sin.

 5. Suffering which has occurred from Divine Discipline is
 i. Continued as testing for blessing
 ii. Diminish as testing for blessing 
 iii. Removed entirely

 K. Most suffering which we face will demand we clear the soul of arrogance and guilt.
 1. Most suffering is a test to prepare for historical disaster and catastrophe.
 2. You must thus be prepared to fulfill the real purpose for almost all suffering we may ever 

face.
 3. Because of Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine 95% of suffering for believers is for 

testing not Divine Discipline.
 4. The issue is GRACE and the function is the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in 3 stages of 

application.
 5. You may be able to use the whole Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) or only part of the ratinonale 

you choose:
 L. The Rationales you use in disaster:

 1. Logistical Grace
 i. I am still alive and thus God still has a plan for my life.

 2. Plan of God
 i. The Plan of God rationale takes 5 applications from the Plan of God and sets them 



up for logical rationale thinking processes
 3. Essence of God
 4. Any of these or combinations of these can be applied to any personal testing in life or 

collective testing.
 5. We must use the doctrine we have in our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and not 

rely on any one or any thing else.
 6. We will have opportunities almost daily for use of these principles:

 M. The testing side of suffering is most common to the believer under Positive Volition to Bible 
Doctrine 
 1. No suffering for any person is unique
 2. To claim so is arrogance
 3. Arrogance under pressure is converted to self pity.

 N. The Divine Discipline side of suffering is most common for the believer who has Negative 
Volition to Bible Doctrine.

 O. The purpose of testing is to prepare us for national disaster.
 1. God did not leave us helpless in the devil’s world but provided these systems of 

preparation.
 2. You will never have a great test for which you have not had a prior preparation.
 3. You must prepare consistently over a period of time and continue to take and pass many 

small tests in life in order to be ready to apply Bible Doctrine for the big test.
 4. In the Plan of God we are on our own and MUST rely on the Metabolized Bible Doctrine 

in our own Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 P. God always provides a way of escape from all levels of testing as per
1Cor 10:13
v13: No Testing nor bearable suffering has caught up with or overtaken you except the human category or that 
which is common to or previously faced for blessing by other men, moreover God is faithful who will not permit you to 
be tested beyond your capabilities or what you can endure, but with the testing he will also provide a way of escape 
(for the rebounding Believer ONLY), so that you can endure or carry the pressure.

 II. The Application of the Promise and Rationale of the mature believer:
 A. The Plan of God ensures that billions of years ago we were in the mind of God.

 1. Testing and pressure often give us the feeling of isolation 
 2. We often have a sense of self pity and that the world has passes us by.
 3. No one knows I am alive and no one cares
 4. This is the key to failure in any testing.

 B. God billions of years ago cared about us this begins with his Foreknowledge.
 1. God in Eternity Past knew all about us.
 2. The Foreknowledge of God is what his omniscience fed into the Divine Decree which 

contain ONLY every thought decision and action of Human History.
 C. The decree of God and 3 categories of the knowledge of God:

 1. Self Knowledge
 i. God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit know all about themselves
 ii. They know their sovereignty
 iii. They know their integrity or holiness composed of Justice and Righteousness.
 iv. They know their omnipotence, Omniscience, and Omnipresence
 v. They know their veracity
 vi. They know their eternal life
 vii. They know their own immutability.
 viii. Each member has the same essence.
 ix. Their deity is incorruptible.
 x. God the father is the author or administrator of the the Plan of God.
 xi. God the Son is the in obedience becomes true humanity and is thus unique and the 

executor of the Plan of God.



 xii. God the Holy Spirit is the sustaining of divine power in the Plan of God and the 
revealer of the Plan of God for mankind.

 xiii. Elohim describe the 3 as one as part of the trinity
 xiv. Jehovah describes a single member of the trinity.
 xv. Each member of the trinity knows self and each other perfectly and each of his 

attributes and how they function as do those of the other members of the trinity.
 2. Omniscience:

 i. This is the knowledge of God related to all creatures:
 ii. He know all that every creature will ever think, decide or do 
 iii. This is fed into a computer called Divine Decree
 iv. He also knows all the alternatives of our individual and collective lives.
 v. Every time we face an issue we decide to do something which is reality but there 

are always alternatives possible.
 vi. He knows the actual and the probable and all repercussions of all decisions.

 3. Foreknowledge:
 i. This is a printout from the computer of divine decree only for the believer.
 ii. This has no relationship to the probabilities known by the omniscience of God.
 iii. There is also a printout for the unbeliever called, reprobation, condemnation, 

retribution, etc.
 iv. The difference between omniscience and foreknowledge is that nothing can be 

foreknown until it is in the Divine decree.
 v. Foreknowledge is what is actually going to happen and what omniscience fed into 

the divine decree.
 vi. Foreknowledge means that in Eternity Past God knew all about us and there can 

be nothing which will overtake us from blessing to testing to disaster which God 
did not know about and thus prepared for to support us.

 4. Thus in Logistical Grace he provides whatever the need is for any testing.
 i. The foreknowledge is a term used so that man can understand that in any situation 

in life God still has us in mind from Eternity Past.
 5. All believers have special relationship with God under foreknowledge.

 i. As a believer no matter how we die or how we live GOD knew all about us 
personally and has never forgotten about us.

 ii. We will be tempted in self pity and Self Righteous Arrogance and all the negative 
things which occur in our thinking

 iii. We can get away with these things until disaster or crisis occurs historically or 
nationally.

 iv. We must establish this fact in order to head off all categories of arrogance in the 
Interlocking System of Arrogance.

 v. Self Pity + Bitterness == instant guilt complex.
 6. God remembers us as believers but also places a great value on us.

 i. God is eternal and there  never was any time when he did not exist and when he 
did not understand himself and know all things which happen in Human History 
and this means in our personal environment of adversity and in fact he had us 
personally in mind and he intended for us with our heritage of Bible Doctrine to 
start thinking in terms of Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul.

 D. God knows all about our life and all the things which are before us and knows this long before 
we will get to these points.
 1. He thus prepares us always way ahead of time with Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 i. We must eliminate all self pity, bitterness, anything which tries to make us feel 

isolated in life.



 ii. We can only get away from our Self Righteous Arrogance in disaster by taking the 
FACT that in Eternity Past God was much more aware of the disaster and he even 
toned this down because he knew there was only so much we can take in disaster.

 iii. We are not the first person who is captured by enemy and imprisoned, who lost 
his legs, who lost his sight, who is in some special disaster of his life and God 
knew all about this in our life and thought about us in Eternity Past and planned 
for our life.

 2. Thus God foreordained or predestined
 i. Thus the result of foreknowledge is foreordaination or predestination the act of an 

infinitely intelligent and wise God in determining the certain futurition of all 
events in Human History
 a. This is synonymous with the divine decree.

 ii. This is the printout of our personal life.
 iii. God knew all about us in Eternity Past, we were in the mind of God 
 iv. God also thus placed us in his plan via predestination.
 v. Because God is perfect he did not leave us to struggle for ourselves but placed us 

into the framework of his perfect plan.
 vi. Thus if God has a plan for my life and if this disaster is part of that plan his plan 

then God also has a provision for this disaster and a solution and answer and 
being still alive thus God still has a plan for my life.

 vii. Thinking is the key to the Spiritual Life not action.
 3. God is perfect and the plan is perfect but our problem is our Old Sin Nature.

 i. The Old Sin Nature has 3 manifestations:
 a. Personal sins which were collected andimputed to Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ on the cross andjudged.
 b. Human Good from which God separated.
 c. Evil from which God also separated

 ii. This sets up the basis for the Angelic Conflict.
 a. Good and Evil are the satanic policies for the Angelic Conflict.
 b. We must therefore be tested in the field of good and evil.
 c. Good and evil are distractions from the Plan of God.
 d. Sin is judged but much testing is revolving around good and evil.
 e. We often find ourselves in disaster because we have become involved in 

social action or human good.
 iii. The Plan of God also has pertinence to every moment of prosperity as well.

 E. When this rationale is used in disaster it results for blessing for the believers using it.
 1. God is perfect and provides a plan thus the plan is also perfect but it is completely 

surrounded by imperfection in the Cosmic Dynasphere of satan.
 2. This plan can be perfect even in taking believers who will fail constantly because the 

Integrity of God is the only issue
 3. The Justice of God is our point of reference not the Love of God.
 4. By imputation of the Righteousness of God to each of us at Salvation Adjustment to the 

Justice of God it is possible for God to bless us in time to support us and prosper us 
throughout our life as a believer.

 5. Thus all our blessings go from perfection of God to the perfection of God so that our 
failures or works have nothing to do with blessing from God.

 6. Giving, prayer, witnessing, etc are commanded for production but are not the basis for 
blessing from God.

 7. The Plan of God is fool proof and we are the fools for which the plan compromises.
 8. It is impossible for God to be unfair or unjust and the Justice of God has never failed in 

even a single case.
 9. The fact that we are alive and breathe and have food and transportation and clothing is 



because that God sends blessing from his justice to the Righteousness of God in us.
 10. The only thing holding up greater blessing is  our lack of capacity and if God gave us 

blessing for which we did not have capacity we would not be happy and thus defeat the 
purpose of God in our support.

 11. In Logistical Grace we are provided for but in Super-Grace provision for us God is thus 
glorified.

 F. The 2 considerations for this rationale:
 1. The solution to all disaster is in the mind of God 
 2. The solution to all disaster is in the Plan of God all from Eternity Past.
 3. We are in the mind of God and thus the Plan of God from Eternity Past.
 4. God has always know and planned for each of us and when disaster hits this is the ground 

upon which we can make personal application to all situations.
 G. The ultimate of the Plan of God:

 1. The first born:
 i. Rulership == Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is the prince ruler of the church and at 

the 2nd advent of Israel and the whole world.
 ii. Priesthood == Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is the royal priest forever as 

Melchisadek.
 iii. Double Portion == Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ has 2 eternal kingdoms both 

Israel and the church.
 2. We are the brethern of God.
 3. Not only did God think of us in Eternity Past via his foreknowledge but he also put us in 

a perfect plan in Eternity Past via predestination.
 4. This plan calls for something special that being our relationship to the first born as part of 

the Royal Family of God.
 H. Our rationale of the Plan of God must start with foreknowledge and continue with predestination 

and result in doctrinal conclusions about our position in life, history and the Plan of God.

#53
 I. We will eventually come to the point of understanding that we will eventually die.

 A. When we have reached this conclusion we must address the question “what have we done of 
significance in our life”?

 B. Our lives in our own estimation are always evaluated in terms of what we have done for others 
 1. Such people as pastors and social workers and those who used their whole life to do 

things for others.
 2. While this is impressive as far as other humans and other believers are concerned it does 

not follow that God is impressed.
 3. We must long before we die come to an understanding of what God is impressed with in 

our life.
 4. When we do things for others we must always recognize that GOD can do infinitely more 

that we could ever do for others at any time.
 C. God has kept us alive not to help others but to fulfill his plan and to do things to glorify him.

 1. We are so socially minded with population increase and great cities and we find ourselves 
relating to other people and related to other people and we find a great deal of the 
propaganda in life as well as truth is our association with people and whether it is 
honorable or not.

 2. In addition it is how a person treats an animal which determines how we view them.
 3. We inevitably evaluate life in terms of what we have done or failed to do for others.

 D. Many people come to the end of life with regrets of having not done enough.
 1. Many wealthy people come to the end of life and become frightened having spent all of 

their life competing with others and winning by being successful in business and they 
have a great guilt complex attack and must get rid of all that money and spend it on 



others.
 2. They hope that by doing this it will please and be acceptable to God and he will look on 

them with kindness and make their death less miserable.
 3. Some even think in terms of eternal punishment but this concern is fading with 

generation after generation.
 E. What you do for the rif raf in the street is not necessarily what God likes in a man and some of 

the greatest people in hell did the most for others.
 1. God’s plan and our concept of what a good man ought to be are totally different.
 2. We live in a time of great apostasy without such Idols as Baal and the functions of the 

Phallic cults related to religion but to other things.
 3. Our evils are related to other things than we saw in pristine societies.

 F. The sooner you discover what God expects of you why he sustains you and the reason for your 
being here the better off you will be.
 1. The bible emphasizes that is not what you do for others and in fact it is not really DOING 

anything which makes a believer great.
 2. It is what a believer thinks not what he does which makes a believer great.
 3. To be gregarious and cheerful and charitable and altruistic is not the issue unless it 

reflects 2 systems of thoughts arrogance and guilt.
 4. By combining these 2 together we find that society quickly and readily accepts welfare 

and socialism and the idea that if everyone had plenty of money and guaranteed income 
for life and if everything in life was free everyone would be happy.

 5. Thus everyone would move into a golden glow a perfect environment where there would 
be no misery forgetting that we carry around in our bodies the source of all misery the 
Old Sin Nature.

 G. Man with his Old Sin Nature plus the fact that this is the devils world has already guaranteed that 
there will never be perfect environment until Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ returns.
 1. Satan works overtime at this and is why socialism welfare and communism of any kind 

as a thought and system as a part of the Cosmic Dynasphere is so prevalent in this world 
since satan is a super genius and has out thought man for centuries.

 2. God has not left us helpless but has put information for us to survive but these things 
must be categorized for application and we must be willing to go against trends at any 
time.

 H. The things which Christians have accepted as truth are simply infiltration of philosophical 
systems anthropocentric satanic and evil which have destroyed the dynamics of Christianity.
 1. Christianity is not about helping the rif raf or scum but is thought which must be clear in 

your  mind and when it is not clear you become focused on social action.
 2. The national council of churches is an illustration of how easy it is to side track 

Christianity and amalgamate a little truth with a satanic system such as socialism and 
welfare and totally destroy the issue in the Angelic Conflict.

 3. Some day we will die and we must decide and before we die we will have a time of 
awareness of our coming death and may try many ridiculous things to help us but we 
must remember that when God is going to take us out then we will die.

 I. We must not focus on our life in terms of regrets and feel sorry for self and get some big hope 
from some quack who thinks he will cure you.
 1. When a believer rejects Bible Doctrine he becomes a sucker for any false system no 

matter what it is related to, medicine, health, functions of individuals or groups or 
governments.

 2. When we die we should die with a smile on our faces and knowing that we have done it 
all right and die in great peace and happiness and the moment we breathe our last breath 
that we will be face to face with God.

 3. We must be able to say “NO REGRETS” not because we are perfect and have never 
failed but because as a believer we discovered finally what the Plan of God was about 



and decided to go along for the ride and that we would function under his plan.
 4. His plan requires thought and motivation before action we stop our impulsive activities 

and made decisions and actions count on the basis of the Royal Family Honor Code and 
production of our royal ambassadorship.

 5. It is NOT what you do for others which counts and we are not here to help others but 
must remember that when we please God he will often use us to help others but we 
MUST remember that God can help those people better than we can ever help anyone.

 6. Anything we can do God can do it MUCH better.
 J. We are NOT here to help others but to Please God and he has left us instructions as to how to do 

this.
 1. We are so stupid in most cases as believers we keep trying to please God in OUR way 

and NOT his way.
 2. We try to improve the environment of the world and make people happy with their life 

but forget NO ONE can be happy apart from capacity in their Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul.

 3. Happiness DOES NOT MEAN having something or someone recognizing you and 
speaking to you and calling you friend or expressing love to you.

 4. This is no more happiness than getting drunk or debauchery or success or having others 
think well of you.

 K. In the Old Testament Scripture Moses and Elijah failed as greatest mature believers in the Old 
Testament Scripture and both failed because they lost track of what the Plan of God is.
 1. The Plan of God is pleasing GOD not people.
 2. Both recognized that they had failed the Lord because instead of following the Plan of 

God they followed their own plan related to people.
 3. When you do this people always let you down.
 4. We put people first and this never learn what the Plan of God is.
 5. The greatest human being in understanding this issue apart from Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ was  Saul of Tarsus, the Apostle Paul.
 6. These 2 men Moses and Elijah having failed with eyes on people are to be given another 

chance to do it right.
 7. Both of these 2 men could not get their eyes off of people.
 8. We have the same issue in this country with racism and minorities, etc this is all idiocy 

and is a created problem for politicians to gain power and authority.
 L. The issue for us as a believer is relationship to the Lord and to prevent us from getting subjective 

about this issue is Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.
 1. We will all die in some way fast or slow and we will only die once and if we persist in 

Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine it will be the 
greatest moment of life in dying grace.

 2. If you neglect Bible Doctrine it will be the most horrible moment of life.
 3. Moses and Elijah will be able to come back and die again.
 4. They will have a ministry to come back and chew out people and not do anything for 

them but give them truth.
 5. They are to come back and evangelize warn of armageddon and what is coming in the 

baptism of fire etc and will be here to represent God and with no holds barred and will 
lay it on the line

 6. Then people with all that truth will kill these 2 great men and they will be martyred and 
then the Lord will resuscitate them and they will walk through Jerusalem and this will 
scare everyone 

 7. In all of their future ministry Moses and Elijah will constantly say People are no damned 
good and wonder why they did not apply what they needed in the Old Testament 
Scripture.

 8. They did not use the Plan of God rationale.



 M. We must approach this lesson with AWE thinking of how great Moses and Elijah were and their 
failing as they did should make us shudder.
 1. Their failure was malfunction of thought
 2. They both had the doctrine but you cannot mix doctrine and arrogance and make it at any 

level.
 3. Once you get this straightened out your relationship with people changes such that you 

have no illusions they cannot shock you or surprise you and you have eyes on the Lord 
only.

 II. Principles:
 A. Application of the Plan of God in time of disaster tragedy and catastrophe you must know that 

you were in the mind of God in Eternity Past
 1. You must know that from Eternity Past God put you as a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, 

The Christ in his perfect plan whether you fail or succeed and it will go on with our 
without you .

 2. What you do will not determine the outcome of the Plan of God only what God does.
 3. Furthermore in the Plan of God your failure does not in any way hinder its progress and it 

will go on with or without you 
 4. The Plan of God will run you down and smash our or pick you up and carry you on.
 5. The outcome of the Plan of God depends not on us but on who and what God is.
 6. We are here to please God 
 7. If we die slowly or quickly a great consistent prayer is to NOT be a disgrace to God in 

our death. (This happened) This is the right application of the Plan of God.
 8. Our life must be focused on the Lord and what we can do to please the Lord.
 9. WE in the mind of God in Eternity Past and the Plan of God in Eternity Past and we 

either go alone for Divine Discipline in the Plan of God or for the blessing.
 10. Our question to self is which we are going to do.
 11. The difference is not our attitude toward people or good deeds or self righteousness or 

asceticism it is our attitude toward Bible Doctrine and the only thing which counts is 
what the Lord thinks of us.

 12. The Lord knows our thoughts from Eternity Past and we cannot hide them from him.
 13. In Eternity Past God knew all that we would do that was wrong or sinful or evil and all 

that we would do in our thinking to blaspheme him and all our arrogance, jealousy and 
pettiness and vindictiveness and still he imputed life to us at birth.

 14. When we tend to think that all have forgotten us and we are isolated from our country or 
loved ones etc, we must remember that in Eternity Past he knew about us and he also 
provided in Logistical Grace for our situation.

 III. The third printout form the Divine Decree:
 A. God is glorified by being able to give us blessing in the ultimate level.
 B. The divine decree contains the most fabulous and fantastic blessings for the individual who 

breaks the barrier of Spiritual Maturity.
 C. After salvation God assigns to each believer a certain amount of time as a gift and the Justice of 

God decides how long we should live.
 1. Nothing we can do will stop our timing.
 2. We can do all sorts of idiotic safety things and nothing will stop our death.
 3. This is an imputation from the Justice of God and in that time we have the opportunity to 

glorify him and do things for him.
 4. Our advance to Spiritual Maturity is from our royal priesthood and this is from our 

Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.
 5. We are also royal ambassadors and this results in each stage we are given production as a 

result of our advance in the Spiritual Life.
 6. We will be able to do certain things which are the result of our advance in the Spiritual 

Life.



 7. Witnessing, Prayer, Helping others, etc all are the result of spiritual advance as a royal 
priest.

 8. WE must distinguish between our advance which pleases God and our production which 
is the result and sign of our advance.

 9. There is one result which is hidden from people and history that being our advance to 
Spiritual Maturity and entrance into the pivot of mature believers to support the nation.

 10. This is the ability of the believer to stay with Bible Doctrine despite the destruction of 
any number of icons along the way.

 11. When we advance to Spiritual Maturity we are under the principle of election to 
privilege.

 12. In Eternity Past God knew we would be alive in client nation United States of America 
and that we would be approaching or in our own historical crisis which is at this point 
inevitable

 13. He knew that we would be one of those who would not fold under the pressure of disaster 
and that we would never follow the idols of socialism 

 14. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History through a large pivot but a small 
pivot results in destruction of the nation.

 15. We can do more by learning Bible Doctrine than by 1,000,000 good deeds and the money 
to totally expand our altruistic ideas into the millions of good deeds.

 16. We can do more with Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul and advancing to maturity for our profession and region and nation.

 D. Our significant advance is election to privilege.
 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was first elected to privilege 

 i. His privilege was to go to the cross and receive our individual sins and being 
judged for them and  being theonly savior and the future ruler of the world in the 
millennium and the eternal state.

 ii. Israel was elected to privilege as client nation first and last.
 iii. The church is elected to privilege such that the individual believer wherever he 

lives in the world of satan might advance to Spiritual Maturity and be the basis for 
the blessing from the lord to the society in which he is in.

 2. If enough people advance to Spiritual Maturity in the United States of America the 
manner of our deliverance as a client nation from our historical crisis will appear to be a 
miracle to the casual observer.
 i. We are part of the election to privilege and are one of these believers.

 E. No matter how insignificant our life appears to anyone else it is not insignificant to God 
 1. Our life has meaning and purpose and definition no matter how humble or great our 

circumstances are.
 2. No matter who or what you are regarding self as failure or success we are with reach of 

the standards God has set for us and we must NOT operate on the standards we set for 
ourselves.

 3. We must set aside our standards and goals and objectives and rely on the goals and 
standards and objectives of God for our life.

 4. Once we do this the Plan of God rationale is easy and we will be able to remember it in 
detail or in parts when under pressure.

 5. Psychological isolation as part of oriental communist procedures will make this better to 
recall the details of the Plan of God and how he will work the problem out.

 6. The temptation of our captors wanting to help us because  others have forgotten us is a 
method they use to turn us to their cause.

 F. If we are to live with God forever we must have his life and must be as good as he is which is not 
possible thus he gives us his Absolute Righteousness.
 1. In Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God the imputation of the Righteousness of God 

results in instant justification and vindication.



 2. In any pressure situation we must apply this justification to our situation.
 3. We possess the home or target for the Justice of God to impute all blessing from God for 

us.
 4. We receive Logistical Grace support systems and the Super-Grace blessing systems 

imputed to us at the appropriate time.
 5. We cannot earn nor deserve blessing from God and nothing we can or do, do will make 

us more likely to get the blessing from God.
 6. This explains the air we breathe and food we eat and whatever success we have in life.
 7. God never gives us anything because of any virtue or ability we have but only because 

we have his righteousness.
 8. Pressure and disaster means discouragement and we may thing God is spanking us for 

something.
 9. God will bless us because we have his righteousness and this is based on the 

Righteousness of God in us.
 G. Justification sets up the first Afortori rationale.

 1. Imputation of the Righteousness of God from the Justice of God to establish the grace 
pipeline

 2. IF God did the greater by imputation of Absolute Righteousness then it follows afortori or 
with greater reason he will not withhold the less imputation of blessing to us in time.

#54
 I. Application of Bible Doctrine 

 A. The important factor in application is to know your status quo so you know what to apply.
 B. The Chart of Suffering:

Divine Discipline Testing for Blessing

Issue Personal Sin Grace / Grace Blessing

Function Rebound Procedures Faith Rest Drill in 3 stages

Mechanics Use of the principles of 1John 1:9, Ps 32, Ps 
38, 1Cor 11, Prov and others

Development and deployment of one or 
more of the 3 basic or other doctrinal 
rationales from Metabolized Bible Doctrine 
in our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

Principle Ps 32:1&5 1Cor 10:13
 1. All suffering is divided into 20 definitive categories but these are too complex for 

application
 2. All Divine Discipline is related to sin mental, verbal or overt
 3. We must decide in any suffering whether suffering is from Divine Discipline or testing.
 4. All believers who are current with rebound can assume suffering is for testing.
 5. We must use these procedures over and over again so that under historical catastrophe we 

can follow these procedures immediately making the difference between courage and 
cowardice.
 i. Cowardice is lack of thought under pressure
 ii. Courage is being able to think under pressure

 6. Rebound is found in 1John 1:9, and when we name sins to God as having been already 
judged he faithfully forgives these sins and all unknown or unnamed sins restoring us to 
fellowship and the Spiritual Life.

 C. Use of the Basic Rationales:
 1. Logistical Grace God has a purpose for our life on this earth even in suffering.
 2. Plan of God (1Kings 19), in Eternity Past God put us into his plan.
 3. Essence of God the character of God guarantees the validity of his promises and the 

rationales from Bible Doctrine.
 D. For the believer who is not involved in continuous personal sin and neglect of rebound testing 



will catch or overtake each believer for various reasons but nothing which is unusual for 
mankind.
 1. The only kind of testing for the believer only is that which is from and about mankind 
 2. God thus promises to protect the believer from demon or satanic attack thus the believer 

cannot be demon possessed because of the indwelling of God the Holy Spirit
 3. The believer can be demon obsessed because of believing the satanic lie because of 

rejection of Bible Doctrine and thus developing Scar Tissue of the Soul and arrogant 
intensification which results in voluntarily believing the lies of satan.

 4. In addition arrogance will manifest itself in Self Righteousness in prosperity and Self Pity 
in adversity under pressure.

 5. Every believer will be tested in the course of their life so that they can learn to apply 
Bible Doctrine and thus be prepared for historical or national crisis.
 i. This training will be to learn to go through the procedure of response to testing 

repeatedly to be able to apply them.
 ii. Thus in historical crisis we will use the Modus Operandi of response to testing 

and receive the blessing for doing so.
 6. Faithfulness indicates that God considering his veracity and immutability and integrity 

will provide Logistical Grace support in time of testing.
 i. It is the provision under Logistical Grace of Bible Doctrine and the Faith Rest 

Drill (4 categories) and all things needed to handle all personal problems and trials and 
difficulties in life.

 ii. This gives reference to Stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in development and 
deployment of any of the rationales from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul by means of reverse concentration.

 7. The 3 basic rationales in view are the Logistical Grace, Plan of God, and Essence of God 
rationale

 8. This testing in human testing with people involved, things you can see and feel, pressure 
of the mind, pain of the body etc.
 i. All testing is designed for blessing from God.

 9. In the Plan of God we can normally expect testing
 i. Our attitude toward Bible Doctrine determines what we can anticipate in this area
 ii. The believer under Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine can expect testing
 iii. The Believer under Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine can expect Divine 

Discipline to the point of the Sin Unto Death
 10. God only tests us in compatibility with Bible Doctrine we have learned and never with 

regard to Bible Doctrine we have not learned.
 i. Thus during testing we will have learned the needed doctrine to endure the testing 

or have had the opportunity to learn it many times.
 ii. When we face personal testing of any kind we have already learned or had the 

chance to learn what is needed to handle that pressure
 iii. If you cannot find an answer for the testing then you need to address your 

Spiritual Life in reference to 1John 1:9 since you may be under some form of 
Divine Discipline.

 iv. God does not permit us to undergo any pressure for which there has not been 
doctrine you know or should know.

 11. For your whole life From Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to the point of your 
death or resurrection you will never be free from testing
 i. The Bible Doctrine you have to apply to the situation will be the source of 

blessing in adversities.
 ii. All believers with Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will receive this testing to 

prepare us for historical disaster and enhance or accelerate our spiritual growth.
 12. Suffering designed for Divine Discipline the believer cannot bear it



 i. Suffering designed for testing finds that the believer possesses the Metabolized 
Bible Doctrine in his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul needed to apply to the 
situation in reverse concentration and thus CAN bear it.

 ii. If you cannot bear suffering it is Divine Discipline if you can bear it it is for 
testing and blessing.

 iii. One of the greatest problems of the Christian Way of Life is to apply Bible 
Doctrine 

 iv. It is easy to learn but not to apply.
 13. Persistence in the Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine 

means continuation in the Plan of God thus more testing and more opportunity to apply 
Bible Doctrine.
 i. Each testing is a training exercise preparing the believer for historical or national 

disaster or crisis.
 ii. Thus believers who have Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will be able to 

instantly make application of Bible Doctrine to the crisis.
 iii. As we learn and learn more and more Bible Doctrine God holds of major disasters 

so that we can face and overcome collective historical disaster or personal and 
extremely difficult.

 14. God will not permit us to be tested beyond what Bible Doctrine we have learned.
 i. God will provide testing for all the Bible Doctrine we will have and will learn.
 ii. This will result in blessing when Bible Doctrine is applied to the situation in time 

of enduring and after the testing is completed.
 15. Suffering is a reality for blessing

 i. We must not stand around and cry when there is trouble and pressure in life 
because the Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul is 
available for us and must be linked to our situation.

 ii. We will only be tested for the Bible Doctrine we have in our Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul not that which we have been exposed to.

 16. Believers with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul is the one who can apply Bible Doctrine to crisis or disaster or simple pressure.

 E. WE must not have any excuse when exposed to pressure in life to NOT apply Bible Doctrine and 
the rationales to our situations.

1Cor 10:13
v13: No Testing nor bearable or unbearable suffering has caught up with or overtaken you except the human 
category or that which is common or related to or previously faced by other humans for the purpose of blessing, 
moreover The God is trustworthy or faithful who will not permit you to be tested beyond your capabilities or what 
you are able to endure from the Bible Doctrine you have or should have learned, but with the testing HE will also 
provide an end or that way of escape for the believer current with rebound ONLY, so that you can endure it or carry 
the pressure.

 F. The believer can only endure pressure or testing through the 3 stages of the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) and the escape is found in the reverse concentration needed to produce and apply the 
rationales to the situation.
 1. The greatest preparation we can have in life is what we have stored in our Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul.
 2. Once we practice this system of claiming promises and then applying rationales to reach 

conclusions it will become a second nature function.
#56
 I. The mature believer

 A. He is defined in terms of his level of Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ category I love.
 1. This requires maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 



the Soul and having this has the advantage of wider and greater scope of application of 
that doctrine in reverse concentration.

 2. The mature believer can malfunction in the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in stage 2 or 3.
 B. In the life of the mature believer God causes all things to be worked together for production of 

good of intrinsic value within the Plan of God.
 1. God being perfect and genius causes this to occur perpetually and this occurs from his 

justice in the form of Logistical Grace provisions.
 2. This includes suffering in the life of the believer, the Plan of God as X + Y + Z, 

 i. We receive the imputation of Adam’s Original Sin at physical birth to our 
genetically formed Old Sin Nature.

 ii. We are condemned in life because of this imputation.
 iii. We are NOT condemned because of our personal sins.
 iv. We are not even disciplined because of our personal sins all of which are judged 

on the cross.
 v. Suffering is for being outside the Plan of God when it is Divine Discipline.
 vi. Suffering is for enhanced spiritual advancement when it is testing for blessing.
 vii. All suffering can be focused as for blessing by the believer with Positive Volition 

if there is consistent use of the rebound technique.
 viii. All things we receive, suffering, blessing and all physical support come to us from 

the Justice of God to the Righteousness of God within us.
 3. In the Plan of God there must be a sustaining factor:

 i. This is not human security but security from God.
 ii. For the unbeliever it is the Laws of Divine Establishment
 iii. For the new believer it is Laws of Divine Establishment and Logistical Grace 

support.
 iv. For the mature believer it is the Laws of Divine Establishment and Logistical 

Grace and also Super-Grace blessings.
 v. Thus we can see that HE works all things together for the good of intrinsic value.
 vi. There is no such thing as equality and under Laws of Divine Establishment there 

must be freedom which guarantees total inequality as we see in heaven.
 vii. Avoidance of violence and revolution and trying to take power by these things.

 4. How is God glorified in the Plan of God.
 i. Imputation of the Super-Grace blessing to the Righteousness of God in the mature 

believer.
 a. Tactical Victory

 ii. Imputation of eternal blessings and reward in eternity
 a. Strategic Victory

 5. The mature believer is the basis for the formation of the client nation, its preservation and 
deliverance in national crisis.

 6. This verse v28 tells us that our life as a believer has incredibly great significance in the 
Plan of God.

Rom 12:2
v2: Do Not or Stop being conformed to this world of human viewpoint or cosmic thinking, but be transformed by 
the renovation of your thinking, that you might prove what the will of God is, namely the good of intrinsic value 
achievement or production of Divine Good
Rom 12:9
v9: You love must be non hypocritical; despise the evil, adhere to the good (the Plan of God); 
Rom 12:21
v21: Stop being overcome or conquered by evil but overcome or conquer the evil with the Absolute Good of Bible 
Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul thus the Plan of God (X + Y + Z)
Rom 13:4
v4: for it Human Government authority of Establishment is a minister from God to You for the purpose of the 
Good under the Laws of Divine Establishment for your advance to Spiritual Maturity, but if you do what is EVIL you 
should be afraid for it (Government) does not bear the sword for nothing or in vain (capitol punishment), for it is the 



minister of God an avenger who brings wrath on those who practice evil.
Rom 14:13
v16: Let not the good attained by you be slandered or maligned.
Rom 15:2
v2: Let each one of us mature believers accommodate or strive to please or accommodate his neighbor, those with 
whom you have contact, for the purpose of the good or the weak believer’s momentum in advancing to spiritual 
maturity developing the edification complex.
Rom 16:19
v19: Certainly the report of your obedience or authority orientation has become known to all, therefore because of 
you I am delighted, But I want you to be wise with reference to the Divine Goodl, the Plan of God, and guileless as to 
what is evil; 

 C. Agathos used in Romans
 1. The only way the evil of our nation can be conquered today

 i. Good being parlayed into evil; Evil being parlayed into human good.
 ii. Human Good as the front and evil as the Modus Operandi
 iii. The only way this can be stopped and changed is the personal advance to Spiritual 

Maturity
 2. By advance to Spiritual Maturity you confiscate no property, kill no one, do not start any 

revolution, do not destroy any legitimate authority and it is accomplished by not hurting 
nor destroying anyone without offending anyone.

 3. Human government and Laws of Divine Establishment are there to guarantee human 
freedom and privacy to advance to Spiritual Maturity.

 4. Thus we must keep close accounts in rebound.
 II. The Plan of God is seen from the concept of imputation

 A. Review the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories)

 1. Courage vs Cowardice == Thinking vs emoting.
 2. 1Stage of perception which makes possible 3 Stages of application of faith in the Faith 

Rest Drill (4 categories)

 3. Stage 1 claims promises to stabilize thinking
 4. Stage 2 forms Metabolized Bible Doctrine from the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 

into rationales for application such as the Plan of God, Essence of God, Logistical Grace 
rationales.

 5. Stage 3 reaching conclusions as to your situation and status from your application of one 
or more rationales.

 B. God works all things together for intrinsic good via imputations:
 1. Imputation is always the function of the Justice of God directed toward mankind and 

relating the Plan of God to mankind.
 i. It functions as an act of condemnation or blessing from the Justice of God.
 ii. Thus the source of all imputations are from ½ of the Integrity of God the Justice 

of God to the Righteousness of God within us.
 iii. It is the action of the Justice of God whereby either condemnation or blessing is 

attributed, ascribed, superimposed, superinduced over and above that already 
existing.

 iv. All imputation except 2 have a target or home.
 2. 2 categories of imputation:

 i. Real Imputations are those with a home or target where the Justice of God 
imputes something to something.
 a. There is always affinity in this category

 ii. Judicial Imputation are those were the Justice of God imputes something to 
mankind what is not antecedently his own thus no home nor target.
 a. There is no real affinity in this category.

 3. There are 7 imputations in the Plan of God for mankind, 5 real, 2 judicial.
 i. SOUL Life is imputed at physical birth to the divinely prepared home the soul.



 a. Thus soul life will reside in the soul forever.
 b. Application: there is no sin, failure nor system of evil or good and evil 

whereby Soul life can ever be separated from the soul of anyone in the 
Human Race.

 c. Thus at physical birth when biological life and soul life come together at 
physical birth it forms what we call human life.

 d. If you are in the human race you went through all the gestational process 
to become a fetus which when it emerged during birth the Justice of God 
imputed Soul Life to the format soul and combining it with the biological 
life to form human life.

 e. There is no way to lose Soul life.
 f. Application: If the Justice of God took the time to impute soul life to the 

fetus after birth then God must have a purpose for my life, God is fair and 
just and perfect and he would not do this to me unless there was a purpose.

 ii. At the same time God imputed Adam’s Original Sin to my genetic Old Sin Nature 
from Adam.
 a. God covered for all humans born in Human History
 b. Some may never reach the point of accountability and never have the 

mentality for self determination at the point of God consciousness or 
gospel hearing and all these people must be covered by the Justice of God.

 c. The imputation of Adam’s Original Sin covers all of us with instant 
condemnation thus God is free to save these people who are not 
responsible for their condemnation not being accountable for any of their 
personal sins.

 d. What right do I have to stand up and make any statement regarding my 
being the worst sinner in town since condemnation is not from personal 
sins all of which were judged in the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ while he was on the cross.

 e. God imputed as physical birth Adam’s Original Sin to the Old Sin Nature 
formed genetically and passed from Adam down to each of us.

 f. The Old Sin Nature also produces personal sins and Human Good and evil 
as well.

 g. Application: God is fair and works for me not me for him, He knows what 
he is doing and I cannot do anything to advance the Plan of God and I 
need his help and he not mine, and the little I know is nothing compared to 
what God knows.

 h. Applications then made from this will force me into humility and protect 
me from arrogance thus I will have hopes to have capacity for life, love 
and happiness.

 i. Arrogance in any form closes down the 2nd stage of the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories).
 j. Thus from the 2 imputations from God at birth we learn  how wise God is 

and how stupid we are and we relate our life to God and NEVER to other 
believers.

 k. This eliminates from our thinking that if we are right with fellow believers 
we will be right with God.

 l. This eliminates all Human Good and we must avoid the concepts of 
human good where we must do things to help humanity

 m. We must do things for humanity and get involved and be good to this 
person and kind to that person and give to this cause and get involved in 
that cause and must do something to Help God.

 n. This does not mean we don’t help others and be kind to them but we must 



never get the idea that his is required in the Spiritual Life and we must 
remember that God can help others far better than we can.

 o. Our first objective is to please God and not help other people we are here 
to fulfill his commands and satisfy his reason for imputing life to me.

 p. Helping people is not our objective but it is inevitable when we advance in 
the Spiritual Life.

 q. Our major application is what is your attitude toward Bible Doctrine and 
you must learn Bible Doctrine before you can use reverse concentration 
and apply it.

 4. God is fair and covered for each of us from physical birth to our death by giving us the 
opportunity to use our self determination to choose for his plan over satan’s plan.
 i. God’s plan for our advance does not depend on our IQ but he has provided a grace 

plan for how we can learn and grow and thus apply.
 ii. God works all things together for good of intrinsic value of his plan.

#59

 I. In the Plan of God we must become our own expert regarding Bible Doctrine and its application to our 
life.
 A. We must not rely on others for our stability in life.

 1. We must become spiritually self sustaining in our Spiritual Life and must under any 
pressure or suffering or catastrophe or disaster individual or collective we must be able to 
rely on the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 2. The doctrine we rely on for stability must be that which we have previously learned not 
that which is still in our notes or the bible or on the tapes.

 B. The doctrine we learn on a daily basis contributes to spiritual growth and also provides material 
to apply to pressures in life.
 1. We must learn everything regarding Bible Doctrine in light of having to use and apply it 

in the 2nd stage of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).
 II. Stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) Rom 8:29-30

 A. This is reverse concentration emphasizing the Plan of God rationale from the point of the 
computer of Divine Decrees.
 1. This means that the printout of the divine decree is the Plan of God rationale and 

Afortori, Imputations in the Plan of God for the believer, 
 B. All people tend to become discouraged the good thing is that all people don’t get discouraged at 

the same time.
 1. There is always someone who does not fall to this pressure and is able to communicate 

pure doctrine for support.
 C. The foreknowledge of God is a part of the printout of the divine decree from Eternity Past and 

part of the rationale for mature believers.
 1. God does something for us in this plan and this is reality.
 2. The omniscience of God feeds all the actual events of history into the computer of divine 

decree in Eternity Past.
 i. He also in omniscience knows all the possible and all the results.

 3. The Decree deals only with what actually did or would occur.
 4. Foreknowledge is applicable ONLY to believers in Human History and our ability to 

make application to situations in life.
 5. God knows all that every creature created from Eternity Past would think or do from 

Eternity Past to the end of Human History and beyond.
 6. The computer of divine decrees printouts also for the unbeliever condemnation, 

reprobation, judgment.
 D. The divine attribute of knowledge:

 1. Self Knowledge



 i. God is eternal and his knowledge is eternal
 ii. He is sovereign and his knowledge is infinitely superior to all creature knowledge 

and genius
 a. He has absolute IQ while creatures have relative IQ

 iii. Time has nothing to do with God’s knowledge
 iv. Since God is a person he possesses self consciousness and self determination.
 v. Therefore God as a person acts rationally in compatibility with his absolute will, 

knowledge and perfection.
 vi. God is himself thus he knows he is beyond comparison with any creature.
 vii. Because he is infinite his knowledge is without boundary or limimtation whether 

directed toward self or creatures whether related to time or space.
 viii. Consequently the knowledge of God which is infinite is never complicated with 

ignorance nor absurdities.
 a. The revelation of the Plan of God is never involved with absurdities.

 ix. God exists eternally unsustained by himself or any other source therefore his 
knowledge of self is as unalterable as he himself is

 x. God cannot change and his self knowledge cannot change.
 xi. God’s knowledge of self precedes both time and space thus it is now subject to 

time or space.
 xii. His knowledge does not increase with time and thus cannot be more than it is 

today or in the future.
 a. Everything which is knowable in the history of any creature is always in 

the mind of God and never outside his mind.
 b. God’s knowledge is related to his veracity, faithfulness and Immutability, 

mercy, goodness, justice, righteousness in short all his attributes.
 c. God knows how all his attributes will work together in all situations and 

conditions.
 d. It is impossible for God to deceive or lie about what he knows thus all 

divine revelation is absolute truth.
 xiii. God’s self knowledge is related to the others in the trinity as well as himself.

 a. What he knows about the essence of deity he also knows about the others 
in the trinity.

 b. Each has the same amount of each attribute in the Essence of God.
 c. They are 3 separate and distinct members of the trinity have exactly equal 

attributes in his essence.
 d. Thus God can know what each member of the trinity has, is thinking, and 

will do in any situation.
 xiv. God has eternally known self and each other member of the trinity and thus 

perfect subjective knowledge of self and all attributes of the Essence of God and 
how they functions in relationship to self and the others in the trinity.

 2. Omniscience of God:
 i. While his self knowledge relates to his attributes and the other members of the 

trinity Omniscience is his knowledge related to creatures.
 a. Both angelic and human.

 ii. It is defined as God’s objective knowledge in that it deals with some creature 
outside the sphere of his self knowledge.
 a. Thus this is his objective knowledge of the universe and all its creatures.

 iii. Since the divine decree establishes reality omniscience includes all actual things 
or REALITY that is in the divine decree and also all that is NOT fed into the 
divine decree as possibility.

 iv. In Eternity Past omniscience of God knew all thoughts, decisions and actions of 
all creatures and every action and function of the inanimate universe.



 v. Time has nothing to do with omniscience
 a. Time has everything to do with our knowledge and as time continues there 

is either progression or retrogression of our knowledge.
 b. If we have motivation and use the Grace Apparatus for Perception we 

should increase knowledge and in fact make it more available to use in the 
Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

 vi. The omniscience of God knows reality and also alternatives of history called 
possible or probable.
 a. That which does occur is reality
 b. That which is possible based on an alternate decision at any time.
 c. This is for each of us and billions of other people throughout Human 

History.
 d. Thus he knows alternatives of history.

 vii. The omniscience knows all that would have been involved in every case where 
the individual thought, decision or action may have been different.

 viii. Omniscience includes the actual fed into the divine decree and the possible 
alternatives which could have occurred but did not.

 ix. God knows perfectly and eternally and simultaneously all that is knowable both 
actual and possible.

 x. The actual is fed to the computer of divine decree while the possible or probable 
are decisions actions or thoughts which could have been made but were not and 
existed only as a momentary possibility.

 xi. Every minute detail of angelic and human history are in the mind of God at one 
time therefore omniscience perceives the free as free, the necessary as necessary 
and all their causes conditions and relations as one indivisible system of things 
every link of which are absolutely essential to the whole. 

 3. Foreknowledge of God:
 i. It must be distinguished from omniscience and between these 2 categories of 

knowledge we find the divine decree.
 a. Omniscience knows actual and probable.
 b. The computer has all reality within it, the actual.
 c. The printout of the computer of divine decree is Foreknowledge.

 ii. Omniscience programs the computer of Divine decree with historical facts 
thoughts, decisions and actions.

 iii. Foreknowledge is the printout of the computer of divine decree thus nothing is 
foreknown until it is first decreed.
 a. The knowledge of God is an indivisible factor but it is revealed in parts 

and understood incrementally not as a whole.
 b. Foreknowledge is what is actually in the decree as it occurs in our life and 

that of others.
 c. God has thus compiled our thoughts, decisions and actions before we 

made them in our lifetime.
 d. Foreknowledge is the applicable part of the knowledge of God for us.
 e. This takes each of us and relates us to God in terms of reality.

 iv. Only the computer of divine decrees establishes reality thus foreknowledge 
follows as the printout of the decree.

 v. The foreknowledge of God makes nothing certain but merely acknowledges what 
is certain the content of the divine decree.
 a. The foreknowledge of God in divine revelation is a means of relating us as 

an individual to the Plan of God, the thinking of God and the person of 
God.

 b. This also gives a sense of security and understanding that there never was 



nor ever will be time when we will be lost in history since God has us 
individually in his mind at all times.

 c. This application will keep us out of self pity and selfcenteredness by 
relating us to God without it being in terms of arrogance.

 vi. God foreknows all things as certainly future because he has decreed them from 
omniscience.

 vii. The omniscience feeds facts into the computer of divine decrees while the 
foreknowledge of God prints out the facts as they occur???

 4. Summary:
 i. God’s self knowledge, omniscience precedes the decree while his foreknowledge 

is a printout of the decree.
 a. It takes God’s infinite knowledge which is beyond comprehension and 

reduces it categorically to the point where it is applicable to each of us.
 b. Thus we can say that in Eternity Past God knew where and when I was 

born and knew all about my failures and weaknesses and still imputed life 
to me at birth and having known all about me and still giving me life he 
must  have a plan for my life.

 ii. While omniscience knows all thoughts, decisions and actions of Human History 
not so for foreknowledge.
 a. Foreknowledge is limited to ONLY what has, is or will happen in reality.

 iii. The foreknowledge of God can make nothing certain but only acknowledges what 
is certain.

 iv. Since the divine decree establishes certainty nothing can be foreknown until is is 
decreed.

 v. God foreknows all events as certainly future because he first decreed them from 
omniscience.

 vi. Thus omniscience came first knowing actual and possible.
 vii. Foreknowledge is limited and deals only with Human History/.

 a. Whatever historical disaster is coming God knew about it in Eternity Past 
and whether we would live to see it, what we would do in it and every 
thing about it.

 b. Foreknowledge deals with actual only while everything was decreed 
simultaneously and  not by stages

 viii. The Plan of God rationale applies only foreknowledge as part of the Faith Rest 
Drill (4 categories) and not omniscience nor self knowledge.

 ix. Foreknowledge is a doctrine for believers application in time while omniscience 
is a doctrine for believers application in eternity.

 x. Under pressure  of testing the believer must remember that no matter how great 
the pressure or disaster there is nor ever will be a time when God forgets us.

 E. In the Plan of God your identity cannot be lost to God.
 1. This is a great point to begin for application in disaster.

#60
 I. Predestination or Fore-ordination:

 A. No matter how we fail or succeed and no matter how unstable our life is and no matter how often 
we vacillate between what God wants and our complete and total failure of sin, Human Good or 
evil in the Cosmic Dynasphere we are conformed ones to his son.
 1. Our royalty in the family of God is based on the need for the battlefield royalty of Jesus 

of Nazareth, The Christ for the Angelic Conflict.
 B. The formation of the Royal Family of God in the Church Age involves some great doctrines:

 1. Baptism of God the Holy Spirit
 i. For the first time in Human History when a person is saved God the Holy Spirit 

enters each believers into union with Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and thus we 



become conformed ones.
 ii. We may fail in every area of life and spiritual life after Salvation Adjustment to 

the Justice of God but we are still conformed ones to the son of God.
 iii. Thus the question becomes how can any difficulty, pressure, problem, disaster or 

crisis be greater than being a member of the Royal Family of God.
 2. We share the life of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ thus his Eternal Life 
 3. We share his Absolute Righteousness 
 4. We have the Eternal Life of God the Father imputed to the human spirit prepared by God 

the Holy Spirit at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God thus this is regeneration.
 i. This regeneration is  not salvation but what occurs at the point of Salvation 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 5. At Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God we receive from the Justice of God the 

Righteousness of God the father and at the Baptism of God the Holy Spirit we receive 
also the Righteousness of God the son.

 6. We are also the heirs of God the Father 
 7. We have the sonship of God the Father 
 8. We have the election of God the Father
 9. We share his destiny
 10. We are royal priests with him
 11. We share his kingship and will reign with him forever.

 C. In Eternity Past God foreknew all who would believe and thus he decreed the conformation of all 
believers to the son.
 1. It was the purpose of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in special Logistical Grace provision 

to provide for the believers in this dispensation as Royal Family of God.
 2. We have very special provision as Royal Family of God and this is what enables us to 

handle disaster when it occurs.
 3. Thus we cannot have any pressure or heartache or disaster or any frustration or disaster or 

even any Divine Discipline which will come our way which was  not provided for in 
Eternity Past.

 D. Reverse concentration is our method application but only for Metabolized Bible Doctrine from 
our own Stream of Consciousness of the Soul which we know and understand.
 1. Divine Decrees
 2. Foreknowledge We were in the mind of God from Eternity Past
 3. Predestionation We were in the Plan of God from Eternity Past 

 i. Thus he was aware of all our problems and made provisions for them in the form 
of Bible Doctrine and thus we MUST learn Bible Doctrine.

 ii. The paramount virtue of Christianity is Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 iii. Without Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
you have nothing to apply to anything.

 4. Baptism of God the Holy Spirit (2Tim 2)
 5. Retroactive and current positional truth (Rom 6)
 6. Royalt of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ
 7. Royal Family of God

 i. We must have our testing in life just as Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was tested 
as he walked in Hypostatic Union.

 E. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ will always be the first born in the battlefield Royal Family of God 
and we in union with Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ conformed to him will always benefit from 
our relationship with him as part of the Royal Family of God.

Col 1:15
v15 : For He {Jesus Christ} who keeps on being the exact image of the invisible God, the privileged firstborn with 
reference to all creatures.



 F. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is privileged firstborn in any creature relationship:
 1. In relationship to the election of Israel he is the eternal ruler of the restored Israel for 

ever.
 2. He is rule of the church from the dispensation of the Church Age, ie the Royal Family of 

God.
 3. This is a title of rulership and privilege as well as indication of sequence in the family.

 G. Since this is related to eternal God, the Lord Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ it has significance.
 1. He is rule of the church
 2. At the 2nd advent he will rule the other election Israel.
 3. He is the royal priest forever according to the oder of malchisidek and thus the families 

spiritual leader and guide Heb 6+
 4. He has the double portion as the first born as ruler of Israel and ruler of the church.

 H. The Plan of God rationale deals only with foreknowledge and predestination:
 I. The reality of the divine decree is that every believer is in the Plan of God from it’s inception in 

Eternity Past.
 II. Election to privilege:

 A. From the divine decrees there is also another printout, election to privilege.
 B. We are in the mind of God from Eternity Past and the Plan of God from Eternity Past and also 

we are in the privilege of God from Eternity Past.
 1. One of these privileges is deliverance of our nation apart from any violence of revolution, 

confiscation of property, invasion of anyone else’s privacy, we are privileged to support 
the client nation.

 2. We as believers in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ have the solution to our national 
problems in pivot politics without violence of revolution, assassination, terrorism, putting 
pressure on other but by advance to Spiritual Maturity to direct Human History and 
resolve the difficulties of the nation.

 C. Believers have so many tests and difficulties simply because in national disasters the Lord 
will use them in a special way.
 1. Personal pressures or testings are comparable to what will occur in future historical 

disasters so when we pass the tests we will be able to be used in future disaster to stand in 
the gap and support the nation.

2Tim 1:9
v9: This one Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, having saved us the one having elected to privilege the Royal Family 
of God into a holy or integrity station of life, not according to our works but according to his predetermined plan even 
the grace which has been given to us in Christ Jesus before Human History, 

 2. This is a summary to Rom 8:29-30
 D. There are 3 elections to privilege in Human History.

 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ
 i. This is related to his Hypostatic Union, incarnation, first advent, death burial 

resurrection and ascension.
 ii. He was to become true humanity and savior of all mankind on the cross.
 iii. He was to fulfill every work needed for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God so that we in salvation simply believe in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and 
thus become possessors of Eternal Life.

 iv. This is related to the first advent providing salvation and to the 2nd advent when he 
delivers the world from the rule of satan.

 2. Israel
 i. They were forerunners of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ as the first client nation in 

Human History in the Old Testament Scripture except for 70 years when chaldea 
and persia fulfilled this function.

 ii. Israel is the first and last client nation in Human History and the election is related 



to this function.
 3. Church

 i. It is our privilege and opportunity as Royal Family of God with gentile and 
Jewish believers in one body to live in a client nation and as goes the believer of 
the Royal Family of God so goes the client nation.

 ii. This has to do with our personal life and service to the Lord and to our life in 
relationship to spiritual advance and to our client nation.

 iii. As goes the believer so goes the client nation and thus failure of the client nation 
is related to rejection of Bible Doctrine by the believer.

 iv. Rejection of Bible Doctrine means no spiritual growth, no pivot and supercharger 
to every form of reversionism and apostasy and degeneration.

 v. Election in the Church Age expresses the believers relationship to society and to 
his nation.

 vi. Election to privilege for the Royal Family of God relates to advance to Spiritual 
Maturity and joining the pivot of mature believers the preservative of the client 
nation.

 4. Application of election of the believer means that the believer is in the PURPOSE of 
God.
 i. In Eternity Past we were in the mind of God 
 ii. In Eternity Past we were in the Plan of God
 iii. In Eternity Past we were in the election to privilege of God ie the purpose of 

God.
 iv. If you are in the mind, the plan and purpose of God from Eternity Past then he 

has some means for you to handle any trial or disaster or pressure or crisis or 
testing any thing individual or collective whether the manner of death or 
manner of living God has provided in toto for whatever you will have to face in 
this life..

 v. The believer who persists in learning Bible Doctrine he will apply and succeed.
 vi. The believer who rejects Bible Doctrine has no substitute in any service or 

activity or function or personality change or morality or Self Righteousness 
which can substitute for Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization 
of Bible Doctrine and advance to Spiritual Maturity.

 E. Thus in the Plan of God:
 1. God has a plan and purpose for us since he imputed life to us at physical birth.

 i. The purpose of God from birth to Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God is 
that we would express faith alone in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ alone.

 2. After Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God, God has a purpose for our life as 
well:
 i. If we choose to persist in Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization 

of Bible Doctrine we will advance to Spiritual Maturity and receive extra 
blessings from God.

 3. After Spiritual Maturity God has a purpose for our life as well:
 i. This is eternal imputation of blessing and reward from God in order to glorify 

God at the resurrection at the Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 4. We as unbelievers are sustained by the Laws of Divine Establishment before Salvation 

Adjustment to the Justice of God giving us the opportunity to be evangelized and 
express faith in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
 i. As a creature we can accept or reject God and then Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ.
 5. We as new believers are sustained by Logistical Grace blessings as well as the Laws of 

Divine Establishment 
 i. WE as believers are sustained whether we fail or succeed in the Spiritual Life.



 6. As believers who reach Spiritual Maturity we also are sustained by Super-Grace 
blessings  added to the Laws of Divine Establishment and Logistical Grace and these 
Super-Grace blessings accrue in time 
 i. This is the imputation of fantastic blessings to glorify God when we reach this 

maximum level of blessings.
 F. Thus life and humanity must be divided categorically:

 1. X – Y – Z is the unbeliever does not succeed in the Plan of God since he rejects God at 
God Consciousness or Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ at gospel hearing.

 2. X + Y – Z is the immature believer who is advancing because of perception of Bible 
Doctrine or retrogressing because of rejection of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ but all 
immature believers are sustained by Logistical Grace whether they succeed or fail.

 3. X + Y + Z is the mature believer who totally fulfills the Plan of God and thus glorifies 
the Lord Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in both time and eternity through receipt of 
Super-Grace in time and special blessings and reward in eternity at the Judgment Seat 
of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 G. The preservation of the client nation Israel for an additional 150 years was the 7000 mature 
believer who did not bow to baal.
 1. They did this by not killing the 450 prophets of baal.
 2. They did it without running down Jezebel.
 3. They did it without killing the prophets of the Asharah.
 4. They did it without deposing through terror of revolution or violence Ahab
 5. They did it without terror or revolution
 6. They did it by advance to Spiritual Maturity
 7. They did not interfere with anyone’s life 
 8. They did not resort to crime nor become a lynch mob

 III. Justification:
 A. At Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God the Justice of God imputes the Righteousness of 

God thus at the moment of Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God we possess the one thing 
which cannot ever be taken from us for any failure on our part.

 B. This makes it possible for God to love us without compromise to his perfect love
 C. This makes it possible for God to provide for us any thing which we may require in our life as 

part of Logistical Grace support.
 1. We receive this as immature believers support.
 2. This means that our logistics is not part of any part of what we do in legitimate or 

illegitimate production nor is it part of any change which we might make in ourselves.
 3. No personality changes will ever bring blessing from God nor will any form of giving 

bring blessing from God.
 4. NO personality changes, self sacrifice nor efforts on any part will ever bring blessing 

from God.
 D. This justification is the potential for future blessing at the point of Spiritual Maturity.
 E. Application of Justification:

 1. We possess the home or target as believers with the Absolute Righteousness of God for 
imputed Logistical Grace blessing.

 2. This Absolute Righteousness is the basis of receipt of special blessings at the point of 
reaching Spiritual Maturity in 6 categories and thereafter.

 3. This grace pipe line is established by the Justice of God at Salvation Adjustment to the 
Justice of God and it is encapsulated by the Integrity of God and the Love of God.

 4. What the Righteousness of God demands the Justice of God executes thus we receive 
Logistical Grace until we develop capacity and then we receive Super-Grace blessings.

#60
 I. In the Christian Way of Life you do not have to be in the pages of Human History but every moment you 

survive and advance in the Spiritual Life you are making history.



 II. Justification as an application to the Spiritual Life.
 A. With Absolute Righteousness imputed at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God the believer 

receives blessing from God.
 1. Immediately after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God this begins with Logistical 

Grace which continues throughout all of the Spiritual Life.
 2. At the point of and continuing through our advance to and residence in Spiritual Maturity 

this blessing is found in the form of Super-Grace.
 III. Afortori Principle as a rationale:

 A. This is Latin meaning “With Stronger Reason”
 1. This is a system of logic using comparison and a conclusion compared with another 

conclusion or recognized fact of doctrine which is inferred as being  more certain and in 
fact inescapable.

 2. It uses an inferential conclusion as being even more conclusive than another recognized 
conclusion or fact and in setting up this comparison it establishes reality in both 
conclusions as they are inferentially related.

 3. It is a system of argument or debate which takes an excepted fact and by comparison 
produces an inescapable fact of doctrine relates the two in such a way to show the reality 
of both and then draw an inescapable conclusion.

 4. Inescapable conclusions are the means of application of Bible Doctrine in reverse 
concentration.

 B. This phrase is used in argumentation to produce several categories of conclusion:
 1. Something does not take place because the cause which alone can bring it to pass 

operates still more strongly in another case without producing that effect.
 2. Something does not take place because causes much weaker than those which operate to 

bring it about are effective in another case.
 C. Afortori in Scripture:

Matt 6:28-30 (Logistical Grace & Temporal Security Afortori)
v28: And why are you worried about clothing, observe the lilies of the field, how they grow they do not work neither do 
they spin.
v29: In fact I say to you even Solomon in all of his Glory was not clothed like one of these
v30: In Fact, if God arrays or keeps clothing the common grass of the field, and he does, which is alive today and tomorrow 
thrown into the furnace, will he not do much more for you?  (Temporal Security) Oh you believer of little faith rest

Rom 5:8-9 (Eternal Security & Deliverance from the last Judgment)
v8: In that the God demonstrates, shows clearly, manifests, makes evident, evinces, proves, reveals, bring together in our 
soul SC, his own love for us, in that while we were yet sinners Christ Died as a substitute for us. 
v9: Much more therefore, having been justified by his blood we shall we be delivered from wrath through him. 

Rom 5:10 (Reconciliation Afortori)
v10: For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, and it is true, much more, having 
been reconciled, we shall be delivered in his life. 

Rom 5:15 (temporal blessing Afortori)
v15: But now as the transgression of Adam’s Original Sin so also is the gradious gift of the first advent of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.  For if by the transgression of that one Adam the Human Race died spiritually, and they 
did, much more the grace of God even the gift of grace by one man Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, who has provided 
superabundance of special blessing at Spiritual Maturity for the many mature believers. 

Rom 5:16 (Eternal Blessing Afortori)
v16: For if by the transgression of Adam’s Original Sin the spiritual death ruled through that one and it did, much more 
they who receive in life that surplus from the grace imputation of special blessing to the mature believer, and the gift of 
Absolute Righteousness for the blessing much more they shall rule through that one Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 1. If God can do that which requires greater effort then he can do that which requires less.



 D. In the system of Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) dynamics by understanding that justification in time 
leads to special blessing in time as tactical victory then you have eternal blessing and reward 
imputed as strategic victory.
 1. This results in glorification of the Lord in time and eternity.
 2. If God provides the hardest thing in our Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God then 

he can easily provide blessing in time and eternity for the mature believer and he does.
 3. The provision of blessing and reward at the Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ is the basis for glorification of God.
 4. The whole purpose of our spiritual advance in time is to receive blessing in eternity and 

thus glorify God.
 5. The promotion of the mature believer at the Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ glorifies the Lord since it is he who imputes the blessings.
 E. Afortori Rationale is built on 2 things:

 1. This is a sustaining rationale for times when you think everyone and everything is against 
you in this spiritual warfare.

 2. Justification and Glorification are related to time and are thus a part of the Afortori 
Rationale.

 3. Review the issue that suffering for the believer is either Divine Discipline or testing for 
blessing.

 4. The believer’s life is testing of the doctrine which he has inculcated in order to prepare 
him for disasters in life.

 F. The Plan of God is greater than any testing, pressure, adversity or disaster in life thus to reach 
Spiritual Maturity the believer must pass many tests in which the Plan of God rationale is used in 
reverse concentration.
 1. In many cases we will need to add the Afortori Rationale to our solution search.
 2. The purpose for God keeping us alive when we use Positive Volition is to allow us time 

to advance to Spiritual Maturity.
 3. The rationale is developed from 2 viewpoints:

 i. Printouts of the Divine Decree 
 ii. Afortori Rationale

 G. Our questions under pressure:
 1. Why are we still alive even in our failures

 i. God gives us logistical support even in failure
 2. When discouraged we can then access the Plan of God rationale or Essence of God 

rationale.
 3. When discouraged we can use the afortori booster to the Plan of God to support us during 

recovery.
 4. WE must be sure to use proper application of the Plan of God and Essence of God.
 5. This will allow us to recover from self pity when we use effectively Afortori Rationales.
 6. We must come to realize as in Rom 8:31 God is always on our side.
 7. God does for us and no person can do anything for God.
 8. God helps the helpless and by doing so in our support in the devil’s world he is glorified.

 H. The whole thrust of application of Bible Doctrine is to show us that greater is he that is in us than 
he who is in the world.
 1. God is on our side and for us illustrated by failure as well as success:

 i. Divine Discipline is failure and the issue is rebound
 ii. Testing is field training exercise functions to nail down doctrine and advance 

spiritually and the issue is grace.
 2. Recovery is through use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and the basic rationales of Plan of 

God, Essence of God, Logistical Grace, and Afortori.
 3. This becomes the basis for doctrinal conclusions in time of testing.

 i. If God is on our side who can be against me



 4. These systems force all believers to doctrinal conclusions.
 5. These conclusions set up the Afortori rationale which starts with judicial imputation of 

Absolute Righteousness to each believer at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 6. Rebound uses the doctrine of the first Judicial imputation of all sins being imputed to and 

judged in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and thus satisfying God the Father.
 I. By application of these pertinent Bible Doctrines we reach an inescapable conclusion that if we 

persist in Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible Doctrine we 
WILL reach Spiritual Maturity.
 1. The only issue in our function under the Essence of God in the Plan of God as recipients 

of the Logistical Grace of God is VOLITION:
 J. All personal sins in Human History were judged by the Justice of God on the cross and thus the 

reason behind our rebound procedure is to simply name sins and God must acknowledge our 
forgiveness.
 1. We have received the Righteousness of God at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God, ½ of the Integrity of God.

#62
 I. Review Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 3 stages.
 II. Review the Plan of God, Essence of God, Logistical Grace and Afortori Rationales.

 A. Afortori means with stronger reason
 B. In Afortori there are 2 systems in the Plan of God rationale:

 1. Temporal == If the Justice of God at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God provides 
the greater of judicial imputation of the Righteousness of God it follows Afortori that the 
Justice of God will provide the less at Spiritual Maturity ie Super-Grace blessing in 6 
categories

 2. Eternal == If the Justice of God imputes the greater at spiritual maturity in time ie Super-
Grace blessings in 6 categories it follows Afortori that the Justice of God will impute the 
less at the Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in eternity.

 III. The Judgment of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross:
 A. All people in Human History are condemned by Adam’s Original Sin imputed to the genetic Old 

Sin Nature at physical birth.
 1. No one is ever condemned because of personal sins.
 2. This allows all personal sins to be collected for all of Human History and to be imputed 

to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross for 3 hours.
 3. As each of these sins was imputed to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross the 

Justice of God then judged them in him.
1Cor 15:3, 

 4. The key to our salvation was the JUDGMENT of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ for our 
sins.

 5. Therefore at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God we are forgiven all sins we have 
committed to that point and after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God we have the 
OPTION of citing our sins to God the Father in reference to their being already judged in 
Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and he always forgives those sins.

 6. He does not forgive them because of what we do but because of what Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ did in remaining on the cross to be judged for them.

 7. The fact is that when we sin and rebound our forgiveness is not a matter of any merit or 
our deserving it, it is a matter of GRACE distribution to us.

 8. When we sin it is because of our being outside the Plan of God that we are disciplined in 
order to get us back into the Plan of God NOT for the sin which has already been judged 
and that judgment accepted by God the Father.

 B. Salvation is by faith alone in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ alone since faith is the only system of 
perception which is without requiring human ability or merit.



 1. Review Rationalism, Empiricism, and Faith as systems of perception.
 2. Faith is a legitimate system of learning and about 75% of what we know and will ever 

learn is learned by faith.
 3. Faith requires accepting authority in learning.

 C. Judicial Imputations:
 1. There is no home or antecedent or target.
 2. In the first judicial imputation (1Pet 2:24) all human sins were collected and imputed to 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.
 3. There is not affinity between our sin and Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 4. Since none of these sins were his own this is a classic judicial imputation.
 5. When these sins were imputed to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross then God the 

Father judged them and was satisfied by the spiritual death of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ on the cross. (Rom 5:8, 1Cor 15:53)

 D. Review unlimited atonement
 E. In discouragement under pressure we can see:

 1. On the cross God the Father imputed all sins to him in substitution for all of us
 2. Since God the Father could do this to his perfect unique son Afortori, how can he not give 

us with Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ everything we need in Logistical Grace in time.
 3. If we are alive then God has a plan for our life.

Is 53:4-6
v4: Therefore he himself (Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ) has carried the guilt and bore our sinful affliction and 
like a heavy burden he carried our guilt or self induced pressures or adversities; consequently we ourselves evaluated 
him in stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill the one being struck down by judgment, the one being judged by God, the one 
being degraded. 
v5: Consequently he, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was the one being pierced by our transgressions and the guilt 
of our sins, he was the one being totally crushed by our punishment for sin; the punishment which produced our peace 
and reconciliation fell on him, and with his bruise or scar or suffering we are forgiven and restored or pardoned. 
v6: All of us in the whole Human Race, like super stupid wayward sheep have gone astray; we each one of us 
have of our own free will turned to his own way; therefore the Jehovah, God the Father has caused to fall upon him 
the punishment for sin of all of us.
Is 53:11-12
v11: From the extreme sorrow of his soul or essence, He, God the Father, shall see Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
bearing our sin, and be propitiated or satisfied; by knowledge of or faith in Him, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, my 
righteous servant the one without sin, shall the many be justified; for he and he only will carry or bear the load of 
their punishment for sin. 
v12: Therefore in conclusion, I, God the Father, will distribute or apportion to Him, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
the spoils or plunder of victory (Eph 4:8-12) because of the many Believers of the Royal Family of God.   And Then 
He, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, shall re-distribute or divide the spoil or plunder of victory to the great ones the 
Super Grace Believers (who execute the Spiritual Life) of the Royal Family of God, because he has poured out his soul 
unto Physical Death, prior to this he Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was identified with the Levitical offerings for Sin 
or rebellion, (Spiritual Death) because he himself, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ lifted and carried the sin of the many 
believers and unbelievers and concerning the offerings for sin the whole thing was caused to fall upon him.

 F. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ said God why have you forsaken me, Ps 22:1, Matt 27:46, Mk 
15:34
 1. The imputation and judgment of sins in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is spiritual death 

and that which propitiated God the Father and reconciled us with him at the point of our 
Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 2. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was alive when he was judged for our sins and after he 
proclaimed that it was finished forever thus the potential for salvation was completed.

 3. Tetelestai, It is finished.
 G. We cannot separate the first judicial imputation of our sins to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on 

the cross from the imputation of the Righteousness of God to us at Salvation Adjustment to the 
Justice of God.
 1. This is the basis for all our support and blessing in time and our reward if any in eternity.

2Cor 5:21



v21: For our sake he, God the Father,  made him, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ , to be sin who knew no sin to become sin 
on our behalf, in order that in him we might become the righteousness of God in him.

 H. Afortori, since God the Father used the greatest degree of effort to judge all our sins in Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ whom he loved eternally then since he did this it is not any effort for him to 
provide us with his Absolute Righteousness, forgive us, keep us alive, bless us or anything else 
which we may need in all our life.
 1. The basis for grace is the work the GREAT WORK of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on 

the cross.
 2. Once we have from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God through faith alone in 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ the Absolute Righteousness of God then it requires no 
effort at all for God to support and extravagantly bless us.

 I. Counseling is designed in may cases to make us feel sorry for our selves and induces 
subjectivity.

 J. It would be impossible for the Justice of God to impute the Righteousness of God to the believer 
at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God through faith alone in Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ alone except that the imputation of our sins went to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the 
cross 
 1. This is somewhat of an exchange, we exchange our sins for his Absolute Righteousness.
 2. These judicial imputations not only represent the greater degree of effort in the afortori of 

blessing but they constitute the potential and hope motivation and momentum for the 
believer’s advance to Spiritual Maturity.

 K. Principle:
 1. Both God the Father and God the Son are eternal members of the trinity and coequal and 

coeternal.
 2. Both have always had an infinite and eternal love for each other.
 3. At the cross this love was set aside so that justice might function to provide us with 

salvation.
 4. In judgment the Justice of God takes precedence over the Love of God.

 i. After the fall of man the Justice of God became the point of reference
 ii. Where sin is involved the Justice of God takes precedence over love.

 5. At the cross the Justice of God takes precedence over the Love of God making the Justice 
of God the point of reference.

 6. The Justice of God judged our sins when imputed to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the 
cross.

 7. In the first judicial imputation the Justice of God supercedes the Love of God and this 
sets a precedence.
 i. Love is not excluded but the Justice of God is the point of reference and 

originator of the grace functions of God.
 ii. Therefore God will always be fair to all the Human Race and his justice is 

incorruptible and unchangeable and eternal.
 iii. Love is a secondary consideration after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God since we have the Righteousness of God which he always has loved thus we 
become the objects of the love of each member of the trinity in possessing the 
Righteousness of God.

 L. Principle:
 1. Our association begins with Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ at salvation 

 i. At Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God through faith in Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ our association begins with a grace action the Righteousness of God is 
imputed to us

 2. We call this as the 2nd judicial imputation in the Plan of God.
 3. No antecedents, no affinity, no home or target for the Righteousness of God makes this 



judicial but sets up a new relationship between man and God called GRACE.
 i. This is based on possession of the Righteousness of God which becomes the 

home or target for Logistical Grace support apart from any thing we do or do not 
do, our success or failure.

 4. Therefore both judicial imputations combine to provide the greater factor in the Afortori 
of blessing in time.

 5. Logistical Grace blessing begins immediately after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 
God.
 i. We are given time on this earth between Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God and death.
 ii. We are given life support systems related to our physical bodies and spiritual life.
 iii. We are provided our right Pastor Teacher for communication of Bible Doctrine to 

us.
 6. This is the divine support of the believer as a believer after Salvation Adjustment to the 

Justice of God.
 i. Super-grace blessing begins with attainment of Spiritual Maturity through 

possession of maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul 

 ii. As a believer whether advancing or retrogressing in the Spiritual Life with 
Positive Volition or Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine we will always be 
supported by this Logistical Grace.

 iii. The Negative Volition believer is sustained by Logistical Grace as well as the 
Positive Volition believer.

 iv. Under Logistical Grace we suffer for Divine Discipline when outside the Plan of 
God from carnality and if we realize it is sin then we can recover.

 v. Our recovery or any suffering not for sin is designed to advance us in the Spiritual 
Life through practical use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and emphasizes grace 

 7. The Justice of God imputes the Righteousness of God at Salvation Adjustment to the 
Justice of God for the purpose of reaching Spiritual Maturity and upon attaining this 
status we will be beneficiaries of Super-Grace blessing in 6 categories.
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 I. Review Types of suffering and issues and solutions:
 II. Freely:

 A. Nothing in life is free to anyone, if you get something for nothing someone else paid for it.
 1. Salvation is not free Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ paid for it on the cross.

 B. Afortori Conclusion:
 1. The Justice of God produces the action of giving to us grace blessings through the 2 

judicial imputations
 i. All sin imputed to Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross
 ii. Absolute Righteousness imputed to us at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God
 iii. These 2 imputations allow God to bless us with logistics for life for all or our life 

and all our needs.
 2. We must concentrate and this means we must listen and learn even when it is not 

interesting to or enjoyable to us but because it is important to us to hear it.
 C. In the Plan of God

 1. The unbeliever is supported by Laws of Divine Establishment to enable him to gain 
knowledge at God Consciousness and Gospel Hearing to make decisions to believe in 
Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 2. As an immature believer he also will receive in addition to Laws of Divine Establishment 
Logistical Grace support to enable him to grow spiritually.



 3. As a maturing or mature believer in addition to Logistical Grace and Laws of Divine 
Establishment support the believer who has reached maturity at any level will also be the 
recipient of Super-Grace blessings.

 D. In normal life unbelievers prosper or apparently prosper because of Logistical Grace support:
 1. Never be disturbed because of the success of any unbeliever who follow the Laws of 

Divine Establishment in free enterprise and have moral courage to build a business and 
meet payrolls and handles the individuals in their business.

 2. If you follow the Laws of Divine Establishment you will one way or another prosper.
 i. This is why anyone succeeds in an business or profession as unbelievers.
 ii. There is a system of prosperity related to unbeliever and believer related to the 

Laws of Divine Establishment.
 iii. Where there is free enterprise there will be prosperity and the only time this fails 

is when the government interferes.
 iv. When the government implies that it is wrong to make a profit they have 

destroyed free enterprise.
 E. As a believer under the Plan of God 

 1. God prospers some believers 
 2. God adds to the Laws of Divine Establishment and free enterprise God prospers believers 

under Logistical Grace.
 3. Those who are under Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will prosper because of 

Logistical Grace
 4. The believer who is functioning under Negative Volition will prosper because of the 

Laws of Divine Establishment.
 5. The believer who prospers under the system of Laws of Divine Establishment his 

prosperity will be a source of great misery and of many problem.
 6. The person who prospers under the system of Logistical Grace has capacity for the 

prosperity and it will be a source of happiness and if he loses the prosperity he does not 
lose prosperity.

 F. The believer who is functioning under Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will also receive from 
God Super-Grace blessings in 6 categories.
 1. This person has capacity for all blessings and also capacity for all testing and pressure in 

life.
 2. This is the person who has reached the ultimate state and where Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ is glorified.
 G. Principle:

 1. The afortori rationale demands application under stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 
reverse concentration:

 2. Such reverse concentration leads to the 3rd stage of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) which is 
doctrinal conclusion and control of the situation.

 3. Afortori is a super charger and a shorter and quicker rationale which doubles the power of 
an other rationale instantly in pressure.

 4. Afortori is latin for “with stronger reason”.
 5. It is a system of logic using comparison and a rationale for the believer under pressure.
 6. It compares a prior conclusion of Bible Doctrine with another conclusion of Bible 

Doctrine to recognize the certainty of Charizomai, God’s grace policy.
 7. Afortori uses an inferential conclusion as being more conclusive than another reasoned 

conclusion or fact of Bible Doctrine.
 8. Afortori is a rational which takes an accepted fact of Bible Doctrine and by comparison 

produces an inescapable fact of Bible Doctrine.
 i. The inescapable fact of Bible Doctrine is what increases the power of the 

rationale used.
 9. If the Justice of God provides the greater at Salvation through the imputation of the 



Absolute Righteousness of God for the believer it follows Afortori that he will not 
withhold the less after salvation.

 10. If the Justice of God provides the greater at Spiritual Maturity  through imputation of 
special blessing in 6 categories it follows Afortori that he will not withhold the less at the 
Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ through the imputation of eternal blessing 
and reward.
 i. This eternal implication is also very important.

 11. Logistical Grace + Super-Grace == Eternal glorification of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 i. We are here for only the purpose of glorification of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 ii. If God caters to us or blesses us at some stage of growth in the Spiritual Life then 

that is just an added benefit.

Rom 8:28-32
v28: Therefore, we (Consistently Advancing Mature Believers) have learned to know from reverse concentration 
dogmatically in fact, that to those mature believers persisting in Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, 
who love THE Unique God, from Reciprocal Love for God Motivation, HE, God, CAUSES all things to continue to work 
together (Logistical Grace) for good of intrinsic value (Plan of God execution),  to the advantage of those (believer and the 
client nation) only who are elected according to privilege (forming the pivot) as a part or on the basis of a predetermined plan 
(Plan of God).
v29: Because we know that whom he has foreknown from Eternity Past, he also foreordained or predestined into the 
perfect Plan of God for our life; to be conformed ones in the Church Age, to the image of his son (who provided the Spiritual 
Life of the Church Age Royal Family of God) , in order that He, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, might become the first born 
through resurrection, ascension and session to the right hand of God, among many brothers of the Royal Family of God.
v30: And whom He, God the Father, foreordained or predestined, providing a plan for us to share all Christ had in 
Hypostatic Union, the same ones, church age believers, he also elected to privilege, giving responsibility for execution of the 
plan,  moreover these same ones he also justified or declared righteous or vindicated at the point of Salvation Adjustment to 
the Justice of God and execution of the Spiritual Life, these same ones, he also glorified.
v31: THEREFORE or CONSEQUENTLY, face to face with these things (prior context), to what conclusion are we forced?  
If the GOD [is] (elipsis) for us or on our side and it is true He is, who [can be] (elipsis) against us?
v32: The God the Father who did not even spare his very own unique son, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in Hypostatic 
Union, but delivered him over to judgment as an act of justice, as a substitute on behalf of all of us, how shall he, God the 
Father NOT also, with him, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, graciously give to us the all things.  (ALL Grace Blessings in time)
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 I. Prayer:

 A. It is very important for us as believers to join with others to pray for those in office and those 
being elected to have a sense of responsibility.

 B. The majority of law on the books today are in fact sociological experimentation.
 C. The Supreme Court of the United States is allowing these laws which in fact are destroying the 

rights of people to stand.
 D. We must pray that Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History and that we get people 

with a sense of responsibility and to be able to see problems and evaluate them in the light of the 
true overall function of government and a sense of responsibility.

 E. As humans we will fail in application at some point
 1. There is no reason to get discouraged or bitter or vindictive.
 2. We must learn and move on.
 3. All people learn some things the hard way 
 4. The people who have the greatest common sense in life and greatest application of 

principle to life are those who l earn the fewest things the hard way.
 5. All of us have to learn some things the hard way and principles are meaningless even 

when we hear it over and over again until we become involved.
 6. A person wakes up and finds he has a bad marriage and all of a sudden all the principles 

of marriage come to him but it is too late.
 7. Before we can even start to apply Bible Doctrine we must hurt and it is why we have 

testing.



 8. We must spend time in 2Cor 10: as well.
2Cor 12:9
v9: But, He (God) said to me, “My grace keeps on being sufficient for you, for power (of prayer) is perfected in weakness 
(in Paul), most gladly therefore, I will rather boast about my weaknesses, in order that the power of Christ may rest upon me.

 9. Once Paul realized he was still alive and he would never have anything beyond his ability 
and that it was testing he just made application.

 10. Even Paul had to learn some things the hard way at least 2 in his life.
 i. The application of Logistical Grace to life
 ii. The other was to ignore emotion for going back to old home time.

 11. As humans we ALL fail in our Spiritual Life and application to life.
 F. The question is how someone who has failed and is capable of failing take another aside and tell 

them how to NOT fail.
 1. How can any human with his Old Sin Nature who has a track record of failure talk to 

others about their failures
 2. They key is AUTHORITY and the one who is in charge in a leadership position.

 G. Responsibility in relationship to authority as a leadership principle in any facet of life that 
failures be pointed out by others who have authority.
 1. Senior officers to the lower ranks
 2. Husbands to wives
 3. Pastors in the church 
 4. The issue is not whether the person doing the correcting may not be a good as the one 

being reprimanded so how can he do it.
 5. The answer is that he has authority and with it responsibility and whatever the area of his 

authority he has the right to demand certain standards and if he cannot get those standards 
the right to get rid of that person.

 6. The one time when those in authority must be tough is when someone is violating 
legitimate authority.

 7. This is what makes leadership difficult and not many with the title can hang onto their 
standards and insist on them.

 H. People even those who are in Super-Grace can be great spiritually with wonderful personalities 
with wonderful Spiritual gifts UNTIL he gains great authority.
 1. When deciding what to do with those who oppose us in national crises the most important 

issue is always doctrine and remembering to avoid power politics.
 2. There is time to kill and time to not kill.
 3. The difficulty is to stand up to those who are on your side and remember to stay with 

Bible Doctrine.
 4. Never violate pivot politics and move into power politics using violence and murder.
 5. Once you give some people authority they destroy themselves.
 6. Many wonderful people in the world are fantastic until they get authority in some area.
 7. The Pastor Teacher today must have authority in their church.
 8. Great testing occurs when you are between levels of authority and have put things in 

place to be successful but there is lag time and this causes those above you to demand 
instant success.

 9. You must still say “Yes Sir” and hold on to principles.
 I. People when elected to positions of authority MUST be chosen based on their sense of 

responsibility.
 1. The best way to ruin a nice person is to give him authority.

 i. If he is a nice person and does the job right and knows how to use the authority he 
will be different.

 ii. If he is a poor leader and has no sense of authority he will turn into a monster.
 iii. No person is the same once promoted to a certain rank.



 iv. People who are friends and promoted above you will not be the same as friends.
 v. They have responsibility for a lot of people and they will never be the same.

 2. Moses and Paul should have had their authority but Elijah was to NOT have authority 
and his mission was related to evangelism and for getting people back on the track of 
Bible Doctrine and others were to get them organized and teach them consistently.

 II. Killing the opponents of Laws of Divine Establishment principles and client functions is something to 
be left to the legal system 

 1. Their deaths were not to be used to martyr them
 2. Don’t think of villains in terms of being sneaky and slinky when in female form they can 

be very very smart.
 3. When a brilliant woman is left by herself with some form of uncertainty she gets bored 

and starts speculating about the successes of those whom she supports.
 4. When she hears the truth about the situation which has gone against her desires she then 

begins to plot the destruction of those who oppose her.
 5. The worst thing to be done by any leader is to jump onto the side of power politics when 

the Lord has the situation already corrected.
 6. The smart person knows that if you make a jackass a martyr he becomes the rallying 

point for the movement he represents.
 7. If you leave the jackass alone then the movement will die.
 8. The dumbest thing to do is assassinate and those who assassinate are stupid.
 9. Many people like MLK have become hero’s when assassinated.

 i. MLK was communist oriented and used religion to advance communism and was 
made a hero to this day.

 10. The worst thing to do to try to solve a problem is kill someone.
 B. Principle:

 1. When the Lord has won using a believer then the believer must avoid fouling up the 
situation.
 i. When we violate the principle of pivot politics by using violence we enter power 

politics at the lowest level subject to those above us.
 2. When our opponents are discredited it is better to leave them alive than to kill them and 

martyr them for their cause.
 3. When we put ourselves under the wrong systemthe Lord will sustain us there but we are 

not using Bible Doctrine.
 i. We become a social action person and revolutionary and all wrong.

 C. By using the sword of the word of God the great believer had great power but by using his new 
authority he destroys himself but NOT the Plan of God
 1. By using the sword of violence the great believer departs from the Essence of God and 

Plan of God rationales especially.
 i. If it is soldiers in an invading army then killing them would be right; or criminals 

then apprehension and trial then execution would be right.
 2. Killing instantly without due process or proper reasoning appeals to people emotionally 

 i. When you have authority you cannot use emotion and cannot function based on 
emotion and there is nothing in emotion which supports the sense of 
responsibility.

 3. Emotion is knowing you did something right whether it is acknowledged or not and is 
great to know you have made something work right and be successful.

 D. The Plan of God will march right over our failures.
 1. When you have authority you must be correct in the orders you give or lose control of the 

situation 
 2. When we use violence and lose control of the situation we abandon the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) and by resorting to violence we have admitted the validity of violence as a 
solution.



 i. Then just a threat of violence will drive us away in fear.
 ii. We will become a coward and cowardice will replace the function of the Faith 

Rest Drill (4 categories) in life.
 iii. Cowardice will eventually change to self pity and then to Self Righteousness.

 E. The power of the believer does not reside in human force, violence, intimidation and tryanny.
 1. Force and violence always creates greater problems
 2. Lynch mobs, rioting and revolution are wrong.
 3. The power of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ resides in the Lord himself and the Bible 

Doctrine principle which he has provided and they are related to the fact that Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History.

 4. The power of the believer is found in thought which can make or break you.
 5. This through might be from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness 

of the Soul through Grace Apparatus for Perception 
 6. The failure is the arrogance which replaces it
 7. Bible Doctrine learned by concentration must be applied by reverse concentration.
 8. Victory does not ever me we can stop thinking.
 9. The believer is most vulnerable to defeat after a great spiritual victory.
 10. Neither the Plan of God, the Essence of God, the Logistical Grace nor the Afortori 

rationales justifies giving an order for violence.
 11. Violence is not the solution to the problems of life.

 F. Justified violence does exist in 2 categories
 1. Intimidation and execution of criminals in order to restrain crime

 i. This requires violence in the execution
 ii. No gas chamber, but electrocution or drawing and quartering.

 2. Defeat and destruction of the enemies of the client nation.
 i. When we have the opportunity of killing those who oppose the Laws of Divine 

Establishment and the client nation function we must never move into a guilt 
complex.

 ii. Our killing must be a matter of thinking and planning and never emoting but 
using rational thoughts.

 iii. No guilt no regrets
 iv. Military is designed to kill the enemy without being personal about it, involved 

personally with sin, guilt or retribution.
 G. Violence is not justified in sin, evil, irrationality and insanity, the tool or weapon of politics, 

threats of revolution or terrorism.
 1. If a person has enough volition to kill someone they should be executed or they will use 

their volition to do it again.
 i. They should be executed after their first violation.

 2. Violence is never justified as intimidation in a political situation.
 i. Terrorists who threaten to kill hostages should be pursued and found, captured 

and wiped out totally with whatever means needed.
 ii. The communists and islamists use this against us constantly.

 3. Violence is never justified in retribution, vengeance, solving personal or national 
problems
 i. It is sin and also violation of Laws of Divine Establishment freedom.

#64
 I. Problems of life demand solution and can be divided into 2 categories

 A. Personal
 B. Collective from Life in a society of a client nation
 C. Man cannot solve his own personal problems he likes to compensate by trying to solve the 

collective problems of a society or national entity.



 1. Many people who are the greatest reformers were people whose personal lives were filled 
with problems and they had no solutions and no orientation to life thus they tried to solve 
the  problems of the nation.

 D. The 2 categories of solutions for problems 
 1. Pivot Politics == the divine solution to life

 i. This uses the 3 basic rationales of the Spiritual Life 
 ii. Logistical Grace
 iii. Essence of God
 iv. Plan of God 
 v. This demands that the individual believe in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and 

advance in the Plan of God by Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization 
& Application of Bible Doctrine gaining Spiritual Maturity and becoming a part 
of the pivot which forms and preserves the client nation to God.

 vi. It always adheres to principles of Laws of Divine Establishment, freedom and free 
enterprise and advocates the function of the Laws of Divine Establishment in 
society

 vii. This means that everyone through his own self determination should be free to 
advance or succeed on his own or FAIL on his own.

 2. Crusaders come alone and try to say that they have a better idea as to what everyone 
should do and thus try to superimpose their concepts on others.
 i. All crusaders are nosy people and have no concept of freedom in terms of privacy.
 ii. As long as a person does not violate criminal law he should have the freedom to 

do whatever he wants without someone else telling him what to do.
 iii. Power politics is the human or satanic solution and tells people what they should 

do because they know better how to run your life than you do.
 iv. It is the essentially the concept of social action as practiced by the national 

council of churches and communism.
 E. Believers begin to enter power politics by rejection of Bible Doctrine which increases Scar 

Tissue of the Soul which in turn intensifies arrogance manifesting itself as self pity under 
pressure and as Self Righteousness which is ARROGANCE>
 1. Self Righteousness is the basis for others wanting to tell you how to run your life.
 2. Power politics is social action intruding on the privacy of others in the name of greater 

good.
 i. More people will live because of their rules.

 3. Many believers become distracted from the Plan of God and the rationales under the 
Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and become involved in power politics and socialism and 
communism and welfare state functions.

 4. Many believers can do fine in life advancing to Spiritual Maturity until they are given 
authority over someone else.

 F. If people in power are to be gotten rid of these people must take them to a court of law and they 
must be found to be ruling unlawfully and then if needed execute them.
 1. We must never use violence to remove a person from power or office because using 

violence to remove a bad person will require the use of violence to maintain your 
position.

 2. Military activity and capital punishment must be used to execute enemies of the country.
 i. Murder, Dope Pushing, Rape, Sexual Abuse of Children, Kidnapping, any crime 

which violates the volition of another in some type of forced slavery.
 ii. When you take law into your own hands you are no better than the lawless 

problem you are trying to correct.
 iii. When you reject legitimate authority weak or strong, when you ignore authority 

to cure a problem in the national entity you create lawlessness and dictatorship.
 3. In our system of government we will always have a great deal of bungling



 4. Our system is however set up to allow this bungling and still provide great prosperity for 
all in the nation.

 G. The 2 party system in our nation REQUIRES that one party take a position as totally opposite to 
the other party as possible.
 1. This means that a policy demanding change is warranted 
 2. The party in power if corrupt or bad 
 3. The party not in power should take as different a position as possible to give the people a 

choice
 4. The people can then choose between going on with the present corruption or getting a 

new approach to corruption.
 5. Since Franklin Roosevelt we have rarely had a real choice and we missed the boat when 

we failed to elect Barry Goldwater.
 i. He was the only man to that point who would have gone in and made changes 

which were warranted.
 H. Principle:

 1. Bible Doctrine demands that believers reject power politics which means change by 
revolution or radical surgery.

 2. Pivot politics always advocates following the law and using procedures which do not 
interfere with anyone’s freedom, privacy or property and does not overthrow legitimate 
authority.
 i. We may face the fact that we will have a reaction resulting in a dictatorship.
 ii. Dictatorship is not a good thing even if a good dictator because it means a lot of 

violence and killing of people.
 iii. A lot of lawlessness in the name of change, change must be brought about in a 

lawful was unless God brings in the change.
 3. When God does change such as in the 5 cycles of Divine Discipline it is fair and 

legitimate and from his justice and he often wipes out populations 
 i. Our privilege and right is to go from salvation to the pivot and in the pivot to save 

the nation.
 ii. The pivot of mature believers are unknown and unnamed and unheralded 

believers who reach Spiritual Maturity.
 iii. The nation is perpetuated apart from assassination, violence, revolution, 

confiscation of property, intrusion on the privacy of lawful citizens.
 iv. We as believers in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ have the key to our nations 

problems and we ignore the solution which is personal individual advance to 
Spiritual Maturity.

 4. Change in the national entity especially the client nation must be done under the cover of 
law.
 i. All change must be done under PROPER authority not tyranny.
 ii. Every time there is a riot and people are killed and property destroyed there 

should be proper use of authority and even legal Law Enforcement violence to 
stop riots.

 iii. The issue is a person in a riot who is taking another’s property must be STOPPED 
violence is lawful.

 iv. The property of lawful citizens MUST be protected at all costs even of the life of 
those stealing.

 v. We see news only of people who are stealing in riots on camera and police stand 
and do nothing because this is there order.

 vi. This is not just the ruining of a merchant but OUR freedom on the line.
 vii. The issue is that every person has a right to their property and government is 

primarily designed to protect it.
 5. Change of power politics destroys human freedom by attacking establishment authority, 



personal privacy and property and free enterprise
 6. Pivot politics offers solutions to the nation crisis without any tampering of human 

freedom.
 7. Pivot of mature believers break no laws, sponsor no violence, or assassination or 

terrorism or crime or revolution, they confiscate no one’s property and do not intrude on 
any human privacy but turn the world upside down through Metabolized Bible Doctrine 
in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 8. Power politics tries to change the leopard’s spots while pivot politics only changes the 
leopard’s direction.

 9. We will be distracted more and more during elections and politics and the greatest 
distractions in the United States of America was first in the election of Reagan and now 
in the reelection of Obama and his followers.

 10. WE must use the 3 doctrinal rationales to keep us clear as to our purpose and direction.
 11. We may know the problem and there may be a lot of people worth killing and a lot who 

should be in  jail and others who should be running the show and they are not.
 12. Tyranny cannot be solved by the placement of another form of tyranny.

 I. Principles reviewed:
 1. Justified Violence in Military and Criminal Justice system.

 i. No one is guilty until proven in a court of law
 ii. No one is ever guilty based on hearsay.
 iii. Military destruction of enemies outside the nation.

 a. Professional soldiers never have problems back in society and if he is 
good at killing the enemy he will be great in society.

 b. Crime is perpetrated by people with a criminal mind and this type will 
never make a good soldier.

 c. A criminal mind rejects all authority except his own unless it suits his 
purpose to give lip service to it.

 d. A criminal is a loner and a loner on the battlefield is detrimental to any 
unit.

 e. Law must prevent criminals from serving in the military since any time a 
criminal accepts the authority of anyone it is for his own purpose.

 iv. Execution of capital criminals.
 2. Unjustified violence is sin, evil, irrationality, insanity and is the tool of power politics.
 3. WE must learn to accept authority whether we like it or not.

 i. We will know when we really accept authority when it turns on us and crucifies us 
whether we deserve it or not.

 ii. We are not permitted to fire a person in our employ because there is a criminal 
mentality in government preventing this from doing it.

 4. An Ultra Super-Grace believer can be fantastic in one moment and trying to play God the 
next.

Matt 26:52
v52: Then Jesus said to him Peter, "Put your sword back into its sheath; for all who draw the sword will die by the 
sword. 
v53: Do you think that I cannot appeal to my Father, and he will at once send me more than twelve legions of 
angels? 
v54: But how then should the scriptures be fulfilled, that it must be so?" 

 J. The principles:
 1. Peter was not a professional soldier 

 i. The men who came to arrest Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ were professional 
military and were trained and knew how to use their weapons 

 ii. Peter was a fisherman.
 iii. HE was a civilian with a military weapon untrained and out of line against 



legitimate authority under military orders.
 2. If peter had been attacked by criminals and though untrained he would have had a right to 

defend himself.
 i. You always have the right to defend your life against a criminal and to stop him if 

he attacks you.
 ii. To do whatever is needed to stop  him and if they use guns then you can use guns 

also.
 3. The most unrealistic things ever to happen in the United States of America was the 1968 

gun control act which was the most emotional pieces of legislation which in effect 
opened the door to take guns from lawful citizens.
 i. The Gun gives the lawful citizens a right and chance to defend their own life 

when in danger.
 4. Criminals have no  rights at all but they enjoy the free society and the opportunity of 

preying on the free society until the society wakes up and demands your punishment.
 i. This is in keeping with the word of God and the criminal has  no rights.

 5. The person is under our freedom system INNOCENT until proven guilty.
 i. The true immorality of personal income tax alla the IRS is that you are guilty until 

proven innocent and a violation of our freedom system.
 6. The principle here is if you use the sword in crime then you perish by the sword in capital 

punishment.
 7. This verse in Matthew is a reference to CRIME, VIOLENCE OR ANY SYSTEM OF 

POWER to destroy the freedom of others.
 i. Dictators all end up in death.

 8. This is not a military nor Law Enforcement verse.
 9. When you resort to violence after a victory from the Lord Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

you are deep in arrogance.
 i. When a person has no authority and has never had authority and is suddenly given 

maximum power it can be the instant source of arrogance.
 ii. This will be in fact impulsive arrogance which will always make wrong decisions.

 10. When you vote for a high office you must look at what the track record of the individual 
is when they had authority in a lower office or position.

 11. Instant impulsive arrogance always acts on emotional impulse rather than rational policy.
 i. The only thing to save a person like this is to use the Essence of God, Plan of God 

or Logistical Grace rationales and to back off and keep from doing anything about 
those who have already been discredited.

 12. Many people cannot handle temporal authority and if they adopt the view that violence means 
power these people are then vulnerable to intimidation of a great power.

#65
 I. As a believer you can go all the way to ultra Super-Grace and then totally fail because of being given 

authority you do not have capacity for.
 A. Every believer who reaches super-grace is not qualified to assume authority.

 1. Giving him authority will recruit him for reversionism.
 2. Most people in general are not qualified for being given authority or power.
 3. Most people are not qualified because they are not exposed to the realities of life and in 

fact are protected from them and when they come in contact with them they are so 
disturbed by what they see and experience that they turn to some system of escape such 
as DOPE.

 4. We have become a whole society of zombies and our whole concept of support is based 
on emotion and if a person is a nice guy we will  support them for all time.

 5. The day of black and white is gone and no one has standards to apply to life.
 6. SEE Kojak the only crime show which has standards.



 7. Certain believers have responded magnificently to the word of God up to a point 
and after that they become haters, maligners, liars, etc because they were given 
more authority than they were capable of handling.

 8. One of the greatest distractions in the Christian Way of Life and greatest deterrents 
to advancing to Spiritual Maturity or maintaining Spiritual Maturity or momentum 
in the Spiritual Life is to give this believer great authority since it results in 
immediate arrogance in them.

 9. Authority changes people more in life than almost anything including disasters.
 10. The amount of authority any individual can take varies some none some a great deal 

but to be given more than you have capacity for will result in your own personal 
destruction.

 11. When you have excessive authority for your capacity you are blinded by arrogance, 
most often impulsive arrogance.

 B. One of the most important things doctrine does for us is to eliminate prejudices in our thinking.
 1. The most difficult thing for a believer to do is develop norms and standards based on 

Bible Doctrine and eliminating Self Righteousness prejudices.
 II. Matt 26:52 

 A. This is a reference to crime or illegal violence or any system of using power or authority to 
destroy the freedom of others.
 1. This parallels the last phrase of 1Kings 19:1

 B. This does not refer to any military or Law Enforcement functions which are legal uses of force 
and violence in the framework of their professional function.

 C. The principle of this verse applies to any believer who resort to violence after the victory had 
been won by Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ

 D. Believers often cannot handle the power and authority which the people give him after a victory 
won by the Lord.
 1. Being given power by God based on capacity it could be handled but the people look to 

him after the victory from the Lord and give him authority and his mistake is to take it.
 E. The failure is because impulsive arrogance comes to him with the authority offered by the 

people.
 F. Many people in life cannot handle authority and given authority they undergo a complete 

personality change.
 1. Believers even in Super-Grace without temporal authority can be truly great but 

possessing temporal authority can fail completely.
 G. One failure leads to another, having adopted the concept that violence means power he became 

vulnerable to intimidation by greater power.
 H. No one in any position of power can intimidate the believer in pivot politics but in power politics 

the believer is out of his element.
 1. With his great spiritual power and courage and Spiritual Life being now under power 

politics, he becomes weak, helpless, stupid, vulnerable, arrogant, Self Righteousness and 
cowardly.

 I. With pressure from those in power he will also be filled with self pity.
 J. No matter how the believer succeeds in life his power must always be related to the word of God 

and proper use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).
 1. This keeps you from accepting more power than you can handle.
 2. Having departed from pivot politics and from reverse concentration he is no longer 

making doctrinal conclusions which form standards to meet the situation but also has lost 
control of the situation.

 3. Believers are helpless to cope with life apart from Bible Doctrine resident in the Stream 
of Consciousness of the Soul and as humans we have vulnerabilities and Bible Doctrine 
is all that protects us.

 4. No believer can perpetuate any spiritual victory in his life without constant reverse 



concentration which gives him instant doctrinal conclusions to apply to any situation.
 5. Impulsive arrogance blinds us to the doctrinal conclusions we can make.
 6. When in a position where authority and power are given to a believer he must know the 

Laws of Divine Establishment and that if there were any crimes committed by people 
defeated by the Lord that these people should be handled them by the Laws of Divine 
Establishment principles.

 7. If he becomes petty and seeks personal revenge he may bypass the law and once you 
bypass the law in one area it is no longer there to protect your freedoms.

 K. We all have blind sides and when we are put in positions were we may have solutions but if 
they don’t line up with Bible Doctrine then we are always wrong.
 1. It is very tempting to try to take the law into our own hands to solve the problems we 

see around us.
 2. It is tempting to get involved in a mob or organization which says they will rid us of 

these bad people.
 3. Once these people come into power there is just a change of tyranny for another 

tyranny.
 4. Even if you can do better than the current rulership and go about it the wrong way you 

eliminate the very possibility of doing any better.
 5. When you use the wrong system to remove someone you always get a group of people 

who cannot do any better but in fact usually far worse.
 6. Everyone is always anxious to change the situation to make it better and the manner in 

which it is accomplished determines whether the nation or organization or business or 
church survives.

 7. Everyone should take a short course in English history studying from the shire mut to the 
development of parliament.
 i. England was one of the greatest empires in Human History because then sat and 

talked things out and debated it and put it to a vote and thus did not kill each 
other.

 ii. When the parliament became prominent as the government it was the greatest 
thing which ever happened to england.

 iii. The person who disagreed with the government was understood to be loyal 
opposition but they debated it out and they learned to handle their problems under 
systems of authority and order ie Laws of Divine Establishment and this made 
them great.

 8. The greatest weaknesses in Christianity is not understanding Laws of Divine 
Establishment and believers make wrong decisions and thinking wrongly because 
they do not understand Laws of Divine Establishment and authority.
 i. Whether a person is good or bad in authority the thing which makes freedom 

work is the existence of authority.
 ii. All freedom, privacy, property and rights are protected because the authority is 

there not because the people who wield the authority are good or bad.
 iii. It is not authority out of line which is important but that the authority continues to 

be there which provides relative safety for individuals.
 L. The brilliant beautiful woman

 1. Many a very smart man has been turned to jelly because a smart woman has told him he 
was great.
 i. Many men cannot handle the authority a woman gives him when she loves him 

and / or marries him.
 ii. This takes many a courageous man and turns him into a coward.
 iii. Either impulsive arrogance makes you weak or you develop a sense of 

responsibility commensurate with the authority you have and you do it right.
 iv. Many women are extremely adept in categorizing the weakness of others and 



using them at the right time.
 2. The dynamic rationales of stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) can cease to operate 

when the people give power and authority to a believer and it is too much to resist.
 i. The only restraint on people seeking violence is for someone with Bible Doctrine 

to say stop, leave the ones who have been discredited alone and let the laws 
handle them.

 ii. This would have required application of principles related to Laws of Divine 
Establishment, authority, power to maintain control of the situation.

 iii. The Super-Grace believer should be the safe guard of the discredited people of the 
opposition as well as the representative of the temporal government.

 iv. We must never allow the tyranny of prejudice in the courts where guilt is 
determined by color of skin, attractiveness, etc.

 3. Violence or condoning violence indicates the presence of arrogance and shows a respect 
for the intimidating properties of the function human power.
 i. Therefore instead of weakness becoming strength strength becomes weakness.

 M. When an error of judgment is made and the Super-Grace believer fails the only response to  the 
situration is the use of rebound and then the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 
 1. He should use one of the 3 basic rationales to apply to this situation.
 2. He should know that in the Essence of God he was still under the Plan of God for his life.
 3. The Plan of God would give him the moral courage to realize that he made a mistake but 

realized that his failure did not hinder the Plan of God .
 4. If he is still alive after the mistake take whatever Divine Discipline was coming and 

move on using the Logistical Grace rationale and stand fast after making an ass of self.
 5. He should handle the situation and confessed arrogance and failure in whatever mistakes 

he has made and moved on.
 N. Never kill a defeated opponent in any situation if it will martyr him.

 1. If killed his movement would flourish.
 i. If discredited his movement would collapse.

 2. Because of arrogance the Super-Grace believer cannot think and use reverse 
concentration and can not use Bible Doctrine and would be intimidated simply by the 
threat of violence and run.

 3. Arrogance always produces fear if in arrogance you cannot produce what your arrogance 
demands.

 4. Arrogance always places you into a position where you lose flexibility and once this 
happens you committed to the wrong thing.

#66

 I. Principle of Innocence until proven guilty based on the Laws of Evidence from the Laws of Divine 
Establishment seen first presented by Moses in the Law.
 A. No society can be free from tyranny unless it recognizes this principle:

 1. Hearsay must be ruled out of the evidence presentation.
 B. This is also an essential part of the Christian Way of Life and the Royal Family Honor Code 

 1. Under the principle of live and let live and allow each individual the chance to use his 
volition under the Plan of God we must refrain from being judge and jury regarding the 
lives of those around us and with whom we have contact.

 2. In the mind of criminals this is rejected 
 C. Bible Doctrine enjoins us to avoid judging and maligning and gossip since those fellow believers 

and with whom we associate are generally law abiding citizens
 1. If they are not it is the purpose of law to demonstrate otherwise and the reason we have 

jurisprudence and Law Enforcement functioning in the society.
 2. Under the principle of Judge Not lest you be Judged it is brought into the Christian Way 



of Life.
 3. Under the principle that Every believer must live his life as unto the Lord it is 

responsibility of the Pastor Teacher and those who teach in the Local Church to the young 
people to constantly emphasize that the moment you malign or judge or mention 
allegations or lies you may be very Self Righteousness and respectable but you have just 
become a criminal in your thinking.

 D. Criminals are not restricted to parts of the cities where there are slums or high class homes but is 
such because of his own self determination his use of his volition to reject truth as Bible Doctrine 
or Laws of Divine Establishment.
 1. It is possible to be in Ultra Super-Grace and by one decision go to criminal status of 

thinking and action.
 2. Under impulsive arrogance this is very  very easy.
 3. Criminal mentality always moves in fear of apprehension and being restrained and of 

losing one’s life.
 E. The believer having a Spiritual gift of communication is  not necessarily able to handle authority 

in the temporal realm.
 1. The believer in Ultra Super-Grace is not necessarily able to handle any authority.

 F. Being in a high spiritual growth bracket does not qualify one for handling high authority.
 1. Not every believer who reaches Spiritual Maturity is qualified to teach a class or handle 

temporal authority.
 2. Being a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ does not give one the ability to handle 

the authority and have a sense of responsibility and be technically great in his field.
 3. It is the ability of a person to use authority in any given technical and professional setting 

which is important not whether he is a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ or not.
 4. With great authority there must be great flexibility and discernment of situations.
 5. Misuse or abuse of authority means instant arrogance often impulsive arrogance where 

decisions which are made are wrong and violate the cause you are standing for.
 6. Criminals have the option of committing or not committing crime and once they enter 

criminal activity and illegal violence there will always be a greater violence somewhere 
to destroy them as a legal and righteous violence in capital punishment.

 7. Criminal death under capital punishment is a deterrent to others who will think more 
about entering criminal activities.

 G. The believer should be cautious of accepting great temporal authority
 1. The believer is susceptible to becoming ambitious with ideas to save the organization or 

nation.
 2. Once you begin to think like a criminal and reject the legal means of solving problems 

you become criminal.
 3. Recovery from impulsive arrogance and the resulting criminality is very difficult and 

prolonged.
 H.  There have been in our history and especially now in 2013 that there is great irresponsibility in 

those elected to and appointed to our government offices.
 1. This will be the reason for breakdown of our system of government as a constitutional 

republic.
 2. This occurs when you extend the voting franchise to irresponsible people.

 I. Principle:
 1. A believer will transfer from pivot to power politics by any command of violence 

resulting in assassination or murder or any other abuse of power.
 2. Even if those involved are undoubtedly guilty but not tried by a court of law this is abuse 

of authority and power.
 i. Even if guilty a man has a right to trial.
 ii. When impulsive arrogance says to simply kill men it is a political crime.
 iii. Political crimes are the worst crimes of all as seen in the Modus Operandi of all 



communist governments.
 iv. We in the United States of America with our Self Righteousness are a nation 

involved in impulsive arrogance and evil.
 3. Murder of any defeated enemy is an erroneous solution even if suggested by an Ultra 

Super-Grace who is under the influence of impulsive arrogance and has malfunctioned 
under the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).
 i. We never advance so far spiritually that we cannot fail.

 4. The battle is fought in the mind with thought from Bible Doctrine and Divine Viewpoint. 
 i. We are most vulnerable to defeat after great victory in all realms of life 

especially on the battlefield.
 ii. See Napoleon at Quat Brau and Liniea and Waterloo, See the Stand at Gettysburg 

by ONE Yankee army general where both relaxed their vigilance after a great 
victory.

 iii. Some of the greatest defeats in the Spiritual Life come after success or great 
victory.

 5. Slaughter of those who are evil is trying to solve evil by the use of evil.
 i. When good evil orders in the name of humanity the death of a group of people it 

is Evil added to Evil and destroys the effectiveness of the believer who is in 
charge.

 ii. One of the worst things ever to happen to this country is Human Good 
 a. In the name of good for the greatest number the most despicable things 

have happened in the United States of America
 6. When people who cannot handle authority or power and are suddenly given this power 

they undergo personality change.
 7. Once given power by the people and accepted from the people it has to be used in some 

way and this can result in abuse of this power.
 i. Abuse of power is tyranny.

 8. The believer must never reject pivot politics and the 3 basic rationales of the Faith Rest 
Drill (4 categories) 

 9. Distraction by power replaces concentration on Bible Doctrine and results in 
malfunction of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

 J. Principle:
 1. The victory in any battle is won by Bible Doctrine applied through the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) stage 2
 i. The issue is Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and glorification of God.
 ii. When a believer is distracted from Bible Doctrine and Grace Orientation and 

malfunctions in stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) through impulsive 
arrogance this is abuse of temporal power

 iii. The amalgamation of spiritual and temporal authority is always a great problem.
 iv. This was the problem in England 
 v. The destruction of the Roman Catholic Church was the accepting of temporal 

power 100 years after the fall of Rome.
 a. They were responsible for the dark ages of mideval times.
 b. They set up a system and principle focused on evil.

 vi. The influence of spiritual power depends on freedom and only the Laws of Divine 
Establishment provides that freedom.
 a. When any religion or church becomes the state it eliminates freedom and 

the opportunity of persuading people about Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
and evangelism.

 b. This was the cause of many revolutions against the roman church.
 c. This resulted in many persecutions

 2. The combination of impulsive arrogance and Self Righteousness results in fear and 



failure.
 3. In time of victory it is often impulsive arrogance producing Self Righteousness which 

motivates violence of all kinds against those defeated.
 i. The law must protect the criminal so that he might get a fair trial.
 ii. Law Enforcement requires tremendous courage and application of principle.
 iii. Law Enforcement officers must have incredible restraint since apprehension of 

the criminal is his job.
 iv. There is great responsibility on these men to kill or not kill even when justified.
 v. More is required from a Law Enforcement officer than most will ever face.

 4. When your time of temptation comes if you face that temptation with Self Righteousness 
you will fail.
 i. Thus during the period before your temptation do not build up Self Righteousness 

but Bible Doctrine instead.
 ii. Self Righteousness is our greatest enemy and leads us to a very great system of 

sinning.
 iii. Arrogance always produces Self Righteousness and impulsive arrogance does it 

instantly.
 iv. We are all vulnerable in some area where we will stop using the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) and go out on our own and if you have any authority in any organization it 
is very easy to be Self Righteousness.

 5. In time of pressure and adversity arrogance will motivate fear and self pity.
 6. Arrogance abandons Metabolized Bible Doctrine stored in the Stream of Consciousness 

of the Soul rather than applying it.
 7. Arrogance sets aside the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and begins to operate in the sphere of 

power politics.
 8. Arrogance produces pettiness and combines it with power lust to produce violence lust.

 i. Violence lust means you are either in or out.
 ii. If you win a fight you are IN if you lose a fight you are OUT.
 iii. Once you resort to violence to solve your problems you must remember some day 

someone will beat you.
 iv. Once you commit your way to solving problems by beating everyone around you 

will eventually be beat badly.
 v. No matter how good you are someone is always better when it comes to violence.
 vi. Once you accept violence as the means of solving your problems you have in 

effect accepted your own doom.
 vii. He who lives by the sword (Violence as a solution to personal problems) will die 

by the sword (Greater legal violence).
 viii. You have the right to defend your life and property with whatever violence you 

can muster.
 ix. You have no right to initiate violence to solve any problem.

 9. Use of violence to solve problems causes a person to become petty.
 i. Nice people who start solving problems with violence become bullies and petty.
 ii. Bullies are made from acceptance of a principle which says they are tougher than 

anyone else in their environment and if anyone disagrees then lets fight.
 iii. Boys need to learn to defend themselves but must not push others around with 

their strength.
 iv. All bullies are petty and take instant likes or dislikes to push others around.
 v. Pettiness is a mental play which often results in their becoming mentally ill.
 vi. Pettiness is irresponsibility and Irrationality combined and results in a miserable 

life and they have no capacity for happiness.
 10. Arrogance produces pettiness which combined with power lust produces violence lust.
 11. Once you abuse power and authority by resorting to violence you become a slave to the 



system of power politics and therefore vulnerable to intimidation by greater power and 
authority.

 12. It is this vulnerability to intimidation which becomes an obsession to the believer who 
leaves pivot politics and enters power politics and he replaces the Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) with the fear panic ploy.
 13. Bible Doctrine still resides in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul but there is a 

complete breakdown of reverse concentration in stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).
 14. Malfunction of stage 2 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) results in a backward malfunction 

of stage 1 of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) so that the mind will be cluttered with Mental 
Attitude Sins and thus he cannot function.

#67
 See Interlocking System of Arrogance

 A. Institutional Arrogance:
 1. The good Marine should only ever fear not doing his job in battle.

 II. When any believer goes to the top of his category of function in his spiritual organization this must be 
kept separate from the temporal organizations.
 A. Spiritual Organizational leaders must not try to be the top echelon of any temporal organization.
 B. When involved in Institutional Arrogance the mature believer can move from the top of his 

spiritual organization to the bottom of the temporal organization when he becomes involved in 
Power Politics.

 C. Principle:
 1. No matter how great a man is add arrogance to him and you have a weak sister male.
 2. To assassinate a person is often easy but it would create a martyr adding momentum to 

their cause.
 3. It is much better to get rid of them with finesse by discrediting or convicting them 

without being blamed for it.
 i. Any person in arrogance is a sucker for any system of Finesse and arrogance 

destroys the ability to recognize finesse and counter it.
 4. One of the most effective strategies is a threat strategy used so successfully in the 20th 

century by the communists of Russia since 1917.
 5. The most effective way to deal with an arrogant person isto frighten him.

 i. He may be very vulnerable to fright because of impulsive and institutional 
arrogance.

 ii. Because a person has a perfect track record of courage it does not follow that he 
will always be courageous.

 6. As long as the believer remains in pivot politics and uses the Logistical Grace rationale in 
the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) it would be impossible to intimidate him.

 7. To assassinate evil men is to convert them into heroes; to assassinate a hero is to 
advance the cause of that hero.

 D. Principle:
 1. The believer without the grace provision of Logistical Grace support and the divine 

resources of Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul is 
not only helpless in contention with power politics but a prime candidate for total failure.

 2. The evil system of the Cosmic Dynasphere is too subtle and sophisticated and far to 
designing and contriving and skilled in subterfuge and scheming to be handled by 
believers minus doctrine.
 i. Never divorce self from the source of strength which is Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 ii. Arrogance in any category automatically divorces one from the source of strength 

from Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 3. The believer with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness 



of the Soul fails because arrogance short circuits any possibility of any Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) function.
 i. Reverse concentration on any of the 4 basic rationales will always counter the 

finesse of any opponent.
 ii. Arrogance deprives us of the one system of countering finesse.

 4. The threat strategy is the perfect counter attack because when a believer resorts to 
violence he over extends his attack leaving a gap in his defenses.

 5. If there is no rebound and recovery of fellowship and ministry of God the Holy Spirit to 
help him take Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and 
apply it to the situation he will fail.

 6. These believers effectively have deserted grace.
 7. The believer’s source of strength the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in his Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul is now no help to him because he cannot use it.
 8. Arrogance works with or without Scar Tissue of the Soul and is the believers worst 

enemy turning his strength to weakness.
 i. It is the counter insurgency system which destroys our line of communication 

with God and orientation to life in general.
 ii. Our capacity for life involves our appreciation for rather than bitterness toward 

the organization which pays our salary and income and basis for professional 
functions and personal life.

 9. Wanting to run away from a situation you don’t like in life in your job or social life is 
institutional arrogance.
 i. Leaving because you don’t like the work environment, the dangers in Law 

Enforcement or military functions, the way you are treated etc is Institutional 
Arrogance.

 ii. Not having ideal working conditions if you are professional you must overlook 
these and remain where you are.

 III. 2 concepts of fear:
 A. Awe, respect, admiration, appreciation of authority in an organization.
 B. Mental Attitude Sins

 1. Panic or painful or passion in danger accompanied by a strong desire to escape from the 
danger to run from it as quickly as possible.

 2. It is an active feeling of dread or fright and terror 
 3. It is apprehension or consternation, respect of authority.
 4. It is love in the sense of respect for someone or something.
 5. It is used for Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and shows 

institutional virtue.
2Sam 23:2-3
v2: "The Spirit of the LORD speaks by me, his word is upon my tongue. 
v3: The God of Israel has spoken, the Rock of Israel Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ has spoken to me saying: He who rules 
over men righteously for a long time he must be just, ruling in the fear of God, 
Neh 5:9
v9: So I said, "The thing that you are doing is not good. Ought you not to walk in the fear of our God to prevent the 
taunts of the nations our enemies? 
Job 28:28
v28: And he said to man, `Behold, the fear of the Lord is wisdom; and to depart from evil is understanding.'"  
Ps 19:9
v9: the fear of the LORD is clean, enduring for ever; the ordinances of the LORD are true, and righteous altogether. 

 C. Fear as a Mental Attitude Sins
1Sam 17:11
v11: When Saul and all the army of Israel, who have been successful in battle before, heard this challenge of the Philistine, 
they were totally terrified for 40 days. 
Prov 29:25
v25: The fear of man provides a snare, but he who puts his trust in the Lord will be promoted.



 1. It can be a sign of reversionism as well.
1Sam 18:12
v12: And Saul was afraid of David, because the LORD was with him but had departed from Saul. 
v29: Saul was still more afraid of David. Therefore Saul became David's enemy continually. 

 2. Fear is prohibited under the principles of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 
Ex 14:13-14
v13: And Moses said to the people, "Fear not, stand fast and watch the deliverance of the LORD, which he will work for 
you today; for the Egyptians whom you see today, you shall never see again. 

 3. We are commanded to claim promises to clear our soul from fear to apply doctrine.
Deut 31:6
v36:  Be strong and courageous, (think and apply Bible Doctrine) do not be afraid, (emotion), nor tremble before the 
enemy or because of them for the Lord your God is the one who goes before you, he will never fail you nor cause you to fail.
Deut 31:8
v8: Now the Lord is the one who advances ahead of you, he will be with you from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul he will never fail you nor cause you to fail, DO NOT FEAR or LOSE YOUR POISE or 
become disoriented in battle. 
Josh 8:1
v1: And the LORD said to Joshua, "Do not fear or be dismayed or lose your poise; take the entire army with you 
therefore assemble it, advance against Ai; behold, I have given it into your hand all the king of Ai, the people, the city, and the 
land; 
1Chron 28:20
v20: Then David said to his son Solomon, Be strong and courageous, therefore be decisive, do not fear, do not lose your 
poise, for the Lord MY GOD is with you in blessing by association, he never fail you he will never forsake you until the work 
for the service for the house of the Lord is completed. (Logistical Grace)
Is 41:10
v10: Fear not, for I am with you, do not anxiously look around for help, for I am your God, surely I will strengthen and 
give you power from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, definitely I will help you with 
Logistical Grace, most emphatically I will sustain you with the right hand of my righteousness or my victorious right hand.
2Tim 1:7
v7: God has not given us the state of mind of fear (being a coward), but of power and reciprocal or virtue love for God, 
and the sound mentality of wisdom and of Discipline
Ps 3:6
v6: I will not be afraid of tens of thousands of people who have set themselves against me on every side. 
Ps 56:3
v3: The Day that I am constantly afraid I will trust in you and in your doctrine
v11: in Elohim I have put my trust and take in doctrine and metabolize it. I have no fear of what man can do to me? 
Heb 11:27
v27: By Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul he, Moses,  gave up the throne of Egypt not 
being afraid of the anger of the king, for he became strong under pressure as long as he was occupied with the person of Jesus 
of Nazareth, the Christ the invisible one.

 4. Logistical Grace as a principle must be converted to a rationale to apply to fear in the 
Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

 D. Principle:
 1. Fear represents malfunction of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories)

 2. When fear and Bible Doctrine coexist doctrine is neutralized.
 3. Athletic ability is no help in time of crisis but courage and faith is required not fear and 

muscle is required in a crisis.

#68 
 I. Arrogance:

 A. Scar Tissue arrogance is from Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine 
 1. Repeated Rejecting Bible Doctrine is the cause 
 2. In addition it results in rejection fo the authority of the Pastor Teacher.
 3. Like all arrogance in time of prosperity it produces Self Righteousness, while in time of 

pressure it produces self pity.
 B. Impulsive arrogance is the rejection of authority.



 1. The individual cannot handle authority and rules by impulse
 2. This is the problem in general regarding the governmental systems of the United States of 

America at all levels.
 C. Institutional Arrogance is the individual in an organization believing that they are either 

indispensable or maltreated
 1. The organization cannot survive without your abilities
 2. OR the organization does not appreciate your abilities.
 3. It is the organizational principle which carries us in life and they set up standards by 

which we can achieve success.
 4. In bureaucracies it does not require success to engage in institutional arrogance just an 

excess of power with regard to your ability.
 i. OSHA is generally institutional arrogance combined with impulsive arrogance 

where the individual makes decisions without any achievement on emotional 
impulse and more power than they have capacity for.

 ii. This is incompetent abusive bureaucracy.
 5. We must focus on the concept that NO ONE is greater than the organization.

 i. Being dissatisfied with our position in any organization does not ever give us the 
right to run down those above us.

 ii. We have the right and privilege to resign our position leaving the job but not the 
right to be critical of those over us or contribute in any way to the malfunction of 
the organization.

 iii. Any problem we have in any business we run will be because of impulsive and 
institutional arrogance.

 6. WE are not greater than anything and no matter how talented and successful it is very 
easy to accept flattery from others and overestimate self and destroy any possibility of 
happiness or blessing in life.

 7. See the Feminist movement where impulsive arrogance has given women authority 
which they cannot handle.
 i. Women in marriage discover one day that they are totally superior to their 

husbands.
 ii. They are smarter and better organized and make better decisions while the 

husband makes not decisions.
 iii. When the woman demands and organizes for the specific purpose of doing 

whatever men do results in her losing whatever she could possibly gain.
 iv. This results in arrogant weak women in politics and this puts women in coal 

mines and women in combat groups.
 v. Women in combat would be acceptable in historical expediency where we are 

under attack and had sustained great tragic losses in the male population and had a 
great deal of female availability.

 vi. Only in historical emergency is it necessary for women to assume jobs such as 
coal mining or steel mill work or combat units in the military.

 vii. There is no place in Law Enforcement for women patrolmen on the street.
 viii. Ladies in combat outfits move the major issue from combat to protecting the 

ladies.
 8. There is nothing to hinder a woman from success in life in any area but it results from 

arrogance when women organize to accomplish this.
 i. It is the inadequate male which gets upset by this.
 ii. Arrogance makes these men bitter toward the lady who succeeds.

 9. Many of the current trends in our society are related directly to institutional arrogance.
 10. The solution to or categorization of these types of social problems is related to the Plan of 

God.
 D. All of our standards of the believer must be divine standards as revealed in Bible Doctrine or the 



Laws of Divine Establishment.
 1. We as believers must build our standards on the Plan of God and the absolute truth 

provided for us  by God.
 E. The theology of the Plan of God.

 1. God is perfect and his plan is perfect 
 2. In the Plan of God we are in organizations but there is one overriding organization for the 

believer.
 i. Any organization with which you are a part must be compatible with the overall 

hierarchy organization of the Royal Family of God and member of the body of 
Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 ii. This means you must respect the authority and principles and policy of any 
business you are related to and if it is incompatible with what you understand then 
you should get out.

 iii. When you are in an organization which has a great deal of evil you have no right 
to upset the organization.

 iv. We still must do our jobs professionally and when in normal channels of 
parliamentary procedures in the organization we can make our dissatisfaction 
heard but do not have the right to undermine any leader in the organization.

 v. Our job is to carry out the policies of those over us or LEAVE.
 vi. Our job is not to like or dislike the policies but to carry them out.
 vii. Thus our standards in Christianity must look at the policies and their fallacies of 

policies but realize that they come from a higher echelon of authority and they 
have the right to make whatever policies they want.

 3. Just because we disagree with a policy coming from someone in authority does not mean 
we are right and they are wrong and the disagreement can come from institutional 
arrogance.

 4. Authority in the Spiritual Life come from God directly in the organization and function of 
the Local Church 
 i. The Pastor Teacher 
 ii. The Deacons
 iii. The other spiritual gifts 
 iv. An individual may never function in his Spiritual gift because of lack of proper 

spiritual growth.
 v. Once a congregation calls a pastor they have created their own overriding 

authority.
 vi. This is just as our founding fathers created our constitution to hold our 

governmental power.
 vii. When the American people elect a president the majority accept his policies and 

authority 
 viii. We can see the position of the majority of people in the nation if we look at the 

policies and actions of the president.
 ix. When the franchise of voting is limited to responsible people the type of leaders 

we would see in government would be very very different.
 5. The plan and purpose is designed for those imperfect people

 i. Those sinful and it is designed to control the sinfulness, Human Good and evil of 
these people.

 ii. The organization under the Plan of God controls these things with what we call 
Divine Discipline.

 iii. This plan produces Logistical Grace for the advancing as well as the failing 
believers.

 iv. As long as we are alive whether under Divine Discipline or advancing God’s 
intention for us is to recover from carnality or reversionism when failing and 



under Divine Discipline or to be used as distraction for other advancing believers.
 v. We will have to decide many times in our life between people and Bible Doctrine 
 vi. Often they are attractive people who are believers and our friends.

 6. To understand the Plan of God we must understand the attributes of the Essence of God.
 i. To avoid institutional arrogance in the Plan of God we must understand the 

Essence of God.
 F. The Essence of God

 1. Sovereignty of God:
 i. God is a person with personality and self consciousness and self determination.

 a. He recognizes self as a personality and thinks and decides and acts 
rationally.

 ii. Thus the sovereignty of God is bound up in self determination and the Divine 
Decree.

 iii. GOD is trinity with father, son and spirit and they are identical in essence but 
different in personality.

 iv. It is his absolute dominion over all created beings and is a revealed attribute of 
God related to all rational created creatures.
 a. Angelic 
 b. Human
 c. Animal with limited soul functions

 v. All things depend on the Will of God and nothing is certain apart from the Will of 
God.

 vi. It is the power and prerogative of God as creator over creature, savior over 
believer, ruler over Positive Volition believers, disciplinarian over Negative 
Volition carnal believers.
 a. This is the table of organization of God over creatures and he has absolute 

authority over all creatures and creation.
 b. When arrogance exists it requires Divine Discipline.

 vii. All that we have and are comes directly from God and if we have authority in any 
realm it is only because he has given us the authority.

 viii. Whatever we have that we enjoy we must remember that God can remove all this 
in an instant.

 ix. The sovereignty and authority of God is manifest over creation both animate and 
inanimate.

 x. It is related to the fact that he is redeemer
 xi. It is related to the fact that he is the source of all blessing and has the authority 

and right to impute blessing in time and eternity.
 xii. God also has the right of Divine Discipline and testing for the believer in time.
 xiii. No one has the right to bitterness for anything in life as it is when under pressure 

either Divine Discipline or testing for blessing.
 xiv. This absolute authority of God extends over both actual and possible things and 

the possible is made only possible but because they exist as possible we still have 
the option of decisions.

 xv. God is the final and absolute authority over all existing things.
 2. Will of God is the essential structure of the Plan of God

 i. Because he is sovereign he has an all inclusive will and purpose concerning all 
that has been or will be.

 ii. It originates within himself and is totally compatible with all his attributes.
 a. It is designed for HIS glory not ours.
 b. We are here for his pleasure, he did not create creatures to make himself 

miserable.
 iii. Our construction as creatures was perfect but it was our volition which distorted 



the Plan of God into sin and Human Good and evil.
 a. In the Plan of God the woman’s sin was under institutional arrogance 

where she rejected the plan and policy of God while Adam under 
impulsive arrogance rejected the Plan of God to be with the woman.

 b. Thus man failed because of institutional and impulsive arrogance on the 
part of our parents and this combination required the establishment of 
many rules for the Human Race.

 iv. In the extrinsic relationship of the Will of God to creatures it is transient.
 a. It is the chronology of the life of believers related to God.
 b. We are confined to time but the Will of God and Plan of God is 

OBJECTIVE.
 v. This Plan of God and Will of God has the Integrity of God blessing us through 

Logistical Grace and Super-Grace and when this occurs from the Justice of God to 
the Righteousness of God in us the result ultimately is the glory of God.
 a. There is no confusion in the Plan of God and all events in Human History 

are interwoven and interdependent.
 vi. Nothing can occur which is unknown to God thus his will is unchangeable and 

certain.
 vii. The Will of God as seen in the Divine Discipline will be completed for all 

creatures and all creation.
 a. This is Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controlling Human History.
 b. He is God and has equal and coeternal sovereignty with God and it is 

bound by the Integrity of God and never acts independently of the other 
attributes of God.

 viii. God is bound by his integrity and veracity / truth (doctrine) and immutability 
resulting in faithfulness to complete what he has started with regard to creation, 
Human History and our personal life.
 a. God will complete what he has begun in our lives.
 b. Some believers will commit suicide and this does not take him by surprise.

 ix. Suicide is part of the Sin Unto Death and what occurs prior to suicide is distilled 
and concentrated misery and is intensive Divine Discipline for the believer in 
reversionism.
 a. Intensive Divine Discipline is the Divine Discipline prior to suicide and 

may be a day, week, month or years and is the culmination of a 
reversionistic life.

 b. Divine Discipline is giving us something we cannot bear and it is not 
testing.

 c. When given more than we can bear in intensive Divine Discipline it often 
causes mental illness.

 d. Suicide does not mean loss of salvation but that they died under the Sin 
Unto Death.

 x. Providence is a word used in the past for the Will of God.
 a. This word was used by believers in past for expressing that Jesus of 

Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History.

#75
 I. Lt William Dean Hawkins from El Paso TX; Marine 1941; Book - Line of Departure – Medal of Honor 

Recipient.
 A. This man exhibited a consistent non-emotional courage as a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ and truly honorable.
 B. This shows us what it means to live in light of eternity.

 II. Principle:



 A. Mature Believers who have been out of fellowship for prolonged times must recognize that if He 
is still alive after being out of fellowship for this time and still benefits from every aspect of 
Logistical Grace then he is under the Plan of God.
 1. God will continue to support him even though he has totally failed and is in a state of 

locked in carnality.
 B. God will provided for his physical needs as he has in the past consistently.

 1. In his successes and in his failures Logistical Grace still operates because it does not 
depend on us but only on the Integrity of God.

 C. The Interlocking System of Arrogance is manifest as fear, self pity and Self Righteousness.
 D. A mature believers does not need reproach nor accusation from anyone to see his own failure.

 III. Manifestation of Interlocking System of Arrogance
 A. People under the influence of the Interlocking System of Arrogance they do not hear the voice or 

God nor the word of God as corrections.
 1. This person is under occupation with personal problems and totally subjective.

 B. In his zeal the mature believer who fails is doing things his way instead of the Lord’s way.
 1. He is so occupied with the concept that he is right and so preoccupied with himself that 

he will resist and doctrinal application to the situation from any source.
 2. He is found in extreme Self Righteous Arrogance and is saturated with institutional 

arrogance.
 3. He has eyes on self rather than the Lord, has become disoriented through malfunction fo 

the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and has lost track of the Logistical Grace rationale and 
disoriented to the Plan of God.

 4. Human ability is no substitute for divine dynamics and he will be taught the lesson of 
Zech 4:6

Zech 4:6
v6: Then he said to me, "This is the word of the LORD to Zerub'babel: Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, 
says the LORD of hosts. 

 5. The Interlocking System of Arrogance always destroy the spiritual priorities of the 
believer in time 

 C. In apostasy and under national arrogance the people enter extreme lawlessness as a Self 
Righteous reaction and function of the Interlocking System of Arrogance.
 1. An example of this is involvement in a lynch mob.
 2. This is reaction to unrestrained function of Crime and criminal activities conducted by 

non criminal elements and their attempt to do the job of Law Enforcement while not 
being part of Law Enforcement.

 3. Interlocking System of Arrogance will cause mature believers to often preoccupied with 
disaster and thus be distracted from the Plan of God 

 4. Circumstances of history do not change the Plan of God and Logistical Grace function to 
the believer functions just as well in adversity as in prosperity.

Deut 33:27a
v27: Eternal God is our refuge ( Eternal security ) and underneath are the everlasting Arms ( temporal Security).  
Ps 48:14
v14: This God is our God forever and ever.  He will be our guide even unto death.
Lam 3:21-23
v21: This DOCTRINE I recall to mind, therefore I have confident expectations or faith under pressure (HOPE) in time of 
disaster.
22: The steadfast love of the LORD never ceases, his mercies never come to an end; 
v22: It is because of the Lord's gracious unfailing love or mercies which never ceases that we are not CUT OFF or 
Consumed,
v23: His Gracious Mercies or functions (temporal security) never cease for His compassions never end or fail, they are 
renewed every morning, His faithfulness continues. 

(logistical grace is received 1 day at a time) (what GOD has promised HE will deliver)
2Cor 9:8
v8: God is able (omnipotence) to make all Grace abound to you, that always having all sufficiency (temporal security) in 



everything you may have an abundance (super grace blessing) for every good function.

 D. Principle:
 1. Preoccupation with disaster produces Interlocking System of Arrogance with resultant 

fear and intimidation by life, self centeredness, self pity, Self Righteousness and thus a 
distortion of the facts of history.
 i. You must not be preoccupied with disaster but view them from the light of Bible 

Doctrine and preoccupation with disaster will inevitably ignore the Plan of God 
rationale.

 ii. Any time you over react to disaster and get stirred up emotionally that you want 
to personally want to do something about it you have lost track of the Plan of God 
rationale.

 iii. We see things which need correcting in this United States of America and 
overreact and start crusading you are wrong.

 iv. God knows these things happen and there are reasons and purpose for them and if 
God has not destroyed the area or removed the nation from history OUR JOB is to 
not be distracted from Bible Doctrine into power politics but continue with pivot 
politics.

 v. Avoid getting into crusades and keep on with Bible Doctrine to help form the 
pivot to save the country.

 vi. You must never overreact to anything and lose control of the fact that you are still 
in the Plan of God.

 vii. We must maintain professionalism in Law Enforcement and military functions 
and not overreact to pressures in life staying calm and handle the problem 
professionally.

 viii. You cannot solve the problems of life by killing people or doing things your way 
in life.

 ix. We have the right to be incensed but not to become so involved in overreaction 
and put ourselves in the Interlocking System of Arrogance.

 2. Preoccupation with disaster ignores the Plan of God and Logistical Grace rationales.
 3. When a believer is in a disaster situation he must focus on the fact that if he is still alive 

then he is in the Plan of God and under the Logistical Grace support of God and behind 
the Wall of Fire from that support.

 4. Interlocking System of Arrogance will never discover the purpose of the believer in the 
Plan of God in disaster.
 i. Interlocking System of Arrogance destroy the function of reverse concentration.

 5. Even though the 3 basic rationales have become epignosis Bible Doctrine in the Stream 
of Consciousness of the Soul the believer in Interlocking System of Arrogance cannot 
apply them.
 i. Reaction against evil is normal but over reaction makes us vulnerable to 

Interlocking System of Arrogance.
 ii. Over reaction intensifies these problems.

 6. Historical disaster is related to Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine
 7. Being under the Interlocking System of Arrogance historical facts will be distorted by 

overreaction to the disaster.
 i. Interlocking System of Arrogance cannot properly interpret the facts of history.
 ii. You can have facts and still fail to properly interpret them.

 E. Often the mature believer in a disaster recognizes he is still alive but thinks it is because of 
something he has done to extricate himself or some preparation he has made.
 1. The fact is that he is alive only because of Logistical Grace support from God.
 2. This should tell him that despite his failure he is still alive because of Logistical Grace 

thus God still has a purpose for his life.



 3. In arrogance he has ignored the source and benefit of the Wall of Fire protecting him in 
similar circumstances so that he is not with the dead prophets.

 4. Interlocking System of Arrogance in prosperity produces Self Righteousness but under 
historical disaster pressure they produce self pity and total preoccupation with self and 
total egocentricity.

 5. If a client nation is to survive it MUST have a pivot of mature believers to provide a basis 
for deliverance by Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 F. No believer can survive in the Cosmic Dynasphere without Logistical Grace support.
 1. God sustains the life of the believer after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and 

no believer can live in this world without Logistical Grace support.
Eph 2:14-15, 
v14: For he is our peace, who has made us both one, and has broken down the dividing wall of hostility,
v15: by abolishing in his flesh the law of commandments and ordinances, that he might create in himself one new man in 
place of the two, so making peace,
Job 5:20, 
v20: In famine or economic disaster he will redeem or purchase or preserve you, Mature Believers, from death, In war or 
military Disaster from the power of the sword in battle,
Ps 33:18-19, 
v18: Behold the eyes or omniscience of the Lord are on those Believers who are occupied with or respect, fear, stand in awe of 
him, on those who have absolute confidence or trust in time of crisis from the Faith Rest Drill 4 Stages in his unfailing love or 
grace.
v19: To Rescue or cause to deliver their souls from the dangers of death by dying grace and keep them alive in economic 
depression or crisis or other adversity.
Ps 56:13, 
v13: For you have snatched from danger or delivered my soul from the Sin Unto Death , Not just my feet from falling in 
simple carnality, in order that I, myself, and no one else, may walk before Elohim in the light or doctrine of the life, Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ.                                 
Ps 68:19-20, 
v19: Blessed be The Lord, who daily bears our burden; The God who is our salvation. [Selah] 
v20: Our God is to us a God of deliverance; From the sovereign Lord Lord, comes escapes from death. 

 2. Satan has the power of death but God delivers from that death.
 3. No believer can be removed from life apart from the Sovereignty of God.
 4. Spiritual stability demands cognizance without arrogance and overreaction to disaster and 

evil is a matter of arrogance.
 5. We must be historically informed but never doctrinally distracted.
 6. The thinking of the believer must be dominated by the fact that Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ controls Human History 
 7. Power politics demands change but the believer cannot change history and only Jesus of 

Nazareth, The Christ can change history.
 8. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ can use the believer in changing history 
 9. The believer must be historically informed without being distracted by power politics.
 10. Violence of power politics is abuse of authority.
 11. The mature believer must remain in pivot politics and avoid power politics at all costs.

#77
 I. Interlocking System of Arrogance continued:

 A. One of the most important principles for the Human Race is FREEDOM.
 B. Humility is our ability to identify legitimate or correct authority and accept it regardless of any 

conflict of personality or policy or adversity which may exist between self and authority 
ordained by God.

 C. When a believer fails in reversionism or Interlocking System of Arrogance which is carnality it is 
easy to recognize;
 1. Reversionism is Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine
 2. Interlocking System of Arrogance as carnality is very often related to rejection of some 



authority.
 D. In use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) the promises of God must be used to stabilize the thinking 

in order that the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of the 
individual can be molded into logical doctrinal rationales to bring him to conclusions which will 
control the situation.

 E. The power of pivot politics is related to the divine power to change things.
 1. The power of power politics is related to the use of violence or some other distortion of 

authority to change things.
 F. Principle:

 1. If you are going to avoid abuse of authority in life and maintain advance in the Spiritual 
Life you must have Metabolized Bible Doctrine from daily consistent Perception, 
Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine and Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit.

 2. Without this is it is impossible to accept legitimate authority.
 3. Authority conflict most often comes from personality conflict or policy which we reject.
 4. Organizational authority is found in policy and function of the organization.

 i. Marriage – Husband has authority over Wife
 ii. Family – Parents have authority over children.
 iii. In early life love is not the issue but when authority is used properly there is 

always love.
 iv. When employed by any organization it sets up a system of authority with policy 

and function and we must adhere to it.
 v. Any business or organization or function in life will have this system with 

authority.
 5. Arrogance is what rejects the system and gets outside it 

 i. When you move outside the system you are subject to punishment from God and 
society.

 ii. You must accept the system and authority of any organization you are involved in 
in order to have any degree of happiness in life.

 6. When under any system of authority where the policies are stupid, to attack policies is to 
attack the authority and thus destroy any possibility of advance.

 7. All of us at times take the attitude that we are better, smarter and have better policies than 
the authority and having Bible Doctrine makes it most likely true but knowing Bible 
Doctrine and all of these things make us vulnerable to Interlocking System of Arrogance.
 i. We must avoid being involved in Self Righteous Arrogance and thus destroy any 

possibility of being able to fix things.
 ii. We must remember that all people have the right to be wrong about anything.
 iii. We must avoid Self Righteousness responses to wrong things in life.
 iv. We must not react to the situations found in the nation as a whole or our social 

structure.
 v. In the United States of America since the early mid 20th century our foreign 

policies have been to destroy any conservative establishment oriented government 
and to turn over such nations to communism.

 vi. This is the ultimate of national arrogance and stupidity.
 G. Principle:

 1. Change does not solve problems
 2. Change of administration, party in power, etc is not going to solve problems.
 3. There is no legislation which can solve problems and if you rescinded every law passed 

since 1932 except the Taft Hartley law we would have made a 50% improvement in our 
legal system.

 4. The problem is that the people are stupid and are not even remotely understanding of 
American history and their representatives are trying to legislate the country into the 



garden of eden.
 5. Change brings in another group which abuses the same power that the other group 

abused.
 6. Change will not solve any problem ever since it is part of power politics.
 7. We are always trying to change the exteriors of life and thus constantly buck the system 

when we need to stay with the system of authority and avoid becoming anti authority.
 i. You cannot solve any problem by destroying authority.

 8. It is the most difficult thing to stay in a poor system and learn how to cope and advance in 
the system in spite of all that is wrong with it and this is doctrinal application.
 i. To quit from a system demonstrates that the person does not belong in command 

of anyone or anything.
 9. You cannot advance without a system allowing for advancement.
 10. The ability and humility, common sense and wisdom of not trying to destroy the system 

is what the believers attitude must be.
 H. People become enslaved because they destroy the system and accept instead of the system a 

power mad leader.
 1. This  makes a people vulnerable to slavery.
 2. When you resent authority you are rejecting the whole system of authority which is what 

makes it possible for us to possess anything including freedoms of all kinds.
 3. The destruction of a system is terrorism, revolution, etc and it is evil in itself most often 

resulting in or from violence.
 I. Many people with power feel that they are greater than the system which gave them power.

 1. Since I am president I am above the law and I will make new policies which have nothing  
to do with the law. (see 2008-2013+ USA history)

 2. When you leave a system because of arrogance you lose your sense of responsibility and 
thus become irresponsible.

 3. It is always the policies and principles and teamwork and functions of the organization 
which makes it possible for you to advance to any degree in the system.

 4. You will be promoted in an organization when you conform to the standards of the 
organization and thus advance.

 J. In the United States of America we don’t want to change government to dictatorship but must try 
to correct the system and still use freedoms.
 1. When Abraham Lincoln called for thousands of volunteers to superimpose his will on 

southern states, which had a right to function under the constitution in certain areas, to 
correct slavery he resorted to violence it was the most destructive thing which ever 
happened to freedom in the United States of America.
 i. It did result in the freedom of slaves (He did not even have a constitutional right 

to issue an emancipation proclamation but because of the Self Righteous 
Arrogance of the people in the majority he was able to get away with it).

 ii. Lee and other southerns had freed slaves already.
 iii. Because the north resorted to violence to superimpose its Self Righteous will on 

the south it set a precedent which almost totally destroyed our freedoms in the 
civil war and ultimately will apart from Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controlling 
Human History.

 iv. It means the blacks are now enslaved like whites by the federal government 
because of the way it was done.

 v. All the people in the freeing of slaves in the civil war in the United States of 
America were involved in Self Righteous Arrogance.

 vi. In arrogance they resorted to violence to solve this social problem and Abraham 
Lincoln is one of the worst presidents we have ever had.

 2. Any president who resorts to violence to make a change even though it may be necessary 
immediately sets a precedent and this is why since 1865 our constitutional system of 



government has been limping along and systematically failing.
 i. The problem came to a head with Franklin Roosevelt.

 3. In our constitution a citizen of this country has no issue because of his race.
 i. Forcing racial issues will ultimately destroy this nation.
 ii. We are free to fail or succeed, free to advance as far as our ability will take us, 

free before a court of law.
 iii. We should never use our genetic heritage to demand personal advancement over 

others thus making a racial issue.
 iv. The Issue must be how a person performs with regard to the system not his 

genetic background.
 4. National arrogance is about to destroy the United States of America in 1979 and it is seen 

in minorities, racism, etc.
 i. When people demand things for their race they make an issue of it and they reject 

the system which becomes a point of arrogance.
 ii. This is liberalism, it is ghastly arrogance which is Self Righteous Arrogance and 

they want to change the function and also to destroy the system.
 5. We have all been in a position where we reject authority and think we have a right to 

change it to align with our thoughts and views or put down the person in authority.
 i. This is blind arrogance and it will interlock with all the other gates.
 ii. WE must not destroy the system even if we disagree with the system.

 K. The use of violence to solve problems never solves anything but creates greater problems.
 1. The use of violence in the military to protect the nation is justified.

 i. The soldier in this use of violence must be trained and must be professional in 
combat.

 ii. This prevents the soldier from bring the violence back to civilian life.
 2. Use of violence to control crime through capital punishment and other systems of control 

is legitimate also.
 3. Use of violence which are not authorized and illegitimate include:

 i. Terrorism, 
 ii. Crime such as murder, kidnapping, etc
 iii. Revolution

 L. The use of pivot politics will bring about change without hurting any freedom or privacy or 
destroy the system.
 1. The intake of Bible Doctrine and advance to Spiritual Maturity will bring change in the 

country without destroying anything in the nation.
 2. The change will occur without destroying the authority of government or free enterprise 

or family.
 M. One of the things which destroys the system is to create in the system a power which overthrows 

the system thus the system is gone and the power is all that is left.
 1. What remains is the power of irresponsibility and thus becomes a dictatorship where all 

freedom and self determination is rejected.
 2. When you destroy a system of authority in the nation you are always left with anarchy.

 N. Power outside the system is tyranny; while power in a system is authority.
 1. Thus power minus the system is great evil.
 2. Power in a system allows us to work within a system and everyone is restrained from 

destroying anyone else.
 O. When people come to power by means of power politics they destroy the system and when the 

system is destroyed the person who is trying to destroy it ultimately destroys themselves.
 1. As believers we must advance in the system and never destroy it by advancing ourselves 

over the system.
 i. We function in the system to become successful and the Lord will promote some 

of us in the system to become successful in terms of the system.



 2. In the legal system the innocent and guilty must be separated in courtrooms but today the 
system is being destroyed by getting criminals out of their judgments on small 
technicalities.
 i. Someday there will be all the honest people in jail and all the criminals out side 

and free and this nation must be destroyed by God as it did with the 3rd reich.
 ii. This is occurring and even much greater in 2013 with regard to federal income tax 

system.
 iii. The attempted destruction of the rich or envy of the rich and successful is 

arrogance and this tries to destroy the systems of establishment which have made 
us great.

 3. When we have success we must recognize we are successful because of the SYSTEM in 
which we are functioning.
 i. Advance in the Spiritual Life occurs because of a system where there is a person 

to teach doctrine in a place where privacy and discipline is operating so that no 
one interferes with our coming and learning.

 ii. God is not in any power outside the systems he has established.
 4. Change   wrought by violence of power politics is devastating to the Human Race   while   

change   wrought in the soul by the ministry of God the Holy Spirit is a blessing to man.  
 i. Once violence was used to solve the problems of slavery it meant that the very   

system which guaranteed our freedoms was destroyed and that system was state’s 
rights.

 ii. States today have lost their rights and this meant that the federal government   
gained power and authority and our founders knew that no government could 
have such power and maintain freedom.

 iii. This was done for freedom but destroyed freedom and as we see today in 2013 we   
have consistently lost freedoms since 1865 little by little until the government is 
now trying to take all freedoms from us.

 iv. Any time you try to use violence or a system of evil such as conspiracy to change   
a system you defeat the purpose for which you entered into violence or 
conspiracy.

 5. Conspiracy is just as evil as violence and when conspiracy tries to remove an authority if 
it succeeds it destroys the system under which the authority is functioning.
 i. Conspiracy rejects the system and by rejection of the system the conspirators 

ultimately either destroy the system or if they leave the system and try to establish 
another system because they rejected the original system they cannot form 
another system and self destruct.

 ii. When you cannot abide a system or an authority figure then you are free to dislike 
or reject the system but not to destroy it so you can leave quietly and move on 
without arrogance.

 iii. If you try to destroy the system and reject it you enter Interlocking System of 
Arrogance and ultimately will interlock in this system and destroy self.

 6. NO ONE is greater than any legitimate system in which we are involved.
 i. This does not include any criminal or revolutionary or communist system.
 ii. Once you are in a system you must stay in the framework of the system including 

marriage and family.
 iii. It would seem to me that this last concept does not apply when you are not the 

initiator of destruction of the marriage or family system. (FF)

#78
 I. The Interlocking System of Arrogance is the mechanism which tries to destroy the Laws of Divine 

Establishment systems which are our stability in life and the logistics by which we are supported in 
order to advance in the Spiritual Life.



 A. Many people feel that they are being maltreated by a system under which they function and held 
back.
 1. The system which destroys the weak often promotes the strong.
 2. If you are vulnerable to weakness in one system of authority you are vulnerable to 

weakness in any system of authority.
 3. The Interlocking System of Arrogance destroys the individuals capacity for life wherever 

the authority exists.
 4. The person who cannot stand authority in any system is the person who will fail in 

marriage for the same reason.
 B. Any system of anti authority or power politics is NOT the answer to any situation in life.

 1. Prejudices are the most devastating attitudes in life.
 2. Government must not and ours was set up to not ever interfere with the choices of the 

individual in his life.
 3. Big Government means small people and in fact fosters criminal activity.
 4. Criminals and big government both abuse power in their functions to intimidate, destroy 

and remove freedom.
 C. Power politics is the means of destruction of the nation and God does not approve of any system 

where the freedom if the individual is curtailed or destroyed or intimidated for his decisions 
regarding Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 D. Changes wrought by God does not violate god’s laws or standards
 1. He does not sponsor sin, torture, violence, crime, rape, murder, etc where people seek to 

gain an end and call it legitimate.
 2. When we switch from pivot politics to power politics we move from being the strongest 

we can to the weakest possible.
 II. Freedom cannot exist authority:]

 A. Freedom without authority is anarchy
 B. Authority without freedom is tyranny

 1. You cannot have freedom without privacy.
 C. You cannot have freedom without profit potential or property.

 1. When in business you have a right to profit in any legitimate area at any level.
 2. When the government tries to regulate profits or imply that profit is immoral and liberals 

try to say profit is wrong these functions are immoral.
 3. Profit is legitimate and right and the motivation for the function of free enterprise is 

PROFIT.
 4. Without profit we would never see prosperity in any nation.
 5. Any moron should know that the carter windfall profit tax was and is IMMORAL and 

EVIL.
 6. It is wrong to steal and when the government abuses its authority it is now criminal and 

this is seen in our taxation systems.
 i. 10% taxation is legitimate
 ii. Any other system of taxation is illegitimate and evil.

 D. In addition you have a right to own personal property.
 1. Arsonists are very ultra evil people and they have the idea of destroying the property of 

others because they are jealous
 E. Change wrought by power politics is devastating like a fire which burns down a forest or home 

or building.
 1. Change wrought by God is compatible with his plan and power.
 2. Fire is a reminder of rejection of all human authority and legitimate delegated authority 

from God.
 F. People involved in social action become distracted from the word of God and intake of Bible 

Doctrine.
 1. We don’t get involved in politics if it distracts us from Perception, Cognition, Inculcation 



& Metabolization of Bible Doctrine and never bring politics into the Local Church.
 2. Anything in the way of politics which distracts us from Perception, Cognition, 

Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine is wrong.
 3. We have a right to vote and function in politics but never can allow it to distract us from 

Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.
 4. We must never be deluded into thinking that politics will save the nation.

 G. The voice of God is very gentle and low but has incredible power.
 1. The ministry of God the Holy Spirit in teaching Bible Doctrine is so that we can grow in 

grace is essential for the client nation.
 H. The only means of deliverance of the client nation in historical crisis is:

 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History
 2. Spiritual leadership to teach Bible Doctrine for spiritual advance.
 3. Existence of a pivot of MATURE believers.

 I. The means by which a pivot is formed is by consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine to maximum inculcation by the believer.
 1. Bible Doctrine can only be understood and applied by the ministry of God the Holy 

Spirit.
John 14:26
v26: But the paraclete, our Mentor GHS, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all things and will bring 
to your remembrance and recall all that I have said to you.

 2. God the Holy Spirit will teach us all things through Grace Apparatus for Perception and 
Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) which transfers all Metabolized Bible Doctrine into the Right 
Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 

 3. In addition he will cause us to remember Bible Doctrine when needed so that we can 
apply Bible Doctrine through use of reverse concentration in the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories).

John 16:12
v12: I ( Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ ) have yet many things to say to you but you are not able to comprehend them now.
v13: But when He the spirit of doctrine (energizer) has come, he will instruct you in all doctrine, for he will not speak from 
himself but whatever he hears he will communicate and he will disclose to you things to come, 
v14: He will glorify me, he shall receive from me and disclose it to you.

1John 2:27
v27: and as for you the anointing of the indwelling and Filling of God the Holy Spirit which you received from him abides 
in you, and you have no need for any one to teach you; as his anointing teaches you about all things by taking the Bible 
Doctrine you perceive and makes it a reality in life, and is true, and is no lie, just as it has taught you, abide in him.

 J. The whisper of God the Holy Spirit emphasizes the need for concentration of the believer on the 
teaching of Bible Doctrine to learn it.

Zech 4:6
v6: Then he said to me, "This is the word of the LORD to Zerub'babel: It is not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, 
says the Jehovah God of the Armies.

 K. The power of God totally exceeds any form of creature power and it resides in our soul in 2 
forms:
 1. Indwelling and filling of God the Holy Spirit
 2. Maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Right Lobe of the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul as epignosis.
 3. Any power used against the believer can be instantly neutralized by God 
 4. God can overrule and veto by any power or pressure which is brought against the 

believer in this life and thus the believer must NEVER be intimidated by any satanic 
power or human tyranny.

 L. As a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ we must never think ourselves indispensable to 
God.
 1. We must appreciate our place in the Plan of God WITH all others who respond to Bible 



Doctrine 
 2. The people who respond to Bible Doctrine will be the ones who save the nation.
 3. What preserves the nation or causes its downfall is the individual believer not who is 

president nor who is irresponsible in government.
 4. Whether our nation stands or falls depends on our daily attitude toward Bible Doctrine.
 5. Our attitude toward Bible Doctrine and our consistency of Perception, Cognition, 

Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine is essential for the perpetuation of the 
client nation.

 6. Our men in military are no longer supported by the pivot of believers in the nation 
 7. We have done everything wrong to prepare our men for war in our military services.
 8. Our men in military and Law Enforcement need our prayers and support from the pivot 

of mature believers to ever come out in victory.
 9. The most tragic thing in a client nation is for the military and Law Enforcement to NOT 

be supported by the pivot of mature believers.
 10. Our Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine is a duty to 

the Lord for advance in his plan but is also the greatest support we can give to those 
functions which maintain our freedoms.

 M. We cannot fully understand the repercussions of failure in the pivot of a client nation.

#80
 I. Leadership in Human History

 A. Many are totally unqualified to handle the authority given them from arrogance or stupidity.
 1. Most fail to appreciate the system which brings them to the top and then reject the system 

which brings them to the top.
 2. Any nation which falls into national arrogance MUST BE PUNISHED.
 3. If the pivot is large enough they nation will survive if not they will be destroyed.
 4. If they are to survive they will be punished severely and the incompetent people will have 

to be brought to the top.
 B. God uses highly incompetent and terribly arrogant people to discipline any nation saturated in 

national arrogance.
 1. The use of a combination of greatly incompetent people in civil or temporal leadership 

and use a totally competent spiritual leadership.
 2. God will use an available spiritual leader in order to discipline but maintain the survival 

of the client nation.
 3. There must be a great humility factor in the chosen leader in the spiritual life.
 4. When God wants to execute Divine Discipline severely on the client nation as in the 4th 

cycle of Divine Discipline he will through Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ who controls 
Human History put a leash on opponents to the nation and when he takes the leash off 
they will attack and this will be their Divine Discipline.

 5. Then a lot of  people will be punished and die and business and economics will suffer etc.
 6. As soon as the nation feels they are out from under all the problems connected with their 

degeneracy they will then be disciplined by God through their opposing nations.
 7. If God does not promote you you are not promoted but if God demotes you you are 

seriously demoted as well.
 C. Historically no client nation ever gets away with a thing.

 1. If the United States of America survives we will really get serious Divine Discipline and 
unimaginable suffering.

 2. When the nation is under the interdict of intensive Divine Discipline the only people to 
come out on top are believers who are in Spiritual Maturity.

 3. No matter how things go historically it does not hinder the divine promotion of the 
mature believer and divine prosperity imputed to them as well.

 4. The United States of America is in the throes of Divine Discipline now which we were 



moving into in 1979 and even long before that.
 5. Being in that Divine Discipline we MUST have MORONS in high places and we have 

them in greatest abundance NOW in our whole history.
 6. The only thing for any believer to regret is missing Bible Doctrine for a single day.
 7. Bible Doctrine is the most important thing in our lifetime and doctrine is hard to get for 

us in normal times and will be harder in national crisis or historical disasters.
 8. We will not know hurting as individuals or collectively as a nation until we fall in 

national discipline.
 9. With Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine we will never be used by God in any situation.
 10. WE MUST be saturated with humility and open to all doctrinal information in order to 

focus on the Plan of God and the use God has for us.
 11. With Interlocking System of Arrogance and a fat head you can be 2x as miserable as 

you normally would be under Divine Discipline.
 D. Principles:

 1. Under the principle that Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History it is 
possible that God has commissioned the arabs, cubans, mexicans, communist china or 
russia or europe or ANYONE to discipline us in the United States of America.
 i. We have asked for it and begged for it and in God’s perfect timing we will get it.

 2. The pivot of mature believers may preserve the  nation but when it shrinks these will be  
the believers who are fight their way out of the disaster through the whole besieging 
army to be delivered.
 i. See the Assyrian Crisis

 3. Application:
 i. No nation is invincible
 ii. No nation survives its population involvement in Interlocking System of 

Arrogance and resultant degeneracy.
 a. It takes arrogance in believers and unbeliever to destroy any nation.
 b. We must always consider “Am I an arrogant believer contributing to the 

fall of my nation” if so stick with Bible Doctrine and it will deliver.
 iii. Historical catastrophe to the client nation is not only Divine Discipline to the 

client nation but acts as a warning of potential total destruction of the nation.
 a. The question is now how long will the United States of America survive 

into the future.
 b. No matter what happens to this nation historically the only thing which 

counts is the believer with Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul 

 c. Not only in the history of our nation but also in the Angelic Conflict 
eternally.

 iv. It is easy to be distracted by historical catastrophe.
 a. We have organizations in this nation acting like nazi storm troopers in 

1979 today now it is DHS and FEMA.
 b. There is a whole world outside the United States of America who envy the 

United States and they tell us that we have no right to live as we do.
 c. These foreigners covet what we have and want it and now are taking it 

ILLEGALLY.
 d. Never let historical catastrophe distract from Bible Doctrine.

 v. Sometimes God punishes  through natural phenomenon such as hurricanes and 
tornadoes fires and earthquakes and when the sweet friendly government comes 
along and uses tax money to recompense everyone then there is no Divine 
Discipline.
 a. When this government tries to pay for damage from natural disasters to 

recompense everyone the warning is not there then God takes other 



measures so that the government cannot interfere with the warning.
 b. It is bad and evil with a government interferes with Divine Discipline and 

this means God must discipline us with a warning where the government 
cannot interfere.

 c. (we could use a tornado in washington).
 vi. The terrible things which happen in Human History and shock us as believers in 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ the disasters of Human History are a part of the 
Plan of God and fulfill the principle that Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls 
Human History.

 4. This is what is in for the United States of America in the future with the 4th cycle or 5th 
cycle of Divine Discipline.

2Kings 8:12
v12: And hazael said to Elisha “why does my Lord weep”, and Elisha said to him “I know the evil you will do to 
the people of Israel; You will set afire their fortifications, you will kill their young men with the sword and their little 
children you will bash their heads in  and their pregnant women your soldiers will rip open”.
 E. Principles:

 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History but when the pivot shrinks from 
rejection of Bible Doctrine the Justice of God demands punishment but not destruction of 
the nation if it does not shrink too much.

 2. What the Righteousness of God demands the Justice of God must execute, The 
Righteousness of God sees a small pivot and this will preserve the nation but too small to 
hold off the 4th cycle of Divine Discipline which will bring great historical catastrophe.

#81
 I. Arrogance causes us to overestimate our own worth and underestimate the value of others especially in 

the field of authority.
 A. Arrogance always resents the authority and power of others over us and their responsibility for 

carrying out policy.
 1. Arrogance most often devaluates people in authority regarding their appearance and 

personality.
 2. Blind arrogance sees some flaw in appearance or personality of another and this is 

disorientation to life and destructive to the one who does it.
 3. In every realm of life people expect a certain person to look or dress some way and 

arrogance sets standards which others are to life up to.
 4. Arrogance resents those in authority who are tough on those under them or obnoxious in 

some way.
 5. People assume that a stereotype personality goes with a particular position of authority.

 B. Never trust your personal judgment about someone in authority when you first encounter them.
 1. You can develop instant antagonism and the fact that this occurs and you are in instant 

personality conflict shows your arrogance as blind, Mental Attitude Sins or institutional.
 2. If you have had rapport with someone in authority in a company and someone else comes 

along and takes their place with a totally different personality and the rapport is gone then 
there is instant antagonism.

 3. When properly motivated with Grace Orientation and humility your motivation reflects 
itself in integrity and this is the great safeguard against arrogance.

 4. Most people have tons of arrogance without any integrity to counter balance it.
 5. Integrity accepts authority without making issue of personalities or dress code or physical 

looks.
 II. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History and he uses world rulers and governments to 

accomplish his will in Human History.
 A. He uses great rulers and great governments or Evil or republican or monarchy types of 

governments.



 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ can use whatever is needed in his plan to control Human 
History.

 B. There are NO accidents in Human History and no nation rises or falls accidentally 
 1. Many nations rise not because they are great but because everything around them is 

corrupt and everything corrupt falls away.
 C. It is essential that the believer avoid failure to rebound 

 1. The believer must not fail in the tenacity of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) .
 2. The believer must understand the Interlocking System of Arrogance and never be 

discouraged when things were going badly
 3. The believer must be tenacious and tenacity is much more important than ability in any 

area and the one who keeps on plugging no matter the failure is the greater one.
 4. The believer must demonstrate greatness in use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories): 

 i. Dynamics of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in use of the power of God
2Kings 2:13-14

 ii. Dynamics of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in countermanding the skepticism of the 
theological students 

2Kings 16-18
 iii. Dynamics of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in application of the Essence of God 

rationale to historical disaster.
2Kings 2:19-22

 iv. Dynamics of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) in leaving Divine Discipline in the 
hands of the Lord. 

 D. You must never judge a book by its cover 
 1. Children always owe adults respect and never should make fun of adults

 i. Respect for older people is a part of Laws of Divine Establishment in society.
 2. There will be times when we will all be tempted to take law into our own hands and to 

use violence instead of leaving things in the hands of the Lord.
 3. Only in leaving things in the lord’s hands can Laws of Divine Establishment principle be 

maintained and the Integrity of God deal with the matters.
 4. We must use the Essence of God and emphasize the application in reverse concentration 

with regard to the Integrity of God.
 i. The Righteousness of God will always be fair
 ii. The Justice of God executes the judgment
 iii. The omniscience of God knows all the facts
 iv. The sovereignty of God decides the judgment time

 5. Use of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and leaving the matter in the hands of God causes us 
to remained in pivot politics.

 6. None of us have the right to take the law into our own hands with regard to irritations 
put upon us by young people and it is amazing that when they are left in the hands of the 
Lord or legitimate Law Enforcement function they often turn out to be great people.
 i. At some time in life God is going to warn you that you are on the wrong path by 

putting you into a situation where you are with the wrong people and these people  
will be shockingly judged and you will survive and this will be the last great 
warning before you take a nose dive and crash into destruction of your life.

 ii. We all take the wrong path and get a shocking warning and people around us are 
shockingly destroyed this is god’s warning.

 iii. Life is too short to associate with attractive people who are evil and to get into it 
with punks who call themselves tough and run the town.

 iv. Sooner or later the Justice of God working directly or through some disaster or 
Law Enforcement will destroy these punks.

 v. If you don’t learn the lesson you will fall with them.
 vi. We are part of a great disaster experience and when we survive this is our 



warning
 7. God will punish young men who are under the influence of the Interlocking System of 

Arrogance.
 III. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controlling Human History.

 A. Having great judicial functions and Law Enforcement is essential for any great nation.
 B. With this countries will be free from the greatest enemy of a nation that being criminals and 

crime.
 1. This is the internal constant enemy of the nation and is the great enemy of freedom.
 2. The  most evil people in any nation are the criminals and when the politicians become 

criminals this is multiplied.
 C. When the criminal goes free because of the greatness of the judicial system if they go free too 

long what Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ does to them personally is beyond description.
 1. When God punishes the criminal and society does not his suffering is beyond description.
 2. If the state does not get to the criminal the Lord will.

 D. No one in life ever escapes criminal activity it is bad enough to be a criminal on top of being a 
sinner.
 1. They have no concept of freedom and nationalism and integrity.
 2. Honor among thieves is phony and they are dishonorable and evil and enemies of 

freedom and evangelism and bible teaching.
 3. There is no such thing as being criminally insane and if a person insane know how to kill 

another they should be treated as totally normal.
 4. No criminal is normal all of them are abnormal and if they commit crime they should be 

judged as normal people are judged
 5. Insanity is not a means of getting off with crime where God is concerned.
 6. Our laws make a great issue as to whether the crime is premeditated or not and this is a 

great evil.
 7. Our system says if the act was impulsive the judgment will be much more lenient.
 8. WE must remember no one gets away with anything before God and if the law does not 

get you he will and criminals should pray that the law gets them first.
 E. One of the greatest responsibility of government in any nation is Law Enforcement 

 1. Our legislation has failed miserably in our society
 2. All law should be directed against crime and those who would destroy freedom.
 3. Law should never be used to try to establish the ideal society as this infringes on 

freedom.
 4. Most laws today do this and infringe our freedom and is an abuse of law.
 5. Law should be against those who violate the privacy and property and life of others.
 6. When crime gets completely our of control so that no system of Law Enforcement can 

handle it (Dearborn Michigan) look for the cycles of Divine Discipline and when they 
come look for punishment of criminals not even known to be criminals by police.

 7. Often God brings weather, natural or economic disasters, fire, warfare and even 
disease in order that a nation may undergo a catharses so that the criminals and 
bleeding heart do gooders are wiped out if God intends to use that nation as a client 
nation.

 F. The mature believer has the right to call on divine justice to intervene but the use of impricatory 
prayer must be guarded.
 1. He has the right to refer to the Supreme Court of Heaven for judgment.

 G. Wars between natiuons will often be the means of divine punishment for may unbelievers and 
reversionistic believers.
 1. Temporal government is often used to administer Divine Discipline where crime is 

concerned 
 2. War includes death in combat, from disease, capture, torture and starvation
 3. The Law Enforcement system must administer capital punishment against all those who 



threaten the freedom of the nation.
 4. One who escapes one way will be judged another way.

 H. Principle:
 1. For either the reversionistic believer or apostate unbeliever there is no deliverance from 

judgment for the criminal who escapes from the law God will still deal with him.
 2. Crime never pays and never succeeds and is the quintessence of human arrogance.
 3. Criminals may escape the law but never escape the judgment of God.
 4. All criminals are megalomaniacs.
 5. The reversionist and unbeliever have ignored the fact that Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

controls Human History.
 6. Escape from one situation for the reversionist or apostate unbeliever is only temporary 

and another disaster will overtake him.
 7. They go from the fire to frying pan of vice versa.
 8. There is no escape from Interlocking System of Arrogance and its maximum saturation in 

criminal activity.
 9. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History and those who make Human   

History.
 I. Pivot politics is the only refuge in Human History and is the Modus Vivendi of the mature 

believer and the  one who exercises Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine and motivation in 
advance in the Spiritual Life.
 1. This believer with Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine exploits Logistical Grace and 

attains Spiritual Maturity to receive the greatest blessing in life and eternity.

#82
 I. Principle:

 A. The solution to man’s problems whether individual or collective, historical or personal all have 
their inevitable solution in the spiritual realm.

 B. Pivot politics is the solution with Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and consistent 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible Doctrine.

 C. Those who reject the teaching of Bible Doctrine will be caught in the net of historical disaster.
 D. Those in criminality and those foreign enemies outside the land of the client nation will both 

have to be dealt with to preserve the client nation.
 1. The arrogance of the criminal is only exceeded by that of the insane psychotic person and 

both suffer from megalomania.
 2. The difference between these 2 is only the degree to which they circumvent the law.

 E. The spin off of reversionism and apostasy will be destroyed in battle with foreign powers and by 
good Law Enforcement if and when it is restored to the land.

 F.  Domestic disaster and violent death will occur when there is ridicule of Bible Doctrine and the 
authority of those who present it.

 II. Principle:
 A. Because of the pivot of mature believers the client nation can survive the greatest disaster.

 1. The basis for preservation of the nation is the pivot of the mature believers.
 2. Because of the necessity of Divine Discipline for the nation they will go through to the 

end of the 4th cycle of Divine Discipline and suffer from military defeat.
 B. There are only 2 things in the client nation which can deliver us from our destruction under this 

level of Divine Discipline.
 1. One if the teaching of Bible Doctrine.
 2. Two is through military victory.

 C. Until we win a military victory in the United States of America we are the envy of the whole 
world.
 1. The overriding principle of Human History is that when a few people have prosperity 

everyone else envies them.



 2. There is a principle of history which is the Jealousy of the majority 
 3. Most problems which occur in the economic and social life of any nation are based on the 

fact that those who are not willing to work and have no personal contentment or 
happiness from any source of absolute truth and those who are truly evil people always 
envy those who have any real measure of prosperity.

 4. It is the envy of these people which causes discontent and revolution and destruction of 
establishment and eventual ruining the nation.
 i. This is a major factor in the Old Sin Nature interpretation of history.
 ii. NO ONE can ever be elected and bring about any change.
 iii. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History not some jackass in the 

whitehouse and not congress.
 5. The only deliverance we will ever see in a concrete way is when our military 

establishment defeats decisively those people who seek to destroy us.
 i. Little islands despise us and great nations despise us.
 ii. We brought this on ourselves by electing people whose policies are so idiotic that 

it is incomprehensible.
 iii. Whether we elect conservative or liberal they always move to the middle and only 

rarely do they maintain their conservative standing.
 iv. The level of flattery in washington is impossible to survive without incredible 

character and the Metabolized Bible Doctrine.
 6. There is no hope for this nation as a client nation or simply a nation with the level of 

envy of so many millions of people toward those who have been successful.
 7. The envy of these people will destroy and today is destroying totally the system of free 

enterprise which has brought us this great level of prosperity.
 D. There are only 2 principles which can bring about order out of disaster and restore our client 

nation status.
 1. Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of the believer
 2. Military establishment.

 E. In historical disaster the pivot is the key to survival
 1. This is not to say freedom from punishment.
 2. There are 5 cycles of Divine Discipline and the pivot only protects from the 5th cycle of 

total destruction of the nation.
 3. The pivot does not prevent Divine Discipline and punishment for the nation.
 4. The nation will suffer economically and militarily and from disease and large segments 

of the population will be destroyed and there will be great misery in the land.
 5. The pivot cannot give insulation against the misery and suffering from Divine 

Discipline in the form of the cycles of Divine Discipline.
 6. We today in 2013 already have social disaster, military disaster defeat, economic disaster 

and also natural disasters such as earthquake and hurricanes and tornadoes along with 
Disease.
 i. These are the catharsis for the national entity for the degenerate and apostate 

and reversionistic must be removed and God honors the pivot during this.
 7. God honors the pivot by not destroying the nation and by providing them the security and 

blessing related to the afortori system related to the Plan of God and Essence of God 
rationale.

 8. BUT great misery in the nation is guaranteed when the Interlocking System of Arrogance 
saturates the national entity and the majority of the citizens.

 9. We will see economic and social and medical and national and natural disasters and these 
where the federal government cannot interfere and the punishment is able to be 
administered by this means.

 10. We will have to have military disaster because of our folly regarding the military.
 i. A draft in a client nation is not even debatable and the word of God says that there 



MUST be a draft where everyone must serve in the military.
 ii. This has to do with protection of the freedom and guarantee of security of the 

nation from enemies and also is the maturing process for the MALES in the 
nation.

 iii. This maturity process is related to authority and Laws of Divine Establishment 
principles as a means of protection from Interlocking System of Arrogance where 
unbeliever are concerned.

 F. There are 3 categories of deliverance from any client nation:
 1. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History
 2. Great spiritual leadership in the nation to teach Bible Doctrine.
 3. Pivot of mature believers.
 4. Without this stability there will be great disaster and suffering and every family will be 

touched.
Rom 11:2-5

 G. The most important aspect of the Christian Way of Life is consistency in the Perception, 
Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine so that there is something which is in 
our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul to be applied.

 III. No man is indispensable in the Plan of God.
 A. We must distinguish between Divine Discipline and testing

 1. The issue is sin in Divine Discipline
 2. The issue is grace in testing.
 3. In these cases we must use 

 i. The rebound procedure for Divine Discipline and sin and This puts us into control 
of the situation under the Filling of God the Holy Spirit where suffering from sin 
is continued or diminished or removed.

 ii. The Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) with the use of promises and rationales to bring us to 
conclusions.

 4. All suffering in Divine Discipline is more than you can bear.
 5. All suffering in testing is what you can bear.

1Cor 10:13
Rom 8:28 (the Plan of God rationale outlined)

 6. The key rationales to be used in any situation are the Plan of God, Essence of God and 
Logistical Grace rationales with the Afortori rationale being the supercharger of these.

 B. There is a destruction number as far as any nations judgment is concerned.
 1. When God starts to use the cycles of Divine Discipline the discipline continues until the 

destruction number is reached.
 2. Before the Divine Discipline is removed from the client nation or any nation God sets us 

a syndicate of degeneration the number of those who must be destroyed 
 3. When the syndicate of the degenerate reaches that number the judgment is discontinued.
 4. The administration of the Sin Unto Death and punishment always goes first to the 

syndicate which is the Opposite of the Pivot.
 5. In the spin off of reversionism there is the syndicate of degenerate and it is always 

destroyed before the judgment stops.
 6. When the judgment is over the syndicate is gone and the pivot remains.
 7. SEE Jeremiah and the conquest by Nebecannessar, those destroyed were the syndicate 

and those left were the pivot and those who went to babylon were the ones who were to 
have a 2nd chance.

 8. When the Lord has a herald they always die by great violence.

YOUR CHOICE IS PIVOT POLITICS OR POWER POLITICS, Interlocking System of Arrogance or humility
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